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INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of this study is evaluate, 
analyze and compare the public relations policies and pro-
grams of four leading daily newspapers -- two from the United 
I 
States and two from the Philippines. I 
This study is also designed to determine in some I 
degree the effects of the public relations programs of these 
newspapers which vary considerably in terms of readership. 
Hence, this provides knowledge regarding the use of public 
relations by the press. From the press' standpoint, there-
fore, the study is partly significant in determining the pracl 
tical value of public relations in the newspaper business. I 
By and large, this treatise can be termed a study 1 
of newspaper public relations ••• with the four leading dailies 
taken as representative of the press. 
The two American dailies chosen for this study 
were The Christian Science Monitor and The Quine! (Mass.} 
Patriot Ledger. The former was chosen by virtue of its re-
cognized excellence and high journalistic standards. And 
moreover, because it is published in a metropolitan area, and 
this closely resembles the Ivianila newspapers chosen. The 
Quincy Patriot Ledger, on the other hand, was chosen because 
it resembles the Manila newspapers with regard circulation 
and number of pages. With these two leadi.ng dailies 1 one an I 
international daily newspaper and the other a leading subur-
1 ban daily, it is hoped that most of the important aspects of a 
II 
newspaper shall have been covered which have strong bea~fng 
on its public relations work. 
In the Philippines, The Manila Times was given 
the highest consideration, being the most influential newspa- 1 
per, and one which has the largest circulation. The seoond lj 
. . I 
newspaper chosen was the Philiepines Herald, mainly because 
it is held by many in the journalism fie.ld to be one 
most nearly perfect newspapers in circulation in the 
I 
of the I' 
the Phi-
lippines today. This tra it approximates the Monitor's jour-
na listic excellence. At the time of this writing, and per-
haps most important, the Philippines Herald had begun a wide-
scale public relations program in an effort to boost circula-
tion and re-establish itself in the Philippine p ress. It was 
hoped tha. t by t he end of this writing the effects of the said , 
public relations program of the Herald would have been felt. 
However 1 the campa ign fizzled out before it could be fully 
launched due to economic reasons included in t his study. 
With respect to the American newspapers 1 this 
study was done mos tly by means of personal interviews with 
editors, publishers, promotion managers, and staff members 
of the newspa pers. Actua l cases and instances were included 
in part to measure on one hand the ef fects o.f the public re-
2 
lations pr~grams and on the other to provide facts and data 
instead of simple theories. 
The public relations policies and programs of the 
two Philippines dailies were secured through personal corres-
pondence with reliable sources in the newspapers chosen and 
other distinguished members of the Philippine press. By vir-
tue of this writer's long-standing personal friendship with 
the persons concerned, the correspondence closely simulated 
real and actual personal interviews. 
Pertinent intra-office memoranda and editorials 
of all the four newspapers were also studied to afford a more 
comprehensive background for t h is study. 
r 
These procedures were strongly augmented by an ex~ 
tensive research study in the different aspects of public re-
. . ·. . I 
I lations with bearing and significance to this treatise. In- 1 
formation derived in t h is connect.ion ca me in terms of other 
newspapers' attitude towards the concept and use of public 
rela tions. 
Because of the wide area covered by t his study, 
and in order to provide background for the public rela tions 
policies and programs of the newspapers, thus to f acilitate 
understanding, it was found necessary to divide this tract 
into t wo parts. 
Part I of this study, General Ba ckground, was 
deemed highly necessary to afford the reader a working know-
ledge and understan!liing of the newspapers. "The newspaper 
3 
must be understood in terms of its development and its rela-
tion to various aspects of a society. No one is in a position 
to generalize accurately on the newspaper ••• The relation-
ships are often subtle, and true inwardness of such interac-
tion may be discerned only after long and intimate study.•rl 
The four cl~pters included in Part I were consi-
dered sufficient to draw an inference to some distinctive 
tra its of the newspapers examined. It was intended to furnish 
the proceeding part, 'I' he Public Relations VJork of the Newspa-
pers, with a foundat ion. Also, Part I was included to show 
the individua l personalities of the newspapers, which may very 
well account for some of the major disparities noted in their 
public relations policies and programs. 
For convenience of evaluation and comparison, 
Part I I was divided according to the different sections of 
the newspapers' public. The chapter on Prestige Brochure, 
a lthough without any definite relation to any one particular · 
public, was regarded us a n important aspect of newspaper pub- j 
lie rela tions. Hence, it was included in Part II. 
Stockholder relations "1>-.rere not discussed in this 
study for three ma jor reasons. First, of the four newspapers 1 
I 
chosen, only 'rhe 1V1anila Times has stockholders. Thus, afford-
ing no basis for comparison. Second, The Manila Times belongs 
to a publishing firm, so a discussion of its etockholder re-
l ations would be synonymous to that of the whole enterprise, 
the Times Publishing Co., Inc. Third, stockholder relations 
border very closely on, and too often directed towards the 
business interest of the newspaper. This study is concerned 
with the dual personality of the newspaper -- a medium o£ 
communication serving as a social instrument, and a business , 
enterprise. To exclude either one is to misconstrue what is 
a newspaper.# 
5 
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FOO'rNOTE 
llJ'r RODUCT ION 
1. Albig, William, 4odern Public Opinion, (McGraw-Hill Book Company, mnc., 1956) P. 375• 
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PAR'r I 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
CHAPTER I 
BRI EF HISTORY OF' THE NE WSPAPE RS 
Section 1: The Christian Science Monitor 
On November 25, l908 , The Christian Science ~ni­
~ was founded. It was on tha t day that a new journalistic II 
experiment 1 "embodying an inspiring ideal," came to life, 
founded by Mrs. Y~ry Baker Eddy , Discoverer and Founder of 
' -.. . 
the Christian Science. 
In the words of its present editor, Mr. Erwin D. 
Canham, "the vision of what service this kind of daily news-
paper could render to the world was uniquely Mrs. Eddy's . Ma-
ny around her were filled with doubt and skepticism. Some 
tried to dissuade her. Up to the very issuance of the first 
copy, there were some who tried to persuade her to change its ! 
name the deley;ion of the words "Christian Science. " ~rs. 11 
Eddy of course persisted because this newspaper and its name, , 
like a ll else in her movement, came to her through deeply 
founded insight and vision -- practical as well as 
On August 8, 1908, Mrs. ~er Eddy instructed 
members of the Board of Trustees of the Chr istian Science 
Publishing Society to start a daily newspaper. None of the 
7 
members of the Board of Trustees had had any newspaper publi- 1 
shing experience. However, they took advice from authorita- I 
tive sources, and within five days had outlined precisely and 
in i mpressive details what would have to be done. New eq"~P­
ment had to be purchased in addition to those of the Christia 
Science Publishing SocteliY• A complete staff had to be re-
cruited. But in exactly 109 days after Mrs. Eddy penned her 
instructions, t.he first issue of The Christian Science Moni-
~ issued forth. 
In its first editorial, Mrs. Eddy wrote: "The ob-
ject of the Monitor is to injure no man, but to bless all man 
kind." It was an expression of lofty idealism, and it became 
and still is, the task of the Monitor to translate into daily 
operative journalism. · 
Factually speaking, the Mo@~.or was begun as "a 
protest against the sensationalism of other dailies and their l 
emphasis upon news of crimes and disasters. It was not in-
tended to be, and did not become, a religious propaganda or-
gan, but rather a serious-minded afternoon daily. Since by 
Christian Science tenets it avoided or minimized stories in-
volving disasters, crime, or death; it had space in which to 
develop Washington and foreign correspondence ••• Eventually, 
it became noted for its ability to sit back periodically and 
take a long-view look at major news developments, thereby 
contributing interpretative analyses of problems and trends 
in government, world affairs, economics, and social develop-
ment."2 
I The Monitor tried to change the persistent belief 1 
that the paper excludes ne\AJS of crime and disaster by publi-
shing in its first a nniver sary iss ue this declaration of po-
licy: "It is not to be understood that the vJonitor had 
stooped to a censorship so narrow or opinionated as to render
1 
its news service inadequate , inefficient, or incomplete. Fa.r l 
from it. Whatever is of public i mporta nce or aff ects the 
public welfare 1 · aven ' though it be news of what, is ordinarily II 
reckoned as crime or disaster 1 is printed in tl:le lillonitor in 
completeness suf.ficient for information but \"iithout necessary 1 
embellis hment or sensational d ispla,··. The emphasis, hov.rever, I 
is reserved for the helpful , the constr\l'ctive, the encouraging, 
not for their opposites. n3 II 
In li.J33 1 on the occasion of it s t wenty-fifth anni-
versary, The Christian Science Monitor and the Christian 
~cience Soard of Directors issued a policy that primarily 
changed the nature of the lv onitor to what it is at P,;f.-~sent , 
an int t~rnational daily newspaper . 'f he Board wrote: "In carryJ 
I 
ing out Mrs. Eddy's instructions to found a r egular and non-
sectarian newspaper the Directors recognize that the Monitor 
must be designed to meet the news needs of its readers. The Ill 
ideal of the 1. onitor' s news policy must be to record and in- I 
terpret in true perspective ~he world 's news. The criterion 
of what shall constitute the Monitor's news content must be 
that it will publish all information which a reader needs to 
9 
I 
I 
know in order to have an intelligent knowledge of public af- ~ 
fairs. The test of all Monitor news must be -- Is it sociall~ 
important and does it aid readers to become informed and use- 1 
ful citizens? By pursuing this policy the IV.ionitor has become I 
in name and in fact a world newspaper."4 
Since the newspaper affirmed its policy, .it has 
done its part in many crises. It has consistently pointed 
out too big or too personal government in the United States. 
In the early '30 1s, the Monitor underlined the significance 
of the ruthless rise to power of Stalin, particularly mani-
fested in the purge trials and the liquidation of millions of 
independent farmers. It warned against the dangers of r a cism 
and warlike preparation in Nazi Gex·wany and J.i'ascist Italy. 
At the very first outbreak of the Second World 
War, \the Christian Science Monitor. rallied for a defenee of 
the free nations. Supporting American aid to those who had 
I 
been attacked, The Christian Science Monitor advocated United ' 
, ;· .... · ~· .:; : ' . . . ' 
States' participation in the war only after the attack in 
Pearl Harbor. 
All throughout World War II, the Monitor covered 
the events of the war with well-placed correspondents all 
over the world and skillfully written editorial comments and I 
summaries. Before the close of tr~ waD, the Monitor foresaw 
I 
10 
the need of careful enforcement of free government of the 
sateilite states aga inst Soviet violation of pledges. It 
urged against the disbanding of American and British military 
=========1F=========~======~==========~==============================~P===F======= 
forces until peace was really secured. 
This editorial prescience of this newspaper makes
1 
it an institution, and has become increasingly able to do its I~ 
I 
job in the world. Some of the ,journalistic titans who looked jl 
down on it in l(j08 have disappeared through the time, for the I 
I!ilonitor has continously accomplished its seemingly 'unrealis- II 
I 
tic task of not injuring any man, but of blessing all mankind. 
I' 
In 1946 , with the tre rnendous i mpact of news media I' 
of news a nd pictorial d issemination, the I'v1onitor actively en- 1 
gaged in deepening the explanatory an d interpretive content 
of its articl~ s, and presenting them with increas ing typogra- 1 
phical and make-up i mpa ct. 'l' o cite a n example, the Monitor 
in 1946 adopted the policy of no more "jumps" from Page 1 to 
inside pages. Lately, pictures have be en used more freely 
and bcldly. 
Five years l ater, i n 1951, the Monitor felt that 
every day's subscriber deserved an equa lly strong n~wspaper 
and hence the contente of the \'Jeekly magazine supplement 
should be spread throughout the six days of the week. Each 
issue then of the second section of the Monitor became a re-
presentative one. 
'l'o quote Mr. Canham, "'fhe Monitor seeks to be a 
completely adequate newspaper, although it is not a nevlspaper 
"of recordn on a comprehensive scale. It selects in tile flow 1 
of the netls those rnatters which most urgently require tt~ 
alert and awakening attention of the readers • . : ~ 
11 
"Along with significant news there is of course a I 
great deal which sat~sfies cultural needs, which amuses, which 
pleases the leisure hours and interests of readers."5 II 
Section 2: The Quincy Patriot Ledger 
Very much unlike The Christian Science lvlonitor 
which ca n boast of a truly glorious tradition in the journa-
lism world , The Quincy Patriot Ledger, although with a much 
longer and more continuous tradition, will actually f a ll sho~ 
I 
when compared wi t h the Monitor. .But , the Ledger, olde r t han I 
the Iionitor by 69 years, has shown exceptional px·ogre ss a nd a 1 
pioneering spirit in the ne w·spaper fi eld. 
The Quincy Patriot Le.dger wa s a result of' a mer-
ger of t wo newspapers both publis hed in the t,iuincy area . 
Namely , The Quincy Patriot and The Quincy Daily Ledger. Early 
issues o£ the Patriot contained letters from John Quincy AdamS . 
The Quincy Patriot was founded in 1837, not exa ctly 
• 
to crusade for anything but simply to provide a newspaper f or :I 
t he city and its outlying dist ricts. From the very beginn ing 
I 
of its existence, it never nourished any idea listic ambitions 1 
tha t were beyond the realm of possibility . 
Its first editorial read: "We do not enter upon 
our undertaking with any very hig h-raised expectations; the 
golden days of our profession have gone by." 
George W, Prescott., who had begun as a carrie r 
boy for the Patriot, bought half-interest of the newspaper 
lZ 
after the Civil Vvar. In a few y'ears he owned the entire news 
paper . It was during the time of his daughter , Anniee L. 
Prescott, ~iho succeeded him as publisher 1 that the Pat rio~ was 
merged with the fiuinc;x: Da il;y: Ledger . Thus , it was given the 
narm The fiuincy Patriot Ledger. Together with the merger came 
an increase i n the circulation area; to include the whole 
South Shore region of .(l:la ssachusetts. 
In 1947, one hundred years after its founding, 
George Prescott Low, the third generation of his family to o-
perate the newspaper, assumed office as publisher. It was un-
de.r 1r. Low, its present publisher, that I.ne Quincy Patriot 
Ledger actually began making a name for itself in journalism, 
and in international press organizations~ 
"The Ledger's circulation," says Business Week 
ro&gazine , "gre\'1 from 27,988 in 1945 to a 37,681 figure in 
1954· u6 The figure for l 'i56 was 42 1 463. Besides the pheno-
menal increase in circulation of the Lede1er?, i t has also a-
aopted new methods and equipments. The most revolutionary 
phase it has entered upon, so far, was the adoption of pro-
gressive production methods in photo-composition in 1954· 
Section 3: The 1 q~:mila Times 
The l•Ianila Times has a long .and venerable, but 
tu~bulent history. At first intended merely to supply the 
demand for news of American soldiers in the Philippines, 'I' he 
I\.1anila Ti mes has become the most influential newspaper in the 
13 
Philippines t oday. 
Shortly after news was received in .Manila that the 
Paris Conference had s tarted its sessions on October 11, 1$98, 
an Englishman, Thomas Gowan, published too Itanila Times to 
meet the demand for an American paper in ~~nila. The first 
issue was a f our-page sheet measuring 12 X 8 inches 1 each page/ 
divided into t\"lO columns practically filled with telegraphic 
news from Europe a nd the United St ates. 
·r he first edit or ia 1 read : 
"Since the United States forces have 
been in the Philippines, there has been a keen 
demand for an American newspaper here with a 
daily supply of American news. Several schemes 
ba. ve be en talked about the l'J.anila T itnes, but we 
have been working, and hoped to complete the 
arrangements i n a few days. Now we have the 
news of such importance that we f'eel compelled 
to publish it promptly, instead of holding it 
back until completion of our plans. The Manila 
public will readily see the news in this iss ue 
is of such nature as to demand immediate publi-
cation, and to excuse defects in the manner of 
publishing. What the Manila Times lacks in 
quantity, it makes .up in quality, today at any 
rat.e. ~ e have made arrangements for a daily 
se~ice of telegrams from the United States, 
and we undertake to continue that as long as 
the public desires. We cannot guarantee to pro-
vide as great piece of news each day as we give 
today, fo:r Paris conferences do not sit down of-
ten, a nd the United States does not acquire ter-
ritories every day." 
For a long time The IVJ:anila '1' ime s carried the 
motto: !!.Pioneer Ame rican daily in the Far East." Underneath 
was printed: "Published every day since 18<)8 . " True enough 1 
The Manila Times was the first newspaper in the English lang 
14 
uage ever published in that part of the world , not excepting I 
China and Japan. 
Antedat ing The Manila Times, however, were t hese 
American publications: The Bounding Billow, a t a bloid printed 
on Dewey's flagship "0lympi:a 11 after the destruction of the 
Spanish fleet during the Battle of Manila Bay; the Official 
Gazette , occupation paper which appeared ten days after the 
surrender of f·1anila to the Americans (August 23 1 l$9$ ); and 
the American Soldier , which came out on September 10, 1989 . * 11 
At the close of the nineteenth century, one George 
Sellner bought The Manila Times from 'l'homas Gowan. I ndications 
I 
showed, however, that Sellner was one not in love with journa-
lism but in the more profitable financial phase there might be 
in it. In 1~02 he sold t he paper to a group of American bus-
inessmen, and reacquired it three years later. In 1907 Sell- 1 
ner again sold the newspaper , this time to Thomas C. Kinney. 1 
At first very few Filipinos were able to break in-
to journalism. Howeveri during the editorship of Wilmot H. 
Lewis and Frederick O'Brien of the Times , a handful of Fili- I 
pine young men embarked upon a newspaper ca reer successfully. 
Among them was Carlos p. Romulo , former president of the Gene l. 
r al Assembly of the United jations and still the Philipp ine 
delegate to the United Nations. 
* ~Bourlding Biliow had only one i ssue devoted to the Battle 
of Ivla.nila Bay. The Official Gazette became the official or- 1 
of the Philippine government, and carries its name to this day. 
The American Soldier stopped publication when regular dailies 
appeared . 
15 
~- ---
Manuel 1. Quezon, then president of the Philippine 
Senate, purchased the Times in 1918 in as sociation with a 
group of Filipino businessmen. In search of a militant Fili-
pino organ of' public opinion, Quezon thought the Times would 
suit his end. F'ollowing the pat·tern set by Go·v. Gen. Fr ancis 
Burton Harrison of Filipinizing the government, the 'l' imes wa s 
staffed mostly by Filipinos. 
But Quezon soon tire d of the newspaper, and in 
1Y20 sold the Times to a former Hawaiian senator, George H. 
Fairchild who wa s then enga g ed in the sugar industry in the 
Philippines. •r he paper under Fairchild was construed as be ingll 
intensely pro-American and anti-Filipino insofar as politics 
was concerned. 
At that time, a party of America n congressmen was 
scheduled t o visit t he Philipp ine s to consider the gr a nting 
1
1 of an ea rly ind ependence. Feeling that the Manila Ti mes was 
misrepresenting t he Filipinos, t he \~iters a nd printers of 
the paper, who ;,rere all F'i lipinos, de cla red a walkout l ed by 
Carlos P . Romulo. The strike very eventfully led to the 
f ounding o.f a Filipino neW"spaper in Eng lish , 'r he Philippines 
Herald. 
An incident tha t gave early prestig e to The !''lani-
la rr imes was the investigation by t he Philipp ine Senate in 
1Y25, the first of its kind in the hist ory of that body, a-
ll gainst t he 'fimes. 'fhe cause of the i mposition wa s t he publi-
- cation of a story in the paper stating that an appointive mem-
II 
II 
II 
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ber of the Senate had been acting as spy for the governor 
neral) Leonard Wood. A merry chase followed between the 
I ge- 11 
news
1
1 
men and the seuatorial inquisitoes, and the Times played up 
the story for several days . 
It was not to be the last investigation. The Se- 1 I 
nate conducted another investigation against the Times in 
19Z$ when the paper printed a story to the effect that some 
members of the legislature had received bribes or had been 
bribed to vote against a bill allowing forei.gn shipping com-
panies to operate in the coastwise shipping trade. 
The Times changed hands again in 1926 w~en it was I 
sold by Fairchild to Jacob Rosenthal, a businessman engaged 
in the importation and manufacture of shoes . It was during 
Rosenthal's o~~ership when the second legislative investiga-
~. - ... 
tion was made against the Times . The incident died a natural 
I death when a .eongressman :confessed that he had been approached 
and offered a bribe, just as the Times' story reported. jl 
The greatest turning point in the Times ' tumult-
ous history came about on December 10, 1928, when the build-
ing housing the paper for more than two decades was burned 
down destroying the entire plant . Rosenthal, fed up ·with the 
newspaper, sold it to the TVT* publications of Don Alejendro 
Roces , Sr. 
*'Tv~ stands for a ~roup -of papers published by Don Ale j andro! 
Roces, Sr. They were Ta liba , a ~agalog daily; La Vanguardia, 
Spanish afternoon daily ; and Tribune, an English morning 
daily. jl 
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Actually, only the paper's name and goodwill was 
all there was left. to sell. Immediately after the paper's 
change of' ownership, it. felt a great weakening of the staff. 
' It crawled along with a tremendously crippled staff. Some of l 
the old staff members were promoted, and the Times · fought to I 
survive. But finally, on Fecruary 15, 1930, it announced tha~ 
the paper would discontinue publication a month later. 
on March 14, 1930, the Times had to sing its swan song. 
marked the end of the first epoch of its eventful history of 
32 years which 9overed a period of great political changes. 
A fel-l months after the Liberation of the Philip-
of th 
I 
I 
pines in 1945, The uanila Times was reorganized by some 
old staff members 'of the TVT which died ·during the war. 
place of the old TVT was born the powerful Manila Times 
In I 
PubliJ 
shing Co., Inc. under the ownership of the Roces brothers. ThJr 
Manila Times is the mother newspaper, as it were, of a chain 
of newspapers and magazines published by t his publishing cor- II 
poration bearing the name Manila l ' imes Publishing Co., Inc. II 
. I 
Aside from the chain of daily newspapers and maga-, 
zines it puts out, the .f\l 'l'P, as it is commonly called, subsi-
dizes the radio station DZMT, a recent venture of a year old. 
The whole organization, particularly The Manila 
Times, follows a "policy designed to disseminate information 
11 and accelerate the people's rehabilitation of economy- 1 and 
declare itself committed 't. o the promotion of the interest of I 
the le."8 
lS 
Section 4: The Philippines Herald 
When three American newspapers 1 The Manila Times I' 
included, launched a campaign to misrepresent the F'ilipinos' 11 
capacity for self-government to a visiting party of American 
I 
congressmen, the first newspapermen's strike in the Philip-
pines took place. 
As a result of this strike 1 The Philippines HaraldA 
I 
the first ail-Filipino daily in English, came into being on 
August 8, 1920. 
At that time there were only three English dailies 
in Manila -- the Manila Daily Bulletin, The I•lanila 'l'imes , and 1 
the Cablenews American, all American-owned. In an effort to 
protect their own interests, the three newspapers came out e-
ditorially against the pro-independence group and campaigned I 
I 
to belittle the Filipinos' potentials for independence. Fili-
pino reporters and printers of these English dailies walked 
out, and the Filipino staff members of Tagalog and Spanish 
pnblicat ions supported the strike and helped raised funds for 1 
the jobless strikers. I 
Manual L. Quezon , then president of the Philippine 
Senate, moved by the spirit shown by the striking newsmen; gal 
I 
thered a group of Filipino financiers and i mpressed them with 
I 
the need of an independent English daily owned and produced 
by .fi'ilipinos. Responding quickly, Filipino capitalists raise 
a quarter of a million pesos. And thus The Philippines HePald 
=====#==:Game _,t_o-kll&~t-S~. . - -l:ie~P-llil_ippj.n~=~"""""'"'=--'"'= = 
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The first issue put out by th.e all-Filipino staff' 
1wae a six-page standard size edition. Public response to the 
new paper was immediate. Shortly after its founding , however, 
1 it was CDnfr onted with newsprint shortage. In order to survive 1 
1 the Herald purchased the Cablep.ews American if not for anything 
else than for its newsprint contract~ I 
A year following its birth, in a r eorganization of I 
Ro- 11 the editorial staff, Carlos P. Romulo took over as editor. 
1mulo is reputed to be the greatest luminary of all among Ma.ni-
1 I 
la's former newspapermen. It was under his editorship that the 1 
Herald saw its greatest glories in the Philippine pressdom. 
At the height of the now famous ~ight between Fili-
pino leaders led by Quezon and Gov. Gen . Leonard Wood in 1923 1 
the Herald stood firm on its dedicated grounds of Filipinism. 
But its uncompromisingly nationalistic st.and led t.o a serious 
' ;financial reversal when American-owned firms withdrew their ad-
yert.ising from the Herald . 
I With all the big advertisements withdrawn, the He-llis!, 1 after three years of existence found itself on the brink 
' 
of bankcruptcy. Don Alejandro Roces, owner of the 'l'agalog dai-
ly •raliba and the Spanish daily La Vanguardia, attempted to ac-
1 
ruire the Herald for his chain. '£he ownership of the pape r, 
however, went to Vicente Madrigal who was holding the majority 
f f the share . 
Disappointed over his failure to buy the Herald, 
Roces started his own English daily, 'I' he Tribune. With its 
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II 
appearance 1 the long rivalry bet\1een the Herald and The Tri- I 
~ began. 
Its capital greatly bolstered by Madrigal, the 
Herald embarked on a tremendous expansion program. A news ' ma-l 
gazine, the Monday Mail, the first tabloid in Manila, was es- 1 
tablished. The Philippine Herald Publishing Co. then purcha s j d 
a Tagalog daily and renamed it Mabuhay, as still is known to-
1 day. With the acquisition of El Debate, a Spanish daily, Ma-
1 
drigal completed the D-M-H-M chain of publications, tri-ling- 1 
ual like the TVT of Roces • I 
When Roces bought the Times and added it to the 1 
II 
TVT g~oup of papers 1 the rivalry betw·een the two chains grew 
more intense. The managements of the two firms, however, fi-
nally realized that the all-out competition was getting them I' 
I 
nowhere. An amicable settlement followed, and the Herald lef 
I 
the morning field and became an evening paper. 11 
The Herald was put into a test again in 19.33 Q..ur~e~ 
ing the battle over the Hares-Hawe Cutting Act which would 
make the Philippines a commonwealth. The paper supported 
~ueaon to the hilt and won a resounding victory. Even in the l 
hea t of the fight to assert Philippine nationalism, the Heral~ 
never lost sight of the need to retain the friendship and ac-
tive assistance of the United States. It held the middle 
ground between the extremely pro-American and 'the extremely 
anti- American. 
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This broad outlook on international rela tions was l I 
never put to better use than in the series of articles on Ja- 1 
. I 
panese encroa chment in t he Far East written by Carlos P. Romu-
lo in 1~41· The articles won for Romulo the only Pulitzer 
Prize for journalistic achievement ever a~:arded to a Filipino. 
. . 1 
Perhaps due primarily to its staunch nationalistic 
stand on controversial issues, the Herald plant wa s earmarked ! 
priority target puring the early oombing of ~~nila by the Ja- 1 
panese. Finally, Japanese bombs wrecked the Herald plant on 
December 28, 1941. But the spirit remained, for the Herald 
came out t he following day with an issue pr'rlnted in the 
Daily Bulletin plant. 
Within its pages was this statement: I 
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, ,-;--JrNe it her war, bombs 1tor fire can put out 
the Herald. For as the Herald was born out 
of great crisis involving the life a nd rights 
of Filipino people, so will it live to its 
greatest and most fateful crisis that has o-
vertaken our nation in order to herald a new 
day for the Philippines . " 
l ''••' .. 
·I 
I Like all the other newspapers, the Herald ceased I 
publication during the war. Aft er the Liberation, the Herald 1 
resumed operation, but was forced to ret urn to the morning 
field. In its first three years of postwar existence, the He 
~ suffered heavy financial losses and was dogged with 
f"ort ·une. 
.Philippine military intelligence uncovered a com-
1 
munist cell in the Herald's editorial staff, and the seizure 
I 
I 
of several staff members for questioning was a scandal the 
Herald took years to live down. 
In 1951 tragedy struck the Herald again \-v-hen an 
accountant ran amuck, shot to death two employee, and wounded 
the business manager before committing suicide. Perhaps an I, 
ordinary newspaper dealt with as severely by fate would have 
folded up, but the Herald managed to survive mainly because o~ 
the dynamic spirit of the editorial staff seldom seen in Phi- 11 
lippine journalism. 
The Philippines Herald gradually built up circula-
tion until it reached a competitive level. But it was not un1 
til 1954 that it showed any signs of financial stab.ility. 11 
The D-M-H-r,I newspaper chain of pre-war fame is in I 
full operation today with the exception of the Monday Mail. 
The chain stands as one of the most potent forces in Philip-
pine journalism. Its tri-lingual range (English, Tagalog and 
Spanish) enables it to reach nearly all levels of society. 
The ~hilippines Herald, ranked among the foremost ! 
of the 21 English daily newspapers in the Philippines ·today, 
has The I~nila Chronicle and The Manila Times as its greatest 
rivals. However, the Herald has th e widest nation-wide dis-
·tribution with 40 per cent of its circulation going outside 
the city of •ianila. 
In recent years, the Herald became noted for its 1 
militant conservatism. This was a quality that characterized ' 
=====if=~n~o~t"'=='o~nl..Y. its editorial columns but also its news reporting 
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I 
,I 
I 
style and manner of promotion as well. Herald coverages ot' 
. I 
controversial news events 1 which had other writers distracted 1· 
by prejudice and the temptation of self- expression , could 
stand as models of strictly objective reporting. 
While the Herald continues to espouse the cause 
of pro- Filipinism which brought about its founding, its edi-
torial temper has undergone a considerable change. 
Despite the excellent journalistic standards prac 
ticed by The Philippines Herald, it is still the concensus of I 
many that the Herald is the only part isan newspaper in Manila 
today. It is most difficult to construe the newspaper other- 1 
wise because it has supported one poli'tical party i'or several " 
years. 'i'he rna.in reason for such a predominant attitude is th~ 
fact that its owner, Vicente Madrigal, was a Senator, and the l 
same v.Jith his daughter , Pacita Madrigal- Warns. 
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CHAPTER II 
ROLE OF THE NEWSPAPER . IN THE GOIViHUNITY 
A newspaper has one primary purpose -- to disse-
minate information. However, be s ides this one paramount res-
ponsibility, which is actually t o pr ovide information, each 
ind ividual paper has at least one crusading purpose f or its 
existence. Usually this is expressed in its editorial policy 
at times pronouncedly stE.a.ted in 'the editorial pages, but more 
often thap ·not manifested in t ne role of the newspaper in the 
com.m.unity. 
It is common knowledge among the presses of the 
world that most of t he greatest newspapers of all times ca me 
into existence because of some basically logical reasons and 
needs of the time. It rray be a cry for reform, a change in 
the news pattern as in the case of 'l' he Christian Science Moni il' 
~· Or, because of a desperate hunger for news and informa-
tion vital to the people as exemplified by The Manila Times. 
Or, perhaps a channel for self-expression and a medium for 
counter-propaganda \'las felt to be neeaed like The Philippines 
Herald.~Or, simply to provide a newspaper for a certain re-
gion like The Quincy Patriot Ledger. 
Be that as it may, newspapers nenetheless have 
continously aimed at the people . All editors believe this to I 
be a truism, but each nevertheless nourishes a slightly dif- I 
ferent conception of the role of his ne\i'spaper in the communi'i' 
ty it serves . I 
i.\1r. Canham of the I"1onitor believes that a new·spa- 1 
per has at least five jobs to do, which may be summarized un~ 
der these headings: To explain, To awaken, To inform, To en-
lighten, and To entertain.l 
The newspaper's job of conveying news to its read-
ers is most vital, according to ~1r . Car1ham. He defined news 
as ·the "record of events and situations about v-.rhich a person 
must be informed if he is to do his duty as a citizen." To 
the criterion of the r.ionitor 1 nevis is that ;.1hich provides in-
formation as nearly as possible at the universal level. 
ttThe Monitor has a unique problem in ito time re-
lations to ne\1S• It reaches most of its readers later than 
its day of publication . Most of them will have had a chance 
to read or hear the ba1~e spot . ..nev1s of major events before the 
I 
Monitor enters their home or office. '.rhere.fore the r~tonitor 
must give added va lue to t.he news if its to serve its readers I 
I adequately.'' 
'I' he Christia n Science l~ionitor 1 in interpreting 
news events, tries to frae them from editorial or opiniona-
tive slants. The added value the paper "seeks to contribute 
I' 
is not opinion, not slant, not subjective ideas, but objective 
II 
clarification. Every single Mon :i.t..Q!:. ~rtory should ideally ex-
1 
plain the meaning of the news it chronicles. Each issue of I 
the i\1onitor must retain it s value until it is read by the 
timate subscriber. It must contain information he cannot 
. from a ny other s ource, or any earlier. 'fhis is not always 
chieiled, but it is rea ched more often than not." 
ul-1 
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That of awakening as a function of a newspaper is j 
mostly done in the editorial page where the best conclusion 
and judgments that its staff can assemble are contained. Ef- 1 
fort is "made to see that it transcends mere human opinion and 
takes on the va lues of true wisdom." To the Monitor, it i s 
not a purpose of the editorial page to do a reader's thinking 
for him. It is printed for the reader's consideration, and 
to stir and stimulate his t hinking. 
Besides the information, awakening and explanatio 
a newspaper provides its readers, there must be "added the va~ 
lues which enrich and deepen human experience and lead it to 
highei: realms of understanding." To this the Monitor subs-
cribes. The paper "holds a mirror up to each of them: the 
theater, the films, music, dance, books. All are covered car -
fully and expertly. Each helps lead readers into the world 
of creativity 1 which is part of the full man." 
I The function of entertaining "runs through all the 
roles of the newspaper. News should be entertaining, in the 
sense of interesting and enlivening the reader's attention. 
Explanation should be bright and thought-provoking. 'l'he edi-
torial can be sprightly. En.J.; ightenment can also entertain. 
Entertainment, in one war or another, is as valid a part of a 
news paper's being as it is of an individual's life. 
'l'he international nature of the r. onitor makes its 1 
respons ibility to th~ community doubly complicated and far 
more comprehensive. And in addition, the Monitor was founded 
on very idealist ic grounds. Nothing is more striking in this l 
newspa per than the widely d ispe rsed nature of its readership . 
It has 31, 0~ 7 advertising accounts, exclusive of classified 
advert isers , from all over t he world, and a steadily increas-
ing circulation of 180,000 distributed to 120 countries around! 
the world. II 
I Mr. Canham adds, "One of the truths .the Monitor 
has empha sized during all its half-century of vigorous action 1 
has been the impersonality of evil. No person and no nation 
is inherently base. From such a standpoint, understa nding 
and love can liberate those held by the grip of mesmeric dic-
tatorships and dogmas. 
"The problems of our time may very well be that 
of seeing that the magnificent new insights and tools are put 
to right r ather than wrong uses. The careful reader of such 
a newspaper as the llllonitor can learn ho\v this may be done." 
The role of The Quincy Patriot Ledger in the com-
munity can not be better expressed t han the follow~ng: 
I 
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I 
Our Primary llesponsibility 
In all our activities, we have only 
one desire -- to keep our readers informed. 
This is our primary responsibility. Never 
before in the history of our nation has it 
been so i mportant for American citizens to 
be well informed. 
But of what shall we inform our rea ders? 
First, let us consider who our readers 
are& 
This is a suburban area, this district 
from the Neponset River stretching south to ~ 
ward Plymouth. Most o£ the people live in 
houses they own. They f a ce common problems 
whether they live in the city of Quincy or 
in any other town nearby. These readers o:f 
ours are worried a bout rising tazes; they 
are concerned over t.he problems of ma intain- I 
ing good ·s choola; and they are anxious to 
have adequate municipal ser. vices consistent I 
with today' s living. South Shore people are . 
neither· very rich nor very poor. They a re 
active in their churches and their community 
clubs and associations. They enjoy the Sout , 
Shore and its natural assets, the beaches, 
the bays 1 and the woods. 
Our essential job .then is to tell our , 
r eaders all about the l.r South Shore. we ·try 
our best to keep them well and completely 
informed of what is going on. But. because II 
this is an. atomic era and no home is more I 
than a short flight from enemy bomber bases, 
we must. also keep our so·uth Shore neaders 
informed of the ·world scene; and to do this 
in proper balance, so that South Shore news 
is not blacked out at the expense of a heavy 
diet of overseas news or conversely so that 
our readers will understand that. a Big F'our 
meeting can have greater long-range impact 
on the life of South Shore residents than, 
let us say, a bridge party enjoyed by all 
present. 
The problem of balancing the ne ws and 
presenting it in proper perspective is not 
an easy one, but we shall continue to do 
our best by g iving our readers the services I 
of a well trained, highly talented organiza- , 
tion, by maintaining proper contacts at home 
and overseas, and by trying to anticipate 2 the things to which our readers want answers.~ 
It should not be assumed tho' that the role of the 
Ledger in South Shore, and as a newspaper is limited to such '' 
a narrow perspect.ive as quoted above. 
the editorial staff of the Ledger that 
balanced news coverage is not the only 
It is the concensus of l 
a comprehensive, well- I 
task of today's newspa4 
per. Newspapers must fight to preserve the right to publ isn 
the news. The free press must maintain its position the world 
over against totalitarian attack, and every paper, even the 
smallest weekly, shares the responsibility for defending it. 
Traditionally, the Ledger has regarded it s elf as 
I 
I 
I 
responsible not only for full and accurate reporting of news , 
but also for community leadership and service. This charact;e-
ristic distinguishes the Ledger markedly from The Christian 
Science 14onitor whicn concentrates fully to the giving forth 
of ideas, stirring and stimulating t he thinking of its rea ders. 
Perhaps the difference in the roles of the two 
newspapers is due primarily to the nature of t he co mmunity 
each one serves. One being an international newspaper of wide 
readership, and the other being a suburban newspaper catering 
only to the South Shore of Massachusetts -- the region betwee 
Boston and Plymouth. 
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Altho' professing to have distinctly different 
roles in the community, both ne-v-.;spapers nevertheless assume t e 
difficult responsibility of' keeping their readers informed. 
And both agree that . the information they give must approximate 
the universal level, and to show that "international news is 
'local' in a very real sense."3 
Like any l-egitimate ne\'Jspaper in the Philippines, 
or anywhere else, The Philippines Herald has for its general 
purpose , and responsibility to the co~aunity, the dissemina -
tion of truth in its ne\'JS reporting aimed at the general wel-
fare of the people . 
If the history of The Philippines Herald were 
traced, since its founding it llas corrt.inously indicated a con 
certed objective on nationalism , championing the cause of na-
tionalism, and during all its pre-war history it had had a re 
putation of taking sides vigorously in public issues. 
Very much unlike The Christian Science donitoi', 
the Herald has the reputation, not only of explaining and in-
terpreting the news to its readers but of unhesitatingly tak-
ing a side in any issue thav involves national interest in 
particular. 1'ne Hera ld has assumed the role of ·the 11thinkir" 
for the community, as some journalistic-minded citizens would 
~put i .t. 
Every week, the Herald devotes one half page of 
week-end feature editorial containing in full length discus-
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sions of the sides taken by the managr:!ment, and 
in general. the editor claims t ha·t this weekly 
the newspaper I 
feature editoJ 
rial exemplifies vividly the role of the newspap~r in the com-
ll munity, and the contribution of th e same to its J.~eaders. 
In this particular section of the Saturday editio 
of The Philippines Herald, the most i mportant and pressing is-
1 
sues of the week are fully discussed and clearly presented. 1 
This is done on the assumption tl~t an ordinary reader cannot I 
read and. assimilate all the events that ·have transpired during 
the week. Hence J he should be given a digest of the news. 11 
HoweverJ instead of mere ly presenting, expl&ini ng and interpre-
1 
ting t.he f a cts, the Herald makes it a point t.o express its 
stand , usually a vigorous one, on almost every issue at hand. 
It. uses the f a cts and figures to substantiate any particular 
stand it takes . 
Leaning heavily on the very reason f or it s found - II 
ing, t he Hera l d never falters in relaying as quickly as t ime 
a llows all public pronouncements by the government . 3tate of 
the nation addresses, inaugural addresses and important poli-
cy speeches of t he .chief Executive of the land are printed in 
its entirety J and so \-lith the dissenting opinionb of the leaul 
ing fmgures of the country. The newspaper i s f irmly grounded ]] 
Qn the service of bringing to the peopl e all events that have ! 
any rela·tion to the lives . of the Filipino people, particularlt 
the activities of the government. 
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It is safe to say that the Herald is a political 
newspaper, not in the sense of being partisan to any one poli~ 
tical party, but for its very nature of having so much to do 
with politics C4!1d government. By the same r eason, the i!erald 
subordinates international nevJs ·to local news 1 particularly 
to loca l political news. 
Altho' the Hel'"a ld professes to function as a pub-
lic service 1 its ro le in the community nevertheless has been It 
limited to a very narrow field. It serves the public only by I 
the political flavor and overtone of the newspaper. It does 
provide news and ir£ormation to its readers, but it does not 
allow its readers to form their own opinions. 
The Herald believes that a newspaper should report 
' 
t he ne-v;s f a ctually 1 and without personal coloring and embel- 1 
lish.ment. But it must also use these same facts to arrive at 
a logical conclusion and interpretation of the news. A news- 1 
paper should guide the thinking processes of its readers, and 
the opinion formation of the community. And the Herald prac-
· tices its purpose and fulfills its role in the community by 
overtly taking a vigorous stand almost on a ll controversial 
political issues. 
Hence, the Herald cannot boast of any other ser- )I 
vice to the community except its traditional role as a news-
paper of providing and disseminat ing ne.v.rs 1 mostly politi-
1 
cal news. · And, emphatically, of its role as a public service 
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of "guiding" the readers to think the same way the newspa-
per does and to take the same stand or side in an issue. 
Very much like The Phili ppines Her a l d in it.s role 
of pointing out. to r eaders \"ihat measures seem t o promise the 
greater good for the greater number and taking a vigorous 
stand on its conviction, 'r he k\1anila Time s has assumed a simi-
1 
lar role of pre.senting to its readers the stand of the news-
paper. But where the Herald shows emphasis on political e-
vents, 1'he ivianila 'l!imes leans heavily in favor of econ·omic is,-: 
sues. 
I 
It is the conc ensus in Philippine journalism that l 
Tile iVlanila Ti mes has no competit.ion. As such it professes to I 
be the most influential newspaper in the Phi lippines today. 
Hence, the '£ i mes has so boldly placed upon its shoulders the 
res ponsibility of gui ding public opir.t.ion. wit.h very heavy 
stress given upon economic issues. 
To quote the Times editor: "\V:e try to offer good 
news to the community at the right time with the right writ-
ing . It serves to enlighten as inform, to present issues with 
as many pros a nd cons. But most of tbe t i rne \'V'e present our 
stand on each issue, especially on economic issues.n 
Evidently, both The .Manila Times and 'l'he Philip-
pines Herald are very much considered as institutions in the 
I 
Philippines. The former be cause of it s tremendous influence !I 
on public opinion, brought a bout by respectable wr iting and I 
professionalism found only in t .he Manila 'f i mes Publishing Co. 
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Inc. which leads the journalism field in the Philippines. The il 
Herald is an institution indeed 1 if not for anything else than 
for being the oldest all-Filipino English daily 1 and for havinJ 
been f ounded by the late~President Quezon and for ha ving had 
Carlos P. Romulo as its prewar editor. 
On the other hand 1 the two American newspapers 1 
The Christian Science Monit or and The Quincy Patriot Le4ger, 
are lik.ewise termed institutions . 'l'he Monitor 1 by its very 
nature of ha ving been founded on idealistic grounds and hav i 
accomplished its noble task, has undoubtedly proven itself to II 
be more than ,n institution in Boston and in j ournalism. Sinde 
I 
the time it carried t he motto, "An International Dailp Newspa-
per" beneath it "flag 1 " the Monitor has cont inously provided 1 
its readers in 120 count ries around the world with more than 
facts, but also i deas a nd added impetu s to think. II 
lo 
The Quincy Patriot Ledger, while adhering 
to i ts a vowed purpose of ba lancing local and national 
cloeely l 
and in- 1 
ternationa l news and presenting it in pt7oper perspective to 
its readers, has a lso regarded itself responsible for communi 
ty leadership a nd service. 'rhe Ledger is a highly respected 
institution; in addition to its role of providing a newspaper 
I 
I 
to South Shore region, .it also extends a helping hand to the ' 
community in tens of t housands of,bther ways to help progress • 
The roles of the America n and Philippine newspa-
1 
pers in the community differ largely in that American editors' 
and publishers have gone steps further in terms of responsi- I 
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bility, far more than the mere task of providing accurate .~tin­
formation and guiding public opinion . l,agging behind, the 
Philippine press maintairs a rig i d business-like attitude . Re-
garding journalism as a business prop()sition, altho' preserv-
ing their crusadittg spirit, Philippine n ewspapers have a very. 
narrow ·and limited., and perhaps provincial in modern times, 
role in the community. In short, "the publisher promises to 
deliver to hi:s readers the news of the day, interpretive ar-
ticles, and amusement , in consideration of a stipulated suds-
cription price. " 4 
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CHAPTER III 
II 
"No newspaper can avoid having a policyi because I 
the at tempt not to have one is in itself a policy. 11 Hov.rever, 1· 
' newspapers which can be included in the list of all-time jour 
1 
nalistic greats are ones which come closest to being journa-
listic"works of art." 'l'hey had policies which were clearcut 
and engrossing. 
"The criterion of journalistic greatness has no- I 
thing to do with any moral, ethical or social standards by II 
which papers may be judged. Readers are not supposed to be a + 
I 
ware of the technical qualities of newspaper publishing; t hey l 
presumably do not know a good £~_om a bad heaqline, and the ini 
tricacies of makeup are said to be totally lost on them. Con II 
I 
sequently, it might be considered absurd even to suggest that I 
brilliante in adhering to an editorial policy should have mucJ 
l 
or any effect. 'rhe correlation between the at t empt and succe s 
is too great 1 however, to be mere c,oincidence. n 2 
Undoubtedly, it is in the capacity or "position 
as the director of the policies oi' a ne\'";spaper that the 
sher assumes duties to his community, to government 1 to 
ness, and to himselr.n3 
J9 
Volumes a.fer musty volumes have been written on 
the subject of editorial policy. In 1923, in an effort to 
find some means of codifying sound practice and jus t aspira-
tion of American journalism, the America n Society of Newspaper. 
I 
Editors adopted WJ.'he Cannons of Journalism." And yet 1 we find 
hundreds of newspapers falling short in this respect. This II 
leads a student of newspaper influence i n consider ation of the 
press as a social i nstitution to face this paradox: "The news-
1 
paper is cast in a dual role because it is both a private-pro-
fit enterprise and a means of co~~unication on which the pub- 1 
lie relies for social intelligence."4 
Today we find very few newspapers with any clear-
cut and well•defined editorial policy. How an editorial poli-
cy affects ·the selection, writing and editing of news; its so-l 
cial, political and economic effects and related pr oblems cons 
titute the subjec·t matter of a sizable literature. It will 
suffice to say that a well-con~eived and clearly stated edi-
torial policy i s necessary to come close to achieving journa-
listie excellence. 
However, with or without any writ t en editorial po- l 
lioy, all newspapers claim to report and interpret news events 
objectively. Either confined to the editoria l page or per-
meating the news columns as well, a conservative or rea ct io-
nary editorial policy also may result from honest conviction. 
But, the difference is largely found in the editorial page of 
a nevlspaper; in the selection of topics, conclusions arrived. 
.. ; ·. · 
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. I 
at, and ·t he response of the readers in the forms of "Lette rs I ,. 
to the Editor." It is in the editorial page vrhere the ed i to- II 
rial policy of a ny newspaper i s mos t amply expressed. As one 1 
editor said, "'i' he editoria l page i s t he personality of a ne \<rs J 
paper; of t he ed itors a nd. readers a like." 
Actually, it s hould only be in t he e d itorial page I 
where the opinions of both editors and r ea ders a like should be 
I found . More tha n anything , it is i n t he edit oria l page where I 
t he nevfspaper best a ccomplishes the t hird p r edominantly a ccep I 
ted fun ction of a news paper'-- tha t it must guide public opi-
nion, a fter presenting impartially both sides of every iss ue, 
by pointing out to readers wha t mea sures s eem to promise the 
grea ter good for t he g rea ter number. And in a ddition, it is 
in the editoria l page where the public's r esponse to t he c on- I 
vict.ion of t h e editoria l s t aff is best mirrored -- through the 
I 
"Lette rs to the Ed i t ors." 
Evidently, ho"'.'Vever, the readers' .J..et ters pu blishe 
in the editoria l page have been subjected t o the discret i on ofi I 
the ed itor. Hence, they could be twi s ted to support the standj 
t a ken by the news paper on a n issue. Or, print only t he letter~s 
in a greement vdth the editoria l policy of t he n ewspaper. Whatl 
ever the case may be, " Letters to the Editor n still ref l e cts 
the readers' response to a certain degree, up to the limi t. s 
t he editoria l policy would allow. And. jus t how co ns i dera te 
and liberal minded the news paper i s with r egard publi shing a 
letter sent in by a reader is certa inly a part of the newspa- !· 
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per's editorial policy, and a clear measure of its relation to ' 
its readers' opinion., dissenting or otherwise. 
Strangely enough , of the four newspapers chosen 
for this st\ldy, only The Christian Science 10nitor has a writ-'1 
ten., clearcut, anc. engrossing editorial policy distributed a-
' mong the staff members , aside from specific memoranda from the 
editor's desk . This v;ritten editorial policy of the Monitor 
';>~hich is called "Fa cts and Data , " is also circulated among the 1 
I 
subscribers. The reasong beh ind this is tha t the readers willl 
become more familiar and understand more the newspaper. 
Perhaps due ma inly to the Monitor's nature, an in-
ternational newspaper published by a religious sect, it has 
felt the necessity of continously reiterating its editorial 
policy .;md relation to its readers. Quite often the I4onitor 
publishes in its editorial page artie les on the ~1onitor' s po-
licy as regards it s treatment of, and consideration it gives 
va rious topics. At times the Monitor reprints these editorials 
I 
into separate sheets and distribute them to its readers . 
In one of its reprinted editorials distributed 
freely a mong its readers, the Qonitor restated its editorial 
policy in matters of politics . And in addition, the editorial! 
writer discus sed fully lli he considerations given to a.t~ford the 
most pra ctical daily effect to the lvlonitor' s policy on poli-
tics. 
'fhe Christian Science !Vionitor is independent and 
~ bile neither pro-Democratic nor pro-Republican, it is pro-
good government, and seeking good government it reasons from 
spiritual facts rather than from material appearances. Lastly, 
i't unreservedly supports the constitutional form of' American I 
government.5 
It's written policy clearly states tha t construct- ~ 
iveness i s the keynote .of the vlonitor's news coverage. "Writerf 
proceed upon the theory that the most original story is the 
one tha t comes nearest to truth. Editors believe important 
news, when presented properly and interpreted, is more interes'lj:.-
ing and valuable than the transient and sensational incidents.6
1 'fhe I'flonitor edit oria ls give readers a comperehen- I 
sive analysis of i mportant news with an interpretation of the 11 
significance, what is behind the event and its possible ef-
f ects to help one in ma king intelligent deductions and deci- 11 
sions f or himself. 1'he Monitor takes a firm stand for the 
I 
highest right, and courageously voices its conviction on moral 
issues standing firmly for any improvements in politica l, eco- 1 
- ., - I 
nomic and social conditions. 
One of its first editors, in writing of the found- ! 
er 1 s dream of what the Monitor wanted to be, wrote: 
"Aside from t he significance of the io-
nitor to the world at large, its mission--
among its readers has been no less marked, 
first, in setting for them the standard of 
a broad culture and an intelligent grasp of 
human affairs, wit h the ability. to discuss 
intel l igently the i mportant and progressive 
events of the world , which lift thought away 
from the contemplation of those things which 
are personal and petty, and instill an inte-
rest in the larger and more potent things 
which make f or human betterment. Through 
this stimulus and aid to an intelligent in-
terest in human progress, the readers of the 
l'vlonitor are enabled in a broader way to help 1 
their fellow-men , and to render even more 
practical, intelligent, and loving service I 
as citizens of the world than heretofore."? I 
And as the lV.~anager of the Christian Science bubli- ,1 
shing Society wrote: 
"'We must be sure that the st~ndard is as 
high as ever in our presentation and t~eat ­
ment of news -- that professional ethics, journalistic objectivity and human rec.-. lism 
do not subordinate the necessity of Christ -
ian ethics -- of a newspaper which is part 
of a Cau~e dedicated to the healing of the 
nation." 
The Christian Science .Monitor publishes an average ! 
of' four editorials everyday. It gives no preference to any 
,I 
particular topic or news. 'l' he f oremost factor that merits a 
news an editorial in the Ivionitor is it s i.rnportance, and signi;, l 
is known to take a firm I ficance to the readers. The l•1onitor 
stand on what it believes is f or the highest right. I 
t--
!1 
paper, have writ t.en letters of comme nda tion. II 
I 
The Monitor rece ives an average of 40 to 80 lette r t 
a day a ddressed either to the editors or to indiividua l membe rs 
of t he e ditoria l sta rr. 
One good illustration in this connection a nd of 
the paper's non-pa rtisan policy \."'ere t wo letters received by 
the newspaper a few days after it printed a n interpretat ive 
a rticle on a c ontroversial politica l iss ue. One letter a c-
cused the Monitor to no end of be ing overly pro-Democrat. T'he 
ot her letter, received the same day and referring ·t o the s ame 
editorial, lambasted the l~onitor f or siding with the the .lie-
pub lican Party. 
The lVionitor print s a n a ¥$rage of' three letters in I 
its column, "The Reader 'Vtrites, 11 everyday. Some of the lett.ers 
found in the "'£ he Reader Writes" column simp.ly extol the news-
pa per or the editorial sta nd t a ken, while others in vehement 
protest a nd disagreement are also printed. One principa l cri-1 
t e rion is used in selecting letters f or the column -- logic in 
reasoning and value of the arguments on the letters. 
!I 
I 
A very similar column to "The Reader ~ ;rites" is the 
section "The Reader Asks , " published every last Friday of the I 
month . This section, however, appears in the feature page of • 
the newspaper 1 and is designed primarily to encourage readers' j 
participation in the newspaper. i 
" 
circulation area , to The Quincy Patriot Le g~r, a suburban 
newspaper, striking differences in the editorial policy are 
easily noticeable. Closely tied in, and very similar to its 
role in the community, The Quincy Patriot L~dger ~rofesses to ll 
cover the -world, without forgetting the South Shore . 
"Again and again the Ledger is able to tie major 
world events in with local names and places . :Many big stox:•ies ' 
have a ready-made South Shore r eference which the Ledger care-
fully develops for its readerf; . n9 
Besides attempting to balance international, natio-
nal and local news most effectively , the Ledger also claims to l 
be doing a comprehensive coverage of the ::; til Shore region,. 
t,he whole country and the world . 
Editorially speaking , the Ledger has never endorse
1
a 
in its entire history any candidate for any office. It is I 
strictly a non-partisan newspaper. In the event that the Led-1 
ger attacks or criticizes in its editorial pages , it does so 
by aiming at t he action or issue, and never at personalities 
or parties involved . At times tho', the editor admits, it is 1 
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unavoidable not to mention names and parties. 
In its editorials~ the Ledger places more emphasis 
upon local and state issues because t here are several big city.j 
newspapers commenting on national and internat ional issues. :I 
This is quite understandable considering the proximity of 
I ~uincy to the Greater Boston area. Moreover 1 the South Shore I 
region iB included in the circulation area of all Boston daily : 
I 
newspapers. And on top of the number of Boston newspapers al- l 
ready sold in the circulation area of the Ledger, a few New 
York newspapers are also sold in South Shore. 
'£he Ledger uses the editorial mainly when there is 
doubt or confusion in the public's mind. It has always been 
i t s policy to print at least one editorial a day dealir~ with 
a local issue or news event. 
II 
In case the . second editorial is 
concerned vlith a national or an international event or issue 1 'I 
this is always printed second. 
The Ledger editors firmly believe that the "Letter,s 
to the Editors " they print receive far more readership than the 
editoria ls themselves. 'l'he reason given in this connection · 
is the personal flavor of the readers' letters seldom found in, 
I 
the editorials. I 
The paper receives an average of three letters a 
day 1 and they are all generally printed. However, The Quincy 
Patriot Ledger has a very strict policy with r egard publish- 11 
ing a reade~s letter which is rarely found in big metropolitan' 
newspapers. The Ledger makes it a point to check on the au-
thenticity of each letter before it is published. This prac-
· ticed is not too often and very rarely found in other newspa- I 
pers because of the difficulties involved in the task. o un-
identified or anonymous letter is ever published in the Ledger l 
The checking is usually done by telephone or cable. Converse-
ly, the Ledger prints the full name of the letter's writer . 
One int eresting fact concerning readers' response 
is that the Ledger receives several phone calls, more often 
than n~t criticizing the n~wspaper' s stand on a cer·taiz: issue •
1
1 
The ed~tors almost always ~gnore such phone calls , hav~ng been 
strongly convinced that the individual making the call is u-
sually on a highly emotional state. Hence , momentarily unqua- j 
lified to pass any sound judgment or opinion. 
It has been the experience of The Quincy Patriot 
Ledger that a great majority of the readers who write are in 
disagreement with the conviction the newspaper has previously 
voiced in its editorial . In spite of the fa ct that the Ledger 
I 
~nerally prints all the letters it receives, it does not, 
however, neglect to analyze and evaluate each letter before 
publication . On a few scattered occasions, a reader's letter 
has been able to make t e newspaper's stand on an iasue consi-
dera bly weak or totally incorrect. 
One letter in particular proved conclusively the 
errors a £edger editorial committed. The letter was full of 
correct f a cts and figures with regard a certain pension sys-
tem the Ledger supported. The next day, underneath the letter 
which the editor was more than pleased to publish, the ne -wspa-.1 
per admitted its mistake and expressed its gratitude to the 
r.::ader. 
It has also been the expe.rience of (rhe Quincy Pa-
triot Ledger, like any influential nevrspape r in the -world, that 
everytime it takes a firm and definite stand on a very uontro-
versial issue, the paper gets more letters from the pub lic. In l 
such occas ions, however, the newspaper prefers to publish let-
ters criticizing the ne wspaper's stand. Letters praising the 
paper are very seldom published. But 1uhen a letter praises 
the editorial stand, it is occasionally published. This is an 
effort to remind the readers that the editorial stand has some 
public support. 
The yuincy Patriot Ledger had supported ~vorthwhile · 
projects by editorial encouragement. But, as far as possible, 
the Ledger '~mplements its editorial policy by relating the 1 
functioning of its different departments to public service. nlO 
One of the most outstanding crusades the Ledger 
has undertaken was its urgent advocacy of a strong American 
.t erchant IV.a.rine and Navy which began as a local public service,, 
but has expanded and t aken on fat broader sdtgnificance. I n 
consonance with the campaign, the Ledger provided coverage of 
all sorts of nautical events, from r a ce weeks at Quincy and 
Marblehead through interesting Naval operations. Tr~ough edi-
toria l persuasion, the Ledger has worked to imprcive shipbuild-
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.e 
ing for the nation as a whole. 
The Ledger editorials have a dvocated and supported I 
countless numbers of worthwhile projects, particularly civil 
projects. Hence, in April, 1955, it 111la s awarded ·a plaque by 
the I~ational .Ectucation Writer's Association for the outstand-
I 
ing editorial page series on education in the United States. 
Twelve articles on Quincy school problemsJ with particular re- I. 
gard to the need for new construction won the award. 
"Local campa i gning is tbe- newspaper's forte • • • • 
~uincy \1a s on t ne verge of getting a shopping center -- but ou~­
side the city limits. The Ledger plugged for more parking spa de 
I 
in the center of the town. Result: Quincy's downtown shopp in~ 
district stayed put, with a new 600-car municipal parking lot 1 
a nd 1,200 off -street parking stalls. Boston stores put in 
t..tuincy branches and the shopping district took a '5-Jnillion 
jump in property value. ull 
It is beyond doubt that The Quincx Patriot Ledge~ 
ha s made a most eff ective use of the editorial page in serving 
the community. Its self-imposed added responsibility for com- 1 
munity leadership and service is weli emphasized and practiced' 
in its editoria ls. The nature of the Ledger's service, howe ... 
ver, is very muci1 determined by the nature of the community in I 
which the newspaper circulates. 
Very much like 't.\leir American counterparts, the 
editorials of Philippines newspapers a~e· the i mpersonal voices . 
~ ~. I 
of the papers ;,'' However, they have from t 'ilile to "Dime indicated! 
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concentration on political and economic problems of the coun-
try. This particular trait of the Philipp~ne newspapers' edi- 1 
torials is highly indicative of a differ·ent personality. 
One ciisconcerting note found in the editoria ls of 
the Philippine newspapers is the policy of taking steadfast 
s'tands on controversial issues, too often of national i mpor-
tance, to the sacrifice of really constructive editorials to 
stimulate public thinking and assume community leadership and 
service. This is one of the major criticisms usually charged 
I 
against the Philippine press that lay claim, at the same time, 
for being "among the freest in the. world today. u 12 I 
Another major criticism of the Philippine newspa- I 
pers is that editorials have been abominably guilty of subser- 1 
vience , venal subservience, to advertisers and po\·Jerful pres- ,. 
sure groups . 0 erhaps it is naive to accuse ne\vspapers of be-
ing subjected to such pressures, for it is the same sort of 
pressure to which la-vm.~.akers in every country are constantly 
subjected. 
But times have changed. The newspape rs have no 
longer the power to suppress either facts or opinions. 'fhe 
newspaper has now no rnorwpoly of approach to the public mind , 
except through its editorials. Hence, editorials today should ' 
I 
discuss issues with greater breath and depth to succe :ilsfully 
guide public opinion, and thu.s lay claim for a position in the1 
co~~unication syste~. 
From a two-week study made of The IV'.tanila Times' 
editorials, it could be gathered that the topic most written 
about is the economy of the Philippines. Even as far back as 
1Y54 1 there has been a noticeable concentration of editorial 
columns by the Times on problems or issues dealing with the 
national economy. 
A Times' editor offered the explanation that this 
has been due to the prevailing economic conditions in the coun-
try which, the newspaper believes, should be given the utmost 
consideration and priority. "Vie have a terrible shortage of 
locally produced essential commodities which forces the coun-
try to import excessively, and which in turn results to dwindl-
ing dollar reserves of the country. The people should be made 
I 
aware of this situation. The 1'imes is doing its part on lJvhat 1 
it believes is more i mportant than other issues.n13 
Lately the regular columns of The Manila Times 
have joined the editorial crusade of awakening the people to 
t he economic situations prevailing in the country. And, re-
cently, even the society column of t!~ Times have discussed 
economic issues. 
An attempt was made to determine the ratio between! 
I 
the national and international topics the Times have editoria-
l 
lized. ~ost of the editors refrained from giving any definite 
ratio. Those bold enough to remark on the subject were found 1 
to be most inconerous with their answers. ~rhe study made of 
I 
the editorials also failed to come up with any reliable result, 
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except for a conjecture that national issues are always given 
precedence. 
Altho' there have been several international event~ 
of significance and importance like the NATO sunwit meeting , 
the launching o.f the Sputniks by the Russians , the Hungarian 
Revolt 1 and the Middle East Crisis 1 The ![anila 'f imes did not 
make any remarkably noticeable editorial comment. An interna-
tional news event may find its way to the Times' editorials 
once in a while, but not enough interpretation is eve r given 
the topic. And too often the Times simply approves or disap-
proves t~ithout advancing much ground for its decided convic-
tion. 
Another criticism very commonly charged aga inst 
the Times is the ardent policy of commending on what people 
already know is comrnandable. Editorials on such blase topics 
as the inauguration of a hospital or a nev, building or a cha-
rity fund drive 1 the red cross 1 etc., are perfect examples . 
There are times also when the 'l'imes has been saia to write edi-1 
torials on the anniversaries of some of its bigger advertisers. 
Such editorials give ground i'or t.he accusation that The fiJ.anila 
Times is subservient to advertisers' pressures . 1 
'£he flf.anila 'l'imes has also been cnarged of pro·tect- ' 
I 
ing vested American interests in the Philippines. rl'his charge! 
is reflected mostly in the '1' imes 1 treatment of political news 
'. ' ' .. . 
in which the newspaper has always favored pro-American govern- 1 
ment officials, and more often than not print their speeches 
in full, and at times support the principles v.rith a "burning" 1 
editorial. This charge has recently been magnified, and the 
'I' imes has been called a.nti-nationalistic. 
In the later part of 1957, The Manila Times re-
ceived another blo\"l of tremendous impact from the public when 
it relegated the story of the launching of the Sputnik to an 
ordinary news on economics . A story of such mag~itude and sig~ 
I 
nificance, particularly to the field of science, certainly de- l 
served the headlines. The non-headlining of the story of the 
1 
'i' imes added fuel to the charge that The M~ila Times is dicta- : 
ted to by the State Department of the United States . 
'l'he 'l' imes prints an average of three editorials a 
day . Too often these editorials take firm and definite stands 1 
on controversial issues, a nd again mostly on economic topics. 
Despit.e all the criticisms charged against The .t~~anila Times 1 
it still remains the most influential and powerful newspaper 
in t.he Philippines . It is the strong belief of Filipino edi-
t.ors that tile Times has no competition, and that the "people 
14 
subscribe" to the same idea. 
The If.tanila Times , in spite of its remarkable popu-
1 
larity, receives an unusually few letters from its readers. It 
averages only 12 letters a day , and these the editors have bro-
ken down int o the following: three are comments on editorials,· 
five on current or re-current public issues , two on cert~in 
government actions, and two are suggestions of all kinds. Ad-
ded to the _average of l? J .. etters addressed to the edi!-or, are 
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others of about the same number addressed to individual staff 
members. 
The Times generally prints a ll letters commenting 
on its editorials, be they pro or con. Perhaps strange to most 
I 
newspapers of the same size as the Times, a great majority of 
the letters i ·t receives are in support of the newspaper's ex-
pressed convictions on issues, controversial or otherwise. 
"Printing these letters," as one editor of· another 1 
daily wrote, "adds considerably to the Times 1 influence on pub-
lic opinion. Seldom does a newspaper enjoy such a tremendous 
1 
power as the 'fimes has in molding the public's mind." 
The Manila Times also prints all letters of sugges-
1 
tions it receives, provided of course the suggestions are prac-
1 tical and have some logic in them. Each day it publishes one 1 
I 
letters on a "re-current public issuerr and another on a certain 
government action or policy, making an average of seven "Letters 
to the Editor" printed everyday. 
It is often said that The Manila Times has the most 
I 
liberal policy with regard "Letters to the Editor. u Besides 
being receptive of its readers' opinion, the Times also de-
votes an average of 20 . column _inches everyday for ttLetters to 
the Editor" alone. 
From the one-week study made of 'fhe Philippines 
Herald's editorials it was found out that the paper print s twol 
to three editorials a day. At least one of the editorials 
deals with an international issue or event 1 which was not no-
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ticed from the study of 'l'he . '1anila Ti mes' editorial page of 
the same l"ieek, De cember 22 through 2S inclusive. 
In add.ition to t;he daily edit-orials , the Herald 
also prints a ~ ·eek-end feature editorial which comes out every l 
Saturday as ~ supplement of the newspape r. This is an effort 1 
by t.he Herald to provide its reaciers wit.h a d igest o .• : the week's 
nev1s 1 and a t ·the same time reiterate its stand on each topic. I 
The Philippines Herald is the only dai ly in the Philippines to• 
' 
day that has sucn a week-end featu:t~e editorial. This section , ; 
c::.n outcome of the International Press Institute Conference in 
Tokyo in 1'355, has several purposes. Besides affording the 
I 
readers with a digest of the week' f. i mportant nev.rs events and I 
I 
restating the paper's firm convictions on the topl.cs, the He- 11 
,, 
rald' s Saturday editorial feature is conside red by the editor 
' 
as the paper's most effective public relations tool. 
The Saturday feature editorial io in strict accor-
1 
dance with t he ne,..;spaper' s policy of' "mustering a ll its re-
sources to giv·e its read.ers all available ini'orma:cicn, guide 
public opinion, and enhance the public's acceptance of the He-
- .1 
~· It i ~ a lso the Herald's way of fost ering good relations 1 
15 
with other As ian newspapers. u 
1'he pti.ijl,ippines Herald, altho' reputed to be a 
political newspaper, has "the most diversified editorial topics 
I 
of all the Philippine newspapers. The editorial writers claim I 
to give a ratio of two to one between international and na tio-
nal ne1;15, l'fith national ne\'lrs given the preference. 
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'I' he selection of national topics 1 how·ever, run on-
ly as va ried as the issues t hemselves. The rea son beh ind t h i s 
I 
policy, as one s t a f f member sai d 1 n is tne management's esire 1 
tio dispell from the publ i c' s mind the a lleged reputat ion of the 
Herald' s being a politica l newspaper and pro-a dministration. " 
I 
During the l a st Philipp ine national elections, ~i' he I 
hilippines Hera l d made use of it s editoria l s t o reiterate the I 
newspaper' s policy of non-partisanship. The Herald made a 
strong neutra l s tand on politica l issues, and r efrained from 
endorsing a.ny politica l party or candi date . This was evidenced. 
not only i n the editoria ls but also in the Her a, l d 's trea t rner1t I 
a nd sele ction of f ront-page s tories. At the heat of t he elec- '1 
t .i on campa i gns, The ,. nila Chronicle, one of the three b i ggest I 
English da ilies i n t he hilippines, cast it.s lots with a cer-
I t a i n politica l party, and l engthily ed-it orialized on the merits 
of the party's sta nda i'd bearers. 'fhe Manila · ·' i mes, on the o-
t her ha nd , in an effort to ke ep up with its expressed non-par-
tisan policy, successfully r estra ined from endor s ing any pa rty 
or candidate in its editorials. However, t he T imea' headlines j 
I blazoned, including big "atreamers tt at t.iroes, a strong f l a vor 1 
of prejudice. 
Altho ' vehemently professing a strict non-partisan 
policy and compl et e independence, t.he Her a.ld does not he s itate 
t o agree \'li th the adminis tra tion a nd a. t times to advance a 
a i s sent ing opini on "whenever it rea lizes that, the peGple' s wel-
16 I 
f a re i s a t s t ake. " 
"The Herald does not allow grass to grow on its 
own feet," was a maxim adopted by its editorial writers. "Any l 
current national issue is not left unnoticed by the Herald, as 1 
its ed·itorials continue to agree or d isagree with any contro-
versial issue of the day ••• all the while maintaining a non-
partisan attitude. The people's welfare is our concern.n17 
Because of its strictly un-prejudiced editorial po-
l 
licy, The Philippines Herald has so cautiously utilized its e-
ditorial columns that it has never launched any spirited cam-
1
1 
paign of' it s own making. The Herald has remained a judge of 
controversial issues, corr~ending or disapproving anything it 
considers important to the general public welfare. Hence, by 
adhering too closely to its editorial policy, the Herald has 
limited the power of the editorial to a minimum, and thus has 
failed to become responsible f'or leadership and community ser-
vice. 
The Philip:eines Herald receives an average of' 12 
letters everyday. It does not have an average number of let-
ters printed a day. It is the expressed desire of the editor 
to publish all letters in full, especially letters providing 
enlightening facts about cu~rent issues. Hence, there a re 
times when only one letter is published. However, a s much as 
possible the editor also tries to accomodate as many as four 
letters in the column called, "Readers' View." The editor 
claims this policy to be a "further execution of the paper's 
public rtlations policy, for it's no secret that readers are 
I 
publicity conscious, and moreover we avoid meeting the ire of 
over-sentimental people who hate to see tr.~e ir masterpieces 
thrown to the waste-paper basket. At times it pays not to 
print a letter at all rather than to trim it ·to accomodate 
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s pace . Readers don't like their letters cut· down to bare fact~.n 17 
'fhe general trend of the letters is in agreement 
vlith the newspaper's policy , particularly its editorial stand. 
. I 
This is attributable to the fact that when the newspaper makes 
any definite stand on an issue, it takes into full considera-
tion the general \velfare of the people and national interest . 
Consequently, the expressed conviction of the Herald falls on 
the side of the readers who al\t;ays follow any cl~ar-cut stand 
made by the paper. 
It goes without saying tho' that some ': letters 
strongly disagree with the ne•r'lspaper' s stand , a nd these letters 
said to reflect the other side of the reao.ers' v t !('~ \1 , are al-
mos·t always printed. This again is in accordance with the pa-
per's genera l policy -- "printing only one point of view will 
tend to show that ·the paper is biased which would mar the news-. 
paper ' s reputation and hamper its public rela·tions program of 
ga~n~ng the public's acceptance and of establishing and main-
18 . 
tabing good- will·" 
Topics commonly written about by the Herald read-
ers are national in nature. .For instance 1 at this writing, 
the most pressing problem in the Philippines is the austerity 
program of the government brought a bout by the dwindling dol-
lar reserves. The editor is swamped with letters touching on 
this "tightening of the belt " issue. Whenever any national 
issue sprouts , the Herald is quick in expre6sing its o inion 
editorially , and the readers are equally spontaneous in respon-
ding with a flood of letters. This inelude6 politica l, econo- 1 
mic, or any issue that is n.:ational i n scope and importance. 
Only one out of· every ten letters received by The 
Philippines Hera l d deals with int ernational affairs. This, in 
a way , reflects t he paper's recognized national spirit. It 
seems that t he Hera ld readers are lit t le concerned wi th the 
world situation , even with t he l aunching of t he Sputniks and 
the overwhelming success of the Explorer. 
o ____ _ 
0 
"It is doubtful .that major events in our lifetime 
will ever again be simple. The mind seeks order in the t h ings 1 
tha t vitally cencern it; and there is little order in a day' s 
news. Editorial pages, therefore, are no longer caviar to t he 1 
gener a l; they are butter and eggs, according to sixty-five e-
ditors in a survey of leading American dailies ••• Every edi-
torial should. answer an -inevitable question and evoke a n ex-
clamation. A reader begins an ed itorial with the unformulated! 
query, ' What's this to me?' A writer should make the answer 
unobtrusively clear. On finishing the editorial, a reader 
should be stirred to think, ' Now there's an i dea, isn't it?' 
Peter Hamilton of t he Wall St,reet~ Journa l once asked, ' Are 
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CHAPt i~R IV 
THE NEED FOR PUBLIC Rl~ LATIONS IN A NEWSPAPER 
Despite the development of the editorial, the wi-
dening o:f its s cope to acquire an independence in treat ing all 
subjects, recent events indicate that the ditorial page has 
re~ched a new low· point in its potency as leader of public o-
pinion. 
"Todey there is gro~ing doubt among our citizens 
whether the press. is any longer a champion of their rights. 
There i s a growing dissatisf'action with an agency that tries 
to lull them with comic strips, serial stori ·· s , movie gossips, 
and advice to the love-lorn while they are desperately groping 
.for the answers to bewlhldering new social questions. There is 
a growing suspicion of the inadequacy of this social instrumen 
tality which should be providing its r eaders with a dependable·: 
and understandable picture of this changing world in which 
they are living. "1 
A great portion of this doubt in the public's mind 
was borne by the ne·wspaper' s failure to reconcile its commer-
cial aspects wit.h its responsibilities as a purveyor of accu-
rate and reliable intelligence to tl"le public, and a s a guide 
to public opinion. 'l'he dual role of the newspape r has encour-
aged a conflic-t between the " counting room" and an editorial 
policy designed to promote general welfare . 
1obody can argue the fact that a newspaper esta-
blishment is an e conomic enterprise . "Newspapers are business-
es that rely for financiE:tl su~cess on circulation and a dvertis-
ing. They are forced to cope v.rit 1 the same economic problems 
as are faced by all other business institutions . It is foolish 
to cla im that publishers are oblivious to the stark realities 
o.f this situation. Any publisher , i.f he is to be successfulJ 
must operate in conformance with the rules of a capitalist e-
conomy. n2 The ne~~spaper's devotion to the profit motive is no 
less logical than the way other institutions of modern econo-
my view the profit-making end of the organization. 
"Newspapering definitely is a profession as well 
as a business . In that respectJ it is different from mo st a-
venues of service that depend upon public support. '£he success-
ful newspaper must make a living for the publisher and the 
great number o£ versons in its stai'f , but it has a much hig.her 
I 
purpos e than t hat. It exists not simply to get all it can fro~ 
the cozrllllunity 1 but t.o give to t,he community all that it can. 
And its life depends more on the latter than on the former . n3 
Today 's public has ccme to realise what to expect 
from a ne ,"Vspaper. On the other hand, the newspaper expects 
lit-cle from the public except readership, goodwill and pres-
t.ige. A newspaper is con~tantly striving to build reader co-
operationJ comracieship and confidence in r,he newspaper. But 
perhaps the most paramount objective of a modern newspaper is 
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.e 
to establish itself and be recognized as an in·stituio.n. Once 
achieved , a newspaper should not slacken in its policy and ride 
I proudly on t he crest of the wave of its reputation as an ins- 1 II 
titution, and even it coupled by a .five- or six-figure circu- .I 
lation. 
A newspaper definitely must have goodwill and pres.!. 
tige. It must command the public's respect at all times. Be- l 
ing a tiOCial instruruent of i mmense i mportance in modern socie-
ty 1 a neWS!J&per canr10t afford to stand idle while the public 
nourishes a growing suspicion of its inadequacy. 
It has become evident t.bat circulation is no cri-
terion of a newspaperts greatness . Circulation is indicative 
of a newspaper's success if viewed solely from an economic ang-
1 
le . But a true newspaper functions dif ferently, it continues 1 
to fuli' ill its dual role in society, with eyes intently cast 
in both direction&. 
To be regarded as an institution in the community, , 
and enjoy a big circulation, is not at all an irrefutable in-
I 
dication that the ne v;spaper has achieved succes s in the commu-
nication system. 1'he Philippines Herald has long been consi- l 
dered an institution in the Philippines , yet it can hardly be 1 
called a success in the newspaper field . A newspaper enterprise 
like the Herald can be regarded as an institu·tion by virtue of 
the noble purpose upon which it was founded. Or, by the repu-
1 
tat ion of its founders . Or, for being the oldest newspaper 
founded by an all-It'ilipino staff. Hence, a _ _Eew~pape! can be-
come an institution without at all approaching its cardinal 
responsibility to ·c. he public and the community. 
Like any business enterprise, the ne\1Spaper needs 
goodwill to prosper. This term has constantly been miscons-
trued in the press, particularly in the Philippines, as evi-
denced by the editors' belief thut once a newspaper is liked 
and can boost of a big circulation, it has goodwill. Perhaps 
it. does in the light of pure ly profit-making enterprise. "Dut 
since this term has come into bad repute in recent yea rs, it 
is o:ften lumped in with some other asset s .n4 Indeed goodwill 
is an asset. It is an asset to a ne wspaper, but not in tertils 
of adding more value over and above its rraterial property. 11'l'he 
I 
goodwill of a newspap8r refers tJo the public';;;; ;.i ccept ance of, I 
and reliance on the accura cy of the information 't;.he paper pro - . 
vides. It adds an i rr.measur able value t o the ne wspaper 1 but not 
in relation to any· material value, r athe r in relation to the 
r eaders' dependability upon the ne-wspape r." 5 
I~ i s the concensus of editors t l~t to have good-
will inevitably leads to an increase in circula-c. ion. Undoubted.-
ly it does. Goodwill may increase circula tion a tlenfold but 
certa inly it cannot. guaran ee any i ncrease in the influence of 1 
the newspaper on public opinion. A hearty consent by the po- 1 
pulation to a newspaper can quite obviously booS:. t he circula-
tion 1 igure, and this i s ~he kind of gooct~..rill t tLat is often 
attached to ·the material value of the press. This i s goodwill · 
thought of circulation-wise, again focusing attention on the 
economic aspect of the newspaper business. 
Newspaper goodwill, as most editors believe it to 
be, is directed mainly towards the public's acceptance of the 
newspaper. It is conceived far above and beyond the level of 
mere liking and kindly feeling. The goodwill of a newspaper 
is synonymous to the influence it wields among its readers. 
True enough, the goodwill of a newspaper helps in 
the growth of circulation. But, because of the function and 
responsibility of a newspaper, goodwill of the press goes far 
beyond an established name or a reputation beyond reproach. A 
policy, therefore, or a program designed to promote goodwill 
of' a newspaper, should be so drawn up and executed so a s to 
II 
achieve a proper balance between the business . side of the news-
paper and its responsibilities to society. 
Bert Stolpe of the Des r4oines Register and Tribune ! 
in an address delivered to a group of publishers, said "that 
I 
it is not enough for a newspaper to lend financial assistance II 
and publicity to any conununity project; that it should taka ~,an 1 
active part in its organization, development and management. ' 
"Successful public e'!ents that are promoted to 
help a benefit or charity reflect we.ll upon ·the publica tion, " 
he added,- "and prorilote gratitude and goodwill. Ne\"lSpapers 
should consider their public relations programs seriously f or 
these are definitely dollars and cents proposition."6 
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The statement was .typical of' a publisher's or an 
editor's opinion. It is a newspaper's responsibility to advo- ' 
cate wortln-1hile projects ·that would benefit th~ community. But 
its publil.! relations program with regard the promotion of t.OOse 
projects should not be construed in terms . of "dollars and cents 
proposition" alone. Consideration must be g iven the newspaper' s 
role in guiding public op:lnion. 
"'l'he attitudes of publit)hers and editors, agreements 
by publishers for standards of self-regulation and the assump- l 
tion of responsibili·ties fo r additional services to readers 
are crucial. n7 There is every indication that the comraercial 
press will remain and i s very likely to set the dominant pat-
tern of newspaper ownership and control. The content of tomor-
row's newspaper will be determined by the po·werful and prudent 
publisher s of the commerciul press. Altho' publishers are 
subject to various social and economic pressures and limita-
tions, steps nonetheless should be taken to dissuade the pre-
1 
· sent trend of newspaper towards a purely economical goal · 1 and 1 
preserve the influence of the pres s to a maximum. 
The modern newspaper 1 both the co mmercial and non-
commercial, has come to realize the i mportance of public rela-
1 
tions. However, most of today's newspapers have fer the goal 1 
. I 
of their public r elations programs an increase in circulation.! 
And not a f ew of them have strictly promotion "stunts" and 
"gimmicks" in the guise of public relations. I. 
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In the words of Mr . Prescott Low, publisher of ~ 
yuincy Patriot Ledger, "A newspaper should not strive for goodi 
will, but respect." Further , it ll his belief that respect is 1 
achieved primarily by the newspaper it·self . And t he key ways ' 
to get respect are means of accuracy a nd honesty of the paper , 
and complete i mpartiality. The Ledger's first and foremost 
public relations tool i s the newspaper itself. 
l4r . Low believes tl~t public relat ions is indispen-
sible to a newspaper. But , before a newspaper should attempt 
to establish itself as an institution in the community, it 
I 
should first command the public's respect. A newspaper must be 
respected before it can be regarded as a credible source of in~ 
formation . Once held suspect by the readers, a newspaper there ... 
by has fallen short of its primary responsibility of keeping 
. its readers informed. Hence , newspaper public relations, to 
'l'he Quincy Patriot Ledger, should first be directed in winning 
the public's respect and proving the credibility of the news-
paper to fulfill its funct ions most effectively. 
The newspaper needs public relations very badly to 
regain and maintain its position in the communicat ion system 
as a trusted purveyor of news and an influential guide to pub-
lic opinion. Newspaper public relations has three divisions, I 
a lthough these functions include circulation promotions. 'fhese 
public relations functions include circula tion promotion , ad-
$ 
vertising promotion and institutional promotion. 
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Institutional promotion refers to tl1e newspaper's 
public rela t ions policy and program designed to foster goodwil 
and prestige 1 and win the public's respect. It. is the rela- , 
tionship between the newspaper a na. the readers that count most l 
for the success of a true ne·wspaper. However J most nevvspapers I 
today show concenti"'"at ion on the circulation and advertising 
pro mot ions. 
11During the recent past, public confidence in t.he 
press as a source of guidance on public affairs has waned, 
while the exploration building through the servicing of public ,1 I 
tastes for feature has been enormously successful. The gr~.p II 
has widened bet'"v"Jeen press and people, aspecially on i s sues re- : 
lating to v;elfare legis lat.ion, popular democ racy, economic 
sues and. the proper locus of po'f>'er.''9 A newspaper's public 
lations should aim to close this gap with its readers. The 
is- ~1 
I 
re- 1 
II 
building and strengthening of good\vill toward the publication 
.,o I 
is achieved mainly by giving the best service to the r eader.- 1 
"Today the newspapers, while st. ill powerful, have j) I 
lost their leadership. Readers no longer look to them f'or ad- i 
vice and wisdom in making great decisions. The newspapers a re , 
I 
held suspect by millions of Americans ••• I The hostility of the 
newspapers against the reviving labor movement, their one-si-
ded stories about the efforts of bewildered vJorkers to :raise 
their standards of living, t he ir bias against social legisla-
tion, made millions feel that most of the papers were f ar from 
I 
I 
sympathetic to the large numbers of Americans who passed their l 
Aside from the quality of the newspaper itself 
which serves as the most effective tool of newspaper public re~ 
I 
lations , institutional promotion depends much upon the perso-
nality of the editor and publisher. "1'here are times when it 
may be ne ces sary to direct an editorial course in opposition 
to popular demand ; however, if the readers and advertisers of 
a newspaper know that the publisher is unselfish in his des i res 
and honest in his convictions, little loss is to be feared 
from such a course.nl2 
A public relations policy and program correspond- I 
ing i nstitutional promotion of a newspaper will naturally help 
promote circulation and advertising. However , the most common 
trend in newspaper enterprise today is to give circulation pro-
motion paramount attention , for circulation is believed to be • 
an index of both editorial acceptability and advertising poten-
tialities. Perhaps it is an index of advertising potential!- I 
ties, but certainly not editorial acceptability. Institutional 
promotion should be given the utrnost consideration and prefe-
rence over the two other public relations fun ctions of a news-
paper. 
To construe circulation as indicative of editorial 1 
acceptability is tantamount to saying that circulation is an 
index of the newspaper's influence on public opinion, or that 
the degree of influence is measured by the circulation figure. 
A ne wspaper's circulation ~igure is more suggestive of its fi-
nancial success as an e conomic enterprise than a measure of it,s 
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success as a social instrument for "enlightening the mind of 
man, and improving him as a rational, moral and social being , " I 
as Jefferson wrote . I As the principal dispenser of ~ass commu-
nication , the newspaper must accept a much larger responsibilir y 
than its economic role in society. 
The three functions of newspaper public relations 
are closely related and interli-mven with each other . However 1 
considering that the responsibility of a newspaper as a source 
of information · is more important than its nature of being a 
bu~iness enterprise, the focus of atten·tion should be given 
institutional promotion . 'fhe public relations policy must be 
drawn in the light of service to the community much more so 
In addition to this service of the newspaper to 
the communit y 1 its public relations program must aim towards 
the increase of confidence and interest of the readers, and the 
general public , in t he news paper. 
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The greatest need of the preffifor public relations l 
I 
is in this connection -- of v1inning back some of t he prestige 
and respect the newspaper has lost in the past years, and con-
tinue to lose, as more and more editors and publisher s begin 
t o .. lose grasp of the dual role of a ne wspaper in modern society . 
'I' he struggle for economic superiority in the business world 
ha s blinded journalists more than ever before. The newspaper , 
I 
and the press in general, needs public relations to re store 
itself in its proper pl ace in the communicat ion system , a s the
1 
moet i mportant med ium of com.munication for the distribut ion of i 
I 
news and opinions to large pub lics. Other means of mass commu 
nicat ion have come to share thfJ responsibil ity once held exclur 
sively by the newspaper. Sound public r elations policies and 
programs a re essential therefore to preserve some , i f not most, 
of this responsibility in the ne'f;spaper . 
'fhe public relations policies and programs of a 
n~wspaper , of course , s hould also help in the promotion of the 
circulat ion and advertising, for these are the two most impor- : 
t ant sources of revenue of a newspaper. In the s ame manner 
il: that~ill be erroneous to focus attention on th~c~ e conomic as-
pect of a newspaper to the negligence of its responsibility to 
I 
s<J.ciety, so it is a poor policy to ma intain a strictly "crusa-
ding spirit " and disregard the business aspect of the enter-
prise , A proper balance snould be an aim of the public rela-
tions policy and program . 
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PART II 
PUBLIC RELATIONS vvORK OF THE NEWSPAPERS 
INT RODU CT ION 
Nowadays it is highly unusual for a daily newspa-
per not to have any promotion plans to boost circulation and 
advertising . I Most newspapers refer to these policies and pro-
grams as part of their public relations work. Actually these 
projects to increase circulation and advertising, in the strict 
sense 1 are promotion plans, and they are part of public rela-
tions. However, quite a number of editors and publishers con-
sider public relations as part only of the ne wspaper's promo- 1 
tion. 
Despite this existing confusion in the press (See 
Appendix I), the number of newspaper all over the world active-
ly engaging in public relations is steadily increQsing. ost 
of these newspapers have come to consider promotion as part of I 
public relations, and not vice versa. And more significant is 
the realization of the importance of public relations in a 
newspaper which is both an important social instrument and me-1 
dium of communication, and a business enterprise with a commo-
dity to sell. 
h 
I' 
Evidently, an organization with a dual role such 
as the newspaper must have a more comprehensive public relatio~s 
policies and programs than a strictly business establishment. 
Added to the intricacies and difficulties of newspaper public 
relations are the different publics with which the paper must 
constant ly maintain friendly relations to sell its product,and 
an impeccable character to preserve its integrity and credibi- , 
lity as part of the communication system. I' 
Public relations in the newspaper has the same ba-
sic areas as a commercial organization. 1 It has to consider 
its relations with the community, employeesJ stockholders, and 
customers which, in the case of the newspaper, will be the ad-
vertisers and the readers. Because the news~aper's main sour-
ces of revenue are the advertisers and readers, these pamicu-
lar sections of the public are given the utmost consideration 
and closest attention. 
Readers and advertisers, when compared to the dif-
' 
ferent publics of a business organization, would fall under 
customers. But in the newspaper they are separated into t wo 
distinct sections. This is understantable considering that 
they buy the two different commodities of a newspaper. A 
reader buys a newspaper, while an advertiser buys space in the l 
newspaper which is sold to the reader. 
With regard the newspaper's relationships with the 
readers and advertisers, a great number of editors and publi- I 
.s.hers are of the opinion that the relation with the readers is 
far more important than the one with the advertisers. This 
reasoning is primarily based on the most common assumption in 
the press that readers naturally account for the newspaper's 
circulation, and that, it follows, advertisers prefer to buy 
space in a newspaper with a wider and more impressive circula- . 
tion figure. Moreover, a newspaper is more responsible to its 1 
readers than it is to its .advertisers. I 
from advertising! The same is true with Philippine daily news• 
papers. As a matter of fact, it is often said that the total 
circulation of most .of the Philippine daily newspapers can be 
given away free and still make a sizable profit from advertis-
ing alone. 
Besides these t ·vm biggest concerns of a newspaper, 
it also has several other publics which ' are equally important 
and significant £or its existence and success as a business 
I 
·e 
proposition and a medium of communication. For each particu- I 
lar public, a newspaper usually has a s pecific pattern og be-
havior that it follows and plans to maintain good relationships. 
However , a ne wspaper s.eldom has any long-range plans in this 
conne ction. Most of the public relations programs of' the news -
paper are too often spurs of the moment, and are though·t of' on-
ly due to pressing needs of the times. 
In just about the same manner as ne•.r.tspaper public 
relations is dou bly intricate and more demanding than public 
relations in a strictly business enterprise, it is also con-
fronted with certain restrictions i mposed by the newspaper's 
role in society as a credited pur veyor of news and a strong 11 
influence on public opinion. 'rhe limitations to the practice 
of public relations in the newspaper are comtnonly expressed in 
the form of a set of rules and regulations, or in1:some occa-
s.ions included in the written editorial policy . 
As one p~blisher of a Philippine daily wrote : 
"'fhese rules are enforced to make certain that the newspape r 
remain impartial and neutral in it s treatment of nev1s, as a 
true newspaper should really be. A bewspaper's relations to 
any one of its many publics should be carried only to a cer-
tain extent, such that the newspaper does not own any moral , 
legal, or financial obligations except to its readers. Public 
relations in the newspaper can be ov8rdone very easily, and 
this can result to pressure groups . The press is constantly 
·e 
faced with the dangers of pressure groups and lobbyists. In-
stead of lessening and curbing these dangers to the newspapel' 1 
public rela tions when overdone may increase them.*' . I 
Perhaps the reasons for the evident lack of def ined 
and long-range public relations programs are the self-ir posed 1 
restrictions of newspapers. Despite this l a ck of well-con-
ceived public relations programs , ho·to;ever 1 each news paper al-
mos t always has some activities des i gned to establish good 
lations with its va rious sections of the public . It could be 
noted tho' tha·t these programs a re ver y much unrelated 1 and 
more often than not they border on the concept of pr9motion . 
I 
Al l t he four . American and Philippine daily news pa-
1
1 
pers included in t his study have public rela tions policies and 
programs. But none, however, has any written policy, much less 
a definite long-range public relations plan . All f our, being 
of cons i derable size and influence in thei:r resp~ctive commu-
nities and areas of circulation, have included in their public 
li 
t 
relations a ctivities ea ch bas ic area of public relations. Al-1 
tho' these ne wspapers are similar in many respect s , their pub- 1 
lie relations programs nonetheles& sh.ot1ed marked a nd d istinc-
tive differences . 
I Each daily also has a. noticea bly different program 
I 
with regard it s relations to ea ch particular section of the I 
public. But the greatest diff erence was noted bet.ween th~ pub-
lic relations programs of the American and Philippines daily 
newspap ers. 
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Evidently , not rnuch difference was noted in the 
public relations policies of the four daily newspapers. Dis- -
parity lies almost exclusively in the programs and activities 
of each newspaper. The similarity in the public relations po- l 
licies of the newspapers is mainly attributable to the fact 
that every ne wspaper , like any business enterprise, strives to 
establish goodwill . And any d·i c; similarity in the public rela- 1 
tions policies .can be related to the editorial polic~es of the 1 
newspapers. ·Or , to t he differences in their ro l es in the com-
munity . Hence, any difference in the public r e l a ions policy 
of any one newspaper can be traced to a particular nature of 
that newspaper. 
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CHAPTER V 
RELATIONSHIPS ~viTH READERS 
Considered the most important section of the pub-
lic, and most instrumental circulation-wise, the reader natu-
rally comes first in planning the public relations programs of
1 
any of the four dailies included in this study. All editors 'I 
are agreed that the newspaper is the most i mporta nt and ef'fec- '1 
tive tool in establis hing goodwill with it s reader. Besides 
providing the news paper itself, each organization engages in 
other activities directed towards winning the respect and un-
derstanding of this particular section of its public. 
Best example provided by most editors in regard 
the newspaper's relations to its reader, is the column most 
commonly referred to as "Letters to the Editor." All the four 
newspapers showed fairly liberal policies in this conne ction. 
The Christian Science Monitor has, if not the bestr 
certainly one of the mo s t successful programs des igned to pro-
mote reader participation. Called "The Reader Asks, " this co- 1 
lumn proves very valuable for forums, discussion groups , and 
classroom work. But more than anything else, it encourages 
the reader to write to t he ne wspaper and ask question~; which 
will be of benefit to the editors as well as the subscriber6. 
1 
Bditor and Publisher described the operation as: 
"Boston On the last Friday of each month the Christian 
Science Monitor is devoting a full page to a new feature enti-
tled: ' The Reader Asks.' It is a question and answer page, 
with editors and staff members attempting t o reply to a select-
ed cro ss-section of questions submitted by readArs during the 
preceding four weeks. 
"Interest in this page seems attributable to t wo 
principal facts. First, it is preeminently a 'reader partici-
pation feature. Letters accompanying the questions show that 
the writers appreciate the opportunity of obtaining a direct 
answer on specific points which may not have been treated in 
any news .story, and that they enjoy establishing closer perso-
nal contact with the ne wspa per. Second, each r eader whose 
question is answered feels that he has been given 'special ser-
vice' and that the Monitor's staff and f acilities have been 
especially mobilized in his behalf· 
"Although the object of the page is t o provide 
clear, concise answers to as broad a range of questions as pos-
sible, an additional objective is to fashion a feature which 
can be of special use to f orums, discussion groups , current 
affairs in high schools and colleges, and to organizations 
which concentrate on public information. This is rnade easier 
by the fact that a ma jority of the questions so far submitted 
have dealt with events of the moment. Thus the page clea rly 
supplements the news stories and helps 'wrap up• topics of 
major current interest."1 
The idea began with the truism that no matter how 
carefully and thoroughly a story was written, there was a l ways 
some angle which was left uncovered and which might baffle a 
reader. 'I' he questions &re distributed to those staff members 
I 
best able to answer them. \'Vhen answered, they are set to type 
and are analyzed at an editorial conference for a ccuracy, po-
licy and interest'. 
"Questions answered on the page ha:ve varied fro m 
I 18 to 26, with the objective being to keep the answers ._. concise~ 
thereby increasing the number of questions per page . Questions 
are chosen for the importance of the topic, their variety and 
to add a bit of spice to the page. So f ar only one reader has ,,· 
I 
cancelled his subscription because his question was not chosen, 
a lthough it has been felt desirable to work out a standard r e-
ply which is sent to each person whose question is passed by.n2 
Since the main purpo:o.e of the page was '?reader par-
ticipation, " it was de cided that it might lose some of i ts ap-
peal if the questioners wvere consigned to the anonymity o f i-
nit i a ls. :b"ull names plus city and state a r e gi ven . A f ew· i-
solated cases, however, have r equested that the y be unidenti-
f ied. 
"Although this feature has increased substantially 
the volume of \.YOrk done by the participating editors, staff 
\'Jriters, correspondents and the research library, it has been 
judged \'i'orthwhile .from a l most every point of view. It has 1 
it is felt, drawn the readership closer to the paper; it has 
afforded an additional cutlet for the staff 1 and it has been 
I 
'I 
of substantial assistance to the circulation department . n.3 · 1 
In addition to the questions seeking to be answered 
I 
and published in the "Reader Asks" pac;e 1 the 1Vfonitor a l so re-
ceives countless number of letters asking for all sorts of in-
formation. Such letters add to the work of the research libra1 
ry of the Monitor 1 but tht~ paper is only too \viJ.ling to provid~ 
an¥ information it could , and for this it has received nume-
rous letters of praise and commendation from its readers. 
In the l.·Tords of lr. Canham, "Whenever you have any 
criticism of your nm-ispaper 1 'tlhenever any questions about it 
or attacks upon i t came to your attention , give us a chance to ,
1 
examine the fa cts along lNith you. tt 
Besides encouraging reader partic ipation, it also 
distributes among its readers liter ature about the newspaper. 
All the pam!Jhlets, brochures, and other forms of literat.ure 
are placed in one big envelope and sent to all subscribers by 
the circulation department . 
One characteristic that markedly distinguishes the 
Iv'lon i·~ from other dailies of similar nature is that it has 
virtu&lly divided its readers into distinctly different sec-
tions. And for each particular group , the paper has a speci-
fically 'tlritten and printed material which it sends out in ad-
dition to the other literature of general readership. Hence , ! 
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the 1 onitor has two set.s of information which can be arbitra-
rily classified into "specific reader" and "non- specific r ead-
ern o:t"' ,. general reader." 
Included in the ~'non-specific" would be the re-
prints of some of the more important features previously pub-
lis hed by the newspaper, significant addresses and speeches deJ 
livered by the editors and staff members, articles about the 
'iionitor written in other publications , statement of the paper's 
political policy entitled Wfhe <~ionitor and Politics, n and many 
I 
others all designed to better acquaint the reader with the new~-
paper . 
· lost interesting in this group were the five-page 
mimeographed hand-out called fiThe Christian Science Monitor, 
Facts and Data , n anci the 13-page list vlith the heading "Some 
of the Awards and Honorable i•lentions•" 
''li'acts a nd Data" includes an inception of the -2.::. 
nitor, and provided a brief statement of the paper's policy 
and aim. Also included are notes on the make-up of the Moni-
-
!:.2.!:• it.s peculiar policy of no-page-one-to-inside-pages-jump 
stories and the less sensational and generally conserva tive 
size of headlines. 'f he different edit ions, agencies for news 
ga thering., · ne1-vs bureaus , and the various editorial departments l 
of the newspaper are mentioned too. 'l'ogether with notes on 
circulation and editorials, the five-page l~nd -out also includes 
a brief summary of the paper's policy r egarding advertising . 
11Facts and Data" was deo igned primarily to give the reader i m-
e 
portant information with rega rd t he various a spects of !ill!_ 
Christian Sc i ence Monitor . 
'i'he other hand-out, a 13-page mimeographe d mater i a l , 
lists chronolog ica lly some of the more i rnpressive awards and 
honorable mentions the Monitor has received within a span of 
forty-.t.wo _;. years , from I~lay 2$, 1915 to vtay 28 1 1957. Very ap-
propriat ely called "The Christian Science Monitor , Some of the 1 
A\.;ard~~ a nd Honora ble 1'4entions , " i t mentions $9 aw-ards am h ono-
rable mentions r eceived by the paper. 
Starting off the impressive list wi~h an excerpt 
from an editorial , "An Ideal Newspaper , " in 1; ·estmouth News of 
May 28, l\Jl5, it includes nine awards, citations and meda l s 
g iven t.he Monitor by the government of seven .fore ign coun·t. ries . 
The a"\1ar d s and honorable mentions were not, al for the news paper . 
A g rea t number of them were for the ed itor and individual staff 
writers it for excellence in their particular fie l ds . " Last on 
the long list was the English-Speaking Uni on ai.'Iard to Wi l liam 
H. Stringer, Chief of the Wa shington Bureau of the Konit or, f'or 
his series of articles dealing wi th Anglo-American rela t ions. 
Such materials as nFacts and Data'' a.nd list of 
"Some of the Av-vari.'i S a nd Honorable l~ent.ions " of the n ewspape r, 
Paul s . Deland believes , afford the reader to understand bet-
ter and get more familia r with ~he newspaper. A long list of 
awards a nd cita tions will naturally i mpress a r eader. Simi-
larly 1 the printed lett ers from the circulation manager uf the 
.nonitor quoting the lavish praises of other subscribers i mprese 
a reader. 
/i.lSo in the "non-specific" group and intendea for 
all its readers, is a list of more t han 120 countries included 
in t~ vast circula tion area of the Eonitor . Called "Where 
the Christian Science onitor Goes, n the list is divided into 
t vmlve major areas of the world. 
Because of i t s ·\<ride circulation area making it most 
diff icult to get in touch with its readers, the ·Lonitor un-
doubtedly has the mos t number of print.ed materials and litera-
ture d istributed among i t s readers . The newspaper is con~tant 
ly providing i t s readers with ttbehind- the - scene news and infor-
Illi:!tion so t~. \ on' t feel left out . " The Monitor is ah1ays 
exerting extra effort to maintain a relation on a high personai 
I 
level wi.th i ts readers all over the world. By providing the 
reader 1r1ith an adequate amount of information , the newspaper 
pro£esses to be regarded very .highly by its subscribers . 
In an effort to make its relationship l<Jith the 
I. 
.I 
'I 
I 
r eader more personal , the ~ionitor has the "specific n group of 
readers ror which it also has several printed materials for 
distribution . These particular groups include the family heads~ 
women , college students , and new and prospective subscribers . 
For each one of these groups of readers , the Monitor has a 
specially prepared pamphlet together with the other materials 
intende<i for general reader ship . 
prospective subscribers, or readers o£ varied interests. 
Although a great number of t hese printed materials 
and programs can be classified promotion , they nosetheless 
build a .. . bridge between the newspaper and the reader. And be-
' cause they help the reader to understand the newspaper better, 
conversely they aid the ne'\O.'Spaper in establishing goodwill a nd I 
prestige among its readers. 
At this point, it can be said that The Christian 
Science r-1onitor is practicing reader relations almost exclu-
sively through the pF.intad materials it sends out in a large 
scale, and · p~rtly by encouraging reader participation in its 
fec..ture page "The Reader Asks ." 
Where the f.olonitor e.xcels in the printed words 1 The 
qt.\incy Patriot Ledger does by personal contact and by being 
abl9 to tie major world events in with local names and places. 
The contrast is largely due to the difference in the circula- I 
e tion 
-=---t~~ 
areas of the two dailies; one being an international news-
paper and the other suburban daily, which brings about a 
striking contrast in the proximity of general readership to 
the newspaper. Where the donitor provides a newspaper in 
more than 120 countries, the Ledger serves only the South 
Shore of Ymssachusetts. 
It cannot be argued in this case that the diffe-
rence in the circulation areas of the Monitor and the Ledger, 
regardless of other factors, account so much for the diffe-
rence in their public relations programs with regard the read ... 
ers. Due to a generally s cattered readership all over the 
world, the 10ni'tor has to resort to a system similar to that 
of direct mail. On the other hand, considering the limited 
circulation area of the. Ledger and the proximity of its rea-
dership to the newspaper, the Ledger can largely forego mail 
contact and actively practice personal contact which is un~ 
doubtedly far more effective in public relations. 
1'he Quincy Patriot Ledger has a policy of printing 
all letters to the editor which would be unusual for a news-
paper of its size. Moreover, the Ledger makes it a point to 
check the authenticity of each letter before its publication 
and gives the full i dentification of each writer. According 
to the editorial writer, this process works both ways, " it 
gives the reader a personal attachment to his newspa per and 
the newspa per in turn is able to verify the source of the let,-
ter and possibly check on its credibility." 
Executives and staff members of the Ledger t ake 
I part in local organizations like the Y.M.C.A., the Rotary Clu , 
Kiwanis, and Lions. ~ embership to such organizations allow 
these ne,.;spapermen to get in personal cont a ct with the more 
important and influential readers of the ne \·:spaper and citi~ 
zens of' the commu,nity. 
According to its publisher, the best way t o esta-
blish good relations with the reader is to have an a ccurate, 
honest, and impartial newspaper. "'l'hese are t he keyways to 
get readers' respect which is what a newspaper . should strive . 
ior more than simple goodwil l and understanding." 
'I 
Another i mportant policy of the Ledger to promote 1 
' 
reader relationships is its continous effort, to use a jour-
nalistic term, to "localize" the news. 1 
II 
ttDaily, Quincy Patriot Ledger staff writers r e cord I 
the activities of this busy and crowded part of New England. l1 
I 
They cover the South Shore news from hurricanes and murder 
trials to p.T.A. meetings. 
"The Socia l News Department provides a useful re-
cord of vital statistics ·--engagements and marriages -- and 
day-to-day account of the doings of South Shore women:; their 
clubs and societies, lectures, dances, bridge parties, and 
benefits. 
"Regular staff coverage is supplemented by corres-
pondents in the various sections of Quincy and in the towns 
o f ·the 
.e district editor. 
"The South Shore . is a suburban residential area; 
a high percentage of its residents own tihe . ···. houses they live 
in. The Patriot Ledger designed its "Modern Living" Depart ... 
ment for these households. The department discusses school, 
and health problems, offers suggestions as to food, dress, anq 
house decoration , aild presents lively family-life profiles of ' 
South B!10re men and women . n4 
In terms of international news, the Ledger is able 
11 
to tie major world events in lfdth local names and pla.ces. 
"1'-iany big stories have a ready-made South Shore ;reference 
which the Ledger carefully develops for its readers, from the ! 
trial of ' Uacco and Vanzetti for a murder committed in Brain-
tree to the collision of the Andrea Doria and t.he Stockholm 
lis Bernau , daughter of a Quincy insurance man. 
"J.Vlost of the foreign correspondents of the Ledger 
who write on the everyday life in other countries which un-
derlie more sensational events are not professional journa-
lists or political analysts a but local men and women who are 
~vorking o:t studying abroad and are interested in observing 
· what goes on about them." 
One good example of the Ledger's efforts to zrake 
its reader proud of the newspaper, and to be respected ''~as 
when, on June 10, 19571 the Ledger''a.chieved a coup for the 
circulation department -- as well as a front-page story --
when it chartered a plane, loca ted the l~layflower , II 1 then be-
calmed in the open ocean, and dropped a packet conta ining the 
latest is sue of The guinc;y Patriot, Ledgez· . n5 
lfThe Boston Traveler claimed that it was the first 
American newspa.per to establish contact with the Mayflower, 
but its representat ives, in a chartered sports fishing boat, 
only sighted t he vessel after eigi1t o'clock on the evening of' 
June 10. "6 "~iore than six hours ea:r:;lier -- by t wo that after-
noon -- the Iv1a;yflower crew were read ing the Patriot Ledger, 
the f'ir s t newspaper they had s een in fti~ty-one days. n7 
Strictly speaking, if newspaper were to be ca tego-
1 
rized according to circula tion areas, the t ·wo Philippines news-
papers included :in this study will d i f fer consider a bly from 
'l' he Christian Science Jonitor a nd The Quincy Patriot Ledger. 
They are neither an international ne \·tspaper nor a suburban 
newspaper; both are metropolitan da ilies. Conversely, this 
diff'erence in the circulation areas of the newspapers deter~ 
mine mostly the difference in their public reJc-d .. ions policies 
and programs with regard the readers. 
The ~anila ·rimes has nothing much to show with re-
I 
gard reader public relations~ 'rhe Times , like most Philippine 
I 
ne \"spapers, operate on "t 1e more essential area of publication , 
the readership. " According to the circulation director, a 
sort of public relations exists in the Times , not according to 
plans , but to ideas. A "gimmick" is thought of in relation t 
circulation, advertising , or labor-management only in times of 
need or problem . 
It is the concensus of the staff members tl:a t ~ 
~nila Times has no competitor, and the population is in com- '
1 
plete agreement with this belief as reflected by the wide 
·readership a nd vast circulation of the newsp3.per. "Circula-
tion promotion is doae without emot'ionalism, but plain good 
business practice~like: if circulation of so much will bring 
in income of so much , then why seek more circulation \'lhen to 
do so would be to spend more in terms of overhead . · " 
Correlatively, '£he I~lanila 'rimes hardly has any pub• 
I 
lie rela tions program directed towards the readers. Most of I 
what its editom and staff members claim to be public r e lation$ 
easily fall into the category of promotion "gimmicks," except I~ 
for a very few isolated instances. Moreover, as one editorial 
writer commented, "as long as the Times ke.eps up it:;; quality , I 
I 
f 
the newspaper it self does the public relations for us." 
The closest The 111\anila 'l'imes ever gets into iden-
tifying the newspaper with its re.:.,der is during the Yuletide 
I Season when it sends a Christmas card to each subscriber with
1 
this heading: "Season's Greetings from your newspa per . " All 
' the personal attachment, ho wever 1 is lost in the inside pages; 
the card which is supposed to express the "season's greetings~' 
actually explains the different stages in the preparation ;: 'lndl 
printing of the newspa. per. 
Unlike The Christian Science Monitor which sends 
out various kinds of informat ive literature to its readers 
and subscribers, the Times' mainstay in keeping the circula-
tion to a high figure is promotion, mostly in forms of con-
tests and t he like. And insofar as "localizing" ·the news is 
concerned, the Times functions on a highly impersonal basis. 
Stories are written with a local slant , not to attract any 
personal identification from the reader, but simply to be 
journalist.ic in style and consider t he stories' element of 
proximity. 
The greatest claim of The 1V1anila 'l' imes in public 
relations, particularly with regard reader relations, is its 
annual 200- plils page magazine called "Progress.'' To meet ex ... 
penses, according to an editor of the magazine , it has to be 1 
sold together with the regular issue of The Manila Times. 
Strictly speaking therefore , " Progress " can hardly be called 
part of the newspaper's public r el ations work. However, be-
cause it provides the people , particularly Times readers, 
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with comprehensive and authoritative articles on topics r ang-. 
ing from economics and politics to the different arts wr±tten' 
by some of the top-notch 1r1riters in the Philippines, the 
Time s editorial staff boasts of "Progress" and says it · to be 
the best public relations program of the newspaper. Apparent-
ly, it does reflect a great amount of prestige to the newspa-
per v-1hich in turn has created a complete staff of editorial 
writers to edit uprogress." 
The only available piece of info r mation the Times 
sends out free to its readers i s a small one-sheet hand-out 
that contains the Philippine Bureau of Aud ited Circula tions 
reports of The Manila •r imes for the past four years. This is 
presented in a graph, and the Times ' usual claim of' "i1ore net 
pai d circulat ion t han all other morning newspapers combinea" 
printed in bold letters at the bottom. '£he li·terature is a c-
tually more of a promotion "gimmick" designed to impress upon ! 
the reader that there is no exaggeration nor unsupported claim 
I 
in the circula tion figure of the Ti mes , than it is a pub lie ·l 
r elat ions activity. But, the editorial staff believes that 
the circulation figure is a good material to use for public 
I 
relat ions. As a mat te r of f a ct, only 'fhe ~~anila Times of a ll 
the publications in the Philippines, newspapers and magaz ine s 1 
alike, prints the net paid circulation figure on the f ront 
pag~ everyday. 
At the time of this writing, The Times Publishing I 
Co., Inc. is conducting a survey to determine the comic-strip 'I 
readership of i ts daily and Sunday newspapers, which i nclude I 
The Manila Times. The publishing company, however, failed to I 
give any other reason for the purpose of the survey except to 
hint that it is intended "to know how readers read f;ach comic-
1 
strip, and what strip is read first." 
There are strong indications that the survey is a 
desperate effort of the publishing firm, particularly the 
Times staff, to improve the comic section of the newspo.pers. 
Lately, readers have been comp l a ining as to t he comic-strips 
printed in the newspaper within the cha in of The Times Publi-
shing Co., Inc. 
This step taken by the publication can easily be 
referred to as the first sign of awakening to the need for a 
better r eader relations, and a step towards well-planned a nd 
-outlined public relations programs. It is the first survey 
every conducted by The Times Publishing Co., Inc. to de·termine 
public opinion and attitude. 
Like the Times, '£he Philippines Herald is very 
' id d 1· ( It i h b ' I 1nuC11 cons ere · a metropo 1tan nev.Ispaper;e s among t e 1g . 
gest in lvianila.) And like the Times too 1 the Herald does not 
have much with regard public relations :·-:>licies and programs , 
much less any specific program directed towards the readers. 
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'l'he Herald is said to be concentrating it s efforts 
I at present towards a wider readership. I n the words of one of 
the r eporters, "'l'he Herald has been mustering all its r esource15 
to en!mnce acceptance of the public. And so 1 a glance a t the 
Saturday i s sue will reveal this stride being taken. Saturday ' 
f eatures include a suilli11ary . of local and international news of 
the vJeek , a p ict.or. i a l r eview of events , outstanding columns or ' 
I 
court decision digest, readers' views, business, shipp ing, so-
ciety, sports, education, agriculture and other lead ing columns, 
aside still from the weekly Saturday magazine . " 
Evidently, the Herald is attempting t o attract a 
wider readership and , probably, establish good reader relations 
by i mproving the ne\'ll spaper itself. Insofar as actual public 
relations program to •Nards the reader is concerned 1 the maga-
zine editor honestly admitted that it does not have any speci-
f ie policy nor program. iost staff members feel . . I ·~ . t h e need 
for some literature to acqua int the r eader, especia lly adver-
tis ers, about the newspaper . 
And where the Times Publishing Co . 1 Inc. has al-
ready started with its survey of comic-strip rea dership, The 
Philippines Hera ld claims to have some concrete public rela-
tions programs on t he planning board . f he Her u. l ci is said to 
be on the way to npreparing brochures, and other f'orms o.f lit _I 
erature about the newspaper for public distribution." A big 
promotion work is likewise in the o.ffing . It plans to carry 
out a nation-wide advertising campaign with emphasis upon di-
rect mail. 
According to the editor, no def inite program nor 
campa ign can be launched at ·the present moment because of the 
sudden slash in do llar allocation by the Central Bank of the 
Philippines ·which afi~ects the importation of ne\vsprint. "Any 
program or promotion is utterly useless a s it is 1 for we can 
not possibly increase circulation with a very limited supply 
of newsprint. On the contrary, the Herald is being forced to 
reduce it s number of pages and the proposed addition of pages 
to the magazine has been discarded indefinitely. I Only with an 1 
abundant supply of newsprint can the Herald actively engage in 
public relations." 
ith the difficult economic situation of the cou.n-
try as an excuse for not having any definite public re l tions 
programs towards the readers, the neral& editors nevertheless 
profess to be exerting efforts to gain public acceptance. And 
this is done alrnost exclusively by i mproving the newspaper as 
shown by the development of its Saturday supplement. 
Wbile The Philippines Herald appears cautious with 1 
I 
regard an increase in circulation due to newsprint shortage, 
The Manila Times is continously trying to improve its public 
relations programs particularly with its readers. 
In summary, The PhiliPRineD. !i24'ald is trying to es-
tablish better reader relations and gain public acceptance 
without any definite desire to increase circulation. Judging 
from the contradicting statements of its staff£ memeers, it 
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can easily be said that the Herald does not have any specific 
and definite program with regard reader relations at present 
aside :from its attempt to i mprove the quality o:f the newspaper 1 
by providing the reader with its Saturday :features which are 
distinctive in present-day Philippine j ournalism. 
I 
' 
.I 
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CHAPT ER VI 
R1~LATIONSHIPS WI'l'H ADVERTISERS 
Advert i sements are classified into na tional and 
l oc a l. In t his study ~ however, all advert isements will be 
treated as one, in viet:l of that fact t ha. t most net"lspapers have 1 
the s ame public relations policy and program for both national 
and loca l adverti sers, except for a very slight differences at 1 
s ome points l'lhich ·will not :, ~be neglected in the following dis-
cussion of advertiser relations. 
It may not seem obvious a t all, but it ha s been 
expressed by a number of editors a nd publishers in the past 
tha t on some occasion& the advertising policy contradicts or 
opposes the editorial policy of the newspaper . This g ives rise 
I 
to the big question: Should t he n~n"lspaper sacrifice its edito-
rial policy to satisfay the advertisers'! It is precisely in 
relation to t his question whe re Ame rican and Ph ilippine ne ws-
papers have shown considerable differences . 
Other distinguishing characteristics were a lso no-
1 
I 
ted in the actual public relations policies and programs of the 
I 
n8't1Tspapers ~ if any , in conne ction to advertiser relations • .Mosf 
of these were noticed i n the ne vlspape r s ' plans a nd a ctivities I 
to increase and maint ain its number of advertis ers or space-
buyers. 
ll..03 
.e As pointed out by the staff members of the Stan-
dard Rate and Data Service, Inc., in their publication, "News-
! 
paper Sales and Promotion Handbook," there are four way s to I 
! 
reach and maintain good relations with newspaper space-buyers. ! 
I 
These are: l 
1. Build and keep a clear-cut i mpression of your 
newspaper; the market it covers, the kinds of people who read 
it. 
2. Increase the number of your conta cts with those 
who participate in the selection of markets and individual 
newspapers. 
I 
I 
3· Keep these people informed about your newspaper ! 
and the job it is doing. Comply with the space-buyer's de-
mands for information . 
4• Make these information available at the time 
I 
II 
II 
buyers of space are most likely to need them - - when they are 
building preliminary li~ts, when they are deciding what news- 1 
papers to use, when they are revising lists.l 
I 
I It is most interesting to note that i f this list 
were used as a criterion in determining the advertiser rela - 11 
tions policies and programs of the ne \'IS:papers included in t his I 
study, there will hardly be any similarity, let a lone any de-
finite pattern followed by the newspapers . 
Despite the marked similarity of editorial poli-
cies of newspapers, and the usual cla i m of editors and publi-
shers that the advertis i ng policy should be patterned a f t er 
---
------- -
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the editorial policy, and not vice versa, still a considera ble , 
dissimilarity can be n oticed in the advertising policies of' I 
n m•vspapers, at least f r om among the four dailies included in 
this treatise. 
I 
"'rhe advertising published in 'l'he Christian Science 
I 
~!-..2£. 1 as in the ca.se of all newspapers, has t he responsibi~ 
lity of producing the greater percentage of revenue which makes 
it possible to produce a ne wspaper. 
"Advertising in the Monitor is unique in that its 
national a nd interna tional circula tion brings accounts from 
about l?l~2 cities throughout the world. In 1<156 the Monitor 
published the a dvertising of 31,057 advertisers, exclusive of 
classified advertisers. 
"'l'here are many classes of advertising which are 
unacceptable to ·the IVIonitor, as well as s ome advertisements 
which for va rious reasons are misleading, unethical, a nd ex-
ploitive in nature. Because of this policy a high degree of I 
I 
confidence in our advertising has been built up with the read-
ership of the !Jlonitor, and we have a resultant reputation for I 
a high degree of traceable advertis ing respons.e. 
"In advertising promotion material we frequently 
use the expression, 'News, advertising, and readership devoted I 
to building a better civilization.' The Monitor's p l a ying an 
i mportant part in r a ising the standards of advertising. 
"Advertising in The Christian Science l'4onitor was 
approved by the Founder of the Monitor, Mary Baker Eddy, and 
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has been published in increased volume since its first issue. 
Its advertising service to readers and to advertisers is cons- 1 
tantly expanding, thus proving the wisdom of its Founder in 
setting the highest standards for ne\15 content and advertising 
requirements . n2 
It should be noted here that of the four newspapers 
examined, only the Monitor regularly carries international and 
national advertising. The .Manila Times, on few occasions in 
the past, had had some international advertisements , but most- 1 
ly from Japan. The uniqueness of the ]lonitor advertising po-
licy is easily understandable considering the fact t hat it has 
national and international editions, and it primarily an in-
ternational daily newspaper . 
The Christian Science Monitor has one of the most 
rigid policies in the news;)aper business. However 1 despite 
this confining nature of the newspaper which the editor be-
lieves is in close keeping with the purpose of the publicat ion ~ 
the Monitor too often has more advertising than it can handle . 
I 
The editor attributes this to a good advertiser relations, but 1 
most of all to a wide reader acceptance and quality of the 
newspaper . 
Advertising not a cceptable are clearly stated in 
the rate card. These are: 
u•rea and coffe 1 tobacco, liquor; medical , 
surgical, or hygienic articles; any product 
or service advertised on a health basis; 
schools, camps, travel agencies, financial 
institutions established less than two years; 
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firearms; complexion preparations claiming 
medicinal qualities; hair dyeing , face or 
body massage; tomb-stones , funeral direc-
tors, cemeteries; obituary notices; chiro-
podists; dentists; oculists, opticians, op-
tometrists; hea ring aids; accountants ; law-
yers, including patent attorneys; collection 
agencies; loan companies; oil or mining pro-
positions; political; adoption of children; 
animals in ca ptivity; illustrations or t.ext 
representing life or health as dependent u-
pon v.; ea·ther conditions i securities of pro-
motional enterprises or of firms engaged in 
business of tobacco , liquor, or health pro-
ducts; partnership or investment of capital 
1r:anted; .illustrations sho'i,;ing use of tobac-
co or liquor; abbreviation X'mas; hunting ; 
and others.tr 
Advertisil.ng in t..he 1•1onitor, according to the adver ' 
tisin,g manager , is based not on circulaticn, but on the reader's 
respect of the newspaper 1 .:..nd the nunique responsiveness" of 
r eaders . Hence 1 although wi th a compara.tively small circula-
tion figure for a newspaper of such a wide dist ribution, the 
M.onit.or has more adve:ct.isers than most newspapers . Ci:r·culation 
I 
i s never stressed in any campaign or liter~ture the I>'.ionitor 
gives the advertisers . The quality of the newspaper is given 
t lw mos t. emphasis. 
l ' o maintain good relations with advertisers 1 and 
t.o at tract more , the .Monitor has provided tham '•'lith all availa.~ 
bl6 materials essential ·~o effective a dvertising. The Daniel 
Starch Business Research of New York does a study of Monitor 'I 
readers every five or si.x years . I t uses the Starch findings 
in presenting the complete break-down of Monitor readers and 
advei·t, i sers in tenns of some 40 different categories , .from fa-
10 
mily income to pet foods purchased. 
Also ba sed on the Starch findings 1 the MonitO£ 
issues a series of e i ght one-sheet pamphlets that explains the 
I 
over-all "depth of penetra tion" of t he newspaper. The pamphlets 
point out the eight most significant and i mportant findings. 
'l'h i s is do en mainl y to fa.c ilitate understanding of the Starch 
Report which is a very complicated study, and also to magnify 
f a cts the ney.;spaper want s to stress in its advertising cam-
pa ign. 
The 1>1onitor also d i stributes several broad-sides 
to advertiserd . These broad-sides are usually lists of stores 
adve r tising in the Monitor. The lists are most useful to ad ... I 
vertisers of particu l ar products in determining the outlets 
available f or them that the !Vionitor · rea ches. 
National advertis ing in the M.onitor is merchan-
dized by its more t han 600 adve rtising representatives. The 
J.Vlonitor has 13 advertising offices in the United States and 
four i n Central Eur ope . 
Loca l r~Ionito:r advertising representatives every-
~1ere in the country call on loca l stores to tell dealers how 
t iH;y c:;..n profit by runn i ng tie-in advertising for manufactu-
IDS 
This cooperation of the newspaper is available in whole or in 
part a ccording to the mam.1.fa cturers' needs v..nd the amount of 
lineae;e involved in th6 campaign. 
The acivertis in~ departraent of the Monitor has it.s 1 
o -wn promotion department. It functions sepC:trate ly fr·or.i the 
pro.cuotion department of the cir culc:, tion d. ep<;.x:·t1uent , an d it& 
campaigns , pa:ct icula rly lite rature for distribution ·to ~dver-
tis E:rs, are distinctly differeut. 
'l' he :;Ionitor' s ad. vert ising depal""t taent f unctions in-
d ependently. Thi s step ~vas te:.ken by the manf!gement to avoid 
any cozflic"t or problem that may affect the editorial policy 
of the papar . With t,hi s separ a tion , the editor believes, the 
newspap £:r can engage actively in a dvertis ing campaigns a nd a.d- ' 
ve rtiser relations ¥"dthout ·che clanger of advertisers becoming 
pressure groups to t,he editorial f.> t a f'f. dence, the EV it or ial 
sta ff t£1en has no rtraoral obligd.tion 11 to print any pr·-::ss re-
lea se of any of' its a dvertisers ·whi ch is not news wortny to the 
opinion of the editorial department. 1 
A s i milar policy in r~:lation to press releases is J 
followed by 'fhe Quincy Patriot Le>lger . To the edHuriaJ. $t aff ·! 
of the Ledger J & pret-= s release i s ahtay :;> cons i de r ed a. p.i~.H::e of 1 
free advertis ~u.t:.nt the advertise r wishes to have printed. Like 
the .IVlonitor, it prints only press r eleaues which are ne vd:n•TOrthy 
and preferably with loca l elements. 
The advertising policy of the Ledger, compara.tivelf" 
speaking, :is f a r more liberal than the IJionitor 's. However 1 
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the Ledger adheres closely to the ethics of journalism with 
regard advertising policy. That is to say, the Ledger does 
not accept advertising whi.ch is misleading, false or obscene. 1 
1 
In addition, 1'he ~uincy Patriot Ledger had, on se-1 
veral occasions, rejected big national and Boston advertising. ! 
The reason being the lack of, or no distribution at all in the 1 
circulation area of the newspaper of the goods or services to 
be advertised. The Ledger accepts only thos'e advertisements 
which it believes would benefit the readers. And in so doing, 1 
. 1 
the Ledger is accep·ting advertising not only as source of re-
venue, but also as additional information for the reader&. 
As a direct result of its policy of regarding press 
releases, and for some undisclosed reasons, the Ledger had had 1 
experience with advertisers withdrawing their advertising . How+ 
ever, by continously improving the newspaper's quality and in- i 
creasing its circulation, the same advertisers always adver- I 
' tise again in The Quincy Patriot Ledger. This is in cons~nance 
with the publisher's strong belief that "a good newspaper is 
the best tool for public relations." 
Moreover, both the editor and publisher of the 
Ledger hold that the relations between the newspaper and the 
advertisers should be such that the advertisers respect the 
newspaper more than the other way around. This is based on 
the assumption tha t the advertisers need the newspaper more 
The advertisers than the newspaper needs 'the advertisers. 
I 
have no influence whatsoever in the editorial content o:f' poli-
cy of the newspa:,Per. It goes without saying that the editorial 
materials are given much more consideration in terms of space 
than advertisements. 
The Ledger has a break-down of its circulation fi~ 1 
gure according to districts or areas. It also provides the 
advertisers with information regarding markets for different 
products. It has done a very comprehensive market analysis 
of its readers and circulation area. 'rhe findings of this 
study are made available to advertisers. 
It is worth mentioning at this point that the a-
mount of advertising space and the number of advertisers in 
The !:tuiney Patriot Ledger is constantly increasing as its cir~ l 
culation is steadily rising. 
To use the same bromidic phrase the editor used in 
I 
refering to the advertising space of The Manila Times , "it co-
vers the field and the market ." Exactly what the extent of the 
field and the market would be, the same editor refrained from 1 
answering. Instead the statement, ttThe advertising space in 
The Manila Times places products before potential customers, 
and good advertising per U could win patronage regardless of 
the need for the product to be really good." 
The incoherent answer s given by those allegedly in l 
authority on the subject reflect considerably on the lack of 
any definite advertising policy. Almost invariably, the ab-
sence of a policy presupposes the absence of specific public 
relations programs directed towards the advertisers. And !.!!!. 
Manila Times could barely come up with any policy nor program 1 
to establish better relationships with the advertisers . 
Quite naturally, howeverJ the Times has some im-
posed restrictions as r egards advertising that are unacceptable. 
I 
These are advertising which conflict with the interests of the l 
publishing firm, oppose the editorial policy of the nev.rspaper 1 1 
and those that clash with the principles upheld by the public 
which the newspaper protects. 
Most of the advertising found in the Times, and 
similarly in most Philippine dailies.:,. come from various adver-
tising agencies. And because of this particular situation, 
the ne\Arspaper has limited the advertiser-section of its public 
to ·the advertising agency executives and employees; for they 
are the ones directly responsible in selecting the media to be 
u;;;ed for the advertising campaigns of their respective clients ~ 
I 
Hence , distinctly different from the two American dailies exa~ 
I 
mined, Philippine newspapers almost always concentrate their 
advertiser relations policy and programs. to the advertising 
agency men . 
An example of this focusing of attention is the . I 
Times ' policy of giving expensive Christmas gifts to advert is- ' 
ing agency executives and employees. 
I 
This policy of the Timesf 
staff members claim, is public relations. And far stranger, l 
and more interesting to note, is that this part icular policy 
is alvvays stressed in their answers to questions regarding pubr-
lic relations policy and program. 
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Hardly mentioned at all is the advertising service 
of the Times which it renders free to advertising agencies. 
The Manila Ti mes does the layouts, text a nd other necessary 
. I 
art work for several agency-clients. Although these serv ices 
are free, they are nevertheless 1 according to the advertising 
r~nager, indirectly paid by the advertisers because of the 
high advertising rates of the newspa per. 
The I~nila Times provides its a dvertisers vdth very 
lit tle information regarding the newspaper's potentialities as 
an advertising medium. As always 1 the Times stresses it s vast 1 
circulation (according to Philippine press standards) when gi-
' 
ving 0ut inforw~tion to prospective advertisers. This is clear-
ly r eflected in this statement of the section editor: ''The 
I 
Times' relationship with advertisers is determined by the faith 
and trust of the advertising client in the effect of the ne~.rs-
1 
paper a s a medium, and considering that the Times is tops ·in 
circulation, a dvertisers make use of it' ." 
~~at the Times lacks in terms of neces sa ry market 
inf ormation, it compensates for with its libera l policy rega rd l 
ing press relea ses of its advertisers. It has been noticed in 
the past, and criticized by some quarters, t hat The l~lanila Times 
prints press releases of big a dvertisers which do not at all 
approa ch that which is newsworthy. 
On countless occasions 1 The i~anila Times has been 
accused of suppressing or, in the words of t l~ ijournalists, 
"playing down" significant and interesting stories in order 
to protect its advertisers whose involvement in ·the stories 
may strike a serious blow against their prestige• Conversely, 
I 
the ~imes has been similarly accused of giving more importance I 
and prominence to certain stories which, in one r1ay or the o- I 
therJ may add to the reputation and goodwill of its advertisers. 
There were also instances when the 'l'imes had been known to 
print editorials overtly and specifically written for certain 
advertisers. Thus, in a manner idealistic journalists .- would 
term unethical and inadequate, The ~~ila Tim~ has maintained, 
good advertiser relations • I 
• While the two American dailies failed to give any 
approximate number of press releases they receive everyday from 
advertisers and the number they print, the two Philippine newst 
papers have a fairly regular number of press releases they re-
ceive and print . 
'fhe fJianila Times receives an average of 82 press 
rele~ses everyday, broken down into: 35 from local and four 
from foreign business firms, 10 from government agencies , 20 
from professional and social organizations, and 20 are perso-
nal press releases intended for the society section. Of this 
numberJ the Times usually prints a third, or an average of 27 
per issue. A great portion of those published fall in the 
business section, and preference is always given the bigger ad-
vertisers. However, those not printed are usually held for a ·I 
future date. 
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Compared with the 82 press releases the '1' imes re-. 'I 
ceives daily 1 The PhiliJ2pines Herald claims to be receiving \ 
i 
an average of 120 press releases everyday. With the bulk going 
I 
to the society and business sections 1 the Herald prints 20% or 
an average of 24 daily. Very much like the Times, it gives 
preference to bigger advertisers. "And since business is busil 
ness 1 " to quote the editor 1 " we always ex.ercise extra care ~;;lot. 
to displease anybody as much as possible ." 
'I Like any other newspaper which always takes guard 1 
of its business ven·ture, the Herald has a standing policy to 
attractm not to antagonize, advertisers and prospective ones. 
Along-side this policy, the Herald offers every lenient measure 
it can afford to increa se it advertising lineage. 
1 
I 
The Philippines Herald carries the least number o:f 
1 
I 
advertising in column inches among daily newspapers in Manila 
1 
today. Hence, its greatest problem apparently is how to in- I 
crease its advertising revenue by attra'bting more advertisers 11 
and encouraging the others to buy more space. Due mainly to 
this problem confronting the Herald, it has adopted an adver-
tising policy which affects its editorial policy. 
When circumstances warrant that the editorial poli~1, cy must touch on a subject which involves one o:f its clients, 
care is taken so as not to disfavor nor to inject any bad re-
flections on the reputation and prestige of the advertiser to 
the general public. This is an effort by the editorial staff 
tl 
to protect the business interest of the newspaper, by ''taming" 11 
----- r--
1 
'I 
and toning down editorials and news-stories. The same holds 
true in almost every report th~ newspaper makes. \Jhenever an 
advertiser 1 particularly a leading advertiser, is involved in 
' any news-story, the report is always toned down to such a level 
tha.t the Herald will appear in the neutra l position, never an- I 
tagonizing the advertiser involved. 
This is where the Herald has distinguished it s e_lf' 
I 
. I from 'I' he ~nila Times. Jhereas the Times too often would "kill!! 
a whole story derogatory to the business of an advertiser 1 the l 
Herald will print the same with care but without becoming 1m~ 
partial and overtly biased in reporting. 
' One usual:.pattern of action which The Manila rr imes 
also -follows on certain occasions is the Herald's policy of 
greeting its advertisers as often as occasions demand. These ' 
felicitations, as the editor calls them, are usually in terms ' 
I 
of gifts during Christmas, anniversaries, including the birth-
days of the presidents or managers of business firms. At times, 
like the Times,¢~~ the Herald editorializes anniversaries of 
leading advertisers. 
This is typical of mo st Philippine newspapers, 
hence it is not surprising to find that The Manila Times and 
The Philippines Herald a re constantly using their editorials 
I 
I 
I 
to better their advertis er relations. The difference lies in I 
the frequency or the number of times the newspaper editoriali-
zes on its advertisers. But far worse is the Philippine news-
papers' relaxed policy which allows advertisers to · form into 
-=--- ~ 
into pressure groups exerting considerable influence on the 
general objectivity of news-stories. 
Of all the English dailies in the Philippines to-
day 1 the He.rald is said to be the least affected by the adver-11 
tisers' pressure• Although when compared to American dailies 
the Herald can still be accused of grossly bending over back-
wards with its editorial policy so as to establish good rela-
tions with its advertisers. 
Where the Times sells advertising space by virtue 
of its vast circulation and the reputed trust of advertisers 
on the newspaper, The Philippines Herald concentrates on the 
alleged trust and faith of the people on the newspaper. The 
difference is obvious and consequential. One focuses atten..; 
tion on its foremost claim to success which is circulation; 
the other while lacking merits circulation-wise resorts to its ' 
I 
professed credibility as its most essential selling point. 
I 
Both newspapers however do not provide sufficient 
I 
information to advertisers. Unlike the two American dailies j 
which provide the advertisers with comprehensive market analy"'! l 
sis reports, the Philippine newspapers can hardly manage to 
give their advertisers a break-down of their circulation fi-
gures into spec. ific areas or localities, .much less any percen- ~ 
tage of readership according to financial or class status. 
I 
Thus, while the American newspapers maintain rela-
1 
tions by furnishing all types of infori!k1.tion valuable to ad~ 
_verti~_ers 1 the_Philippi~e_d_ailies g~ ve e_mphas_is _o_n soothi=n=-g-==-"t""' 
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the ego of the advertisers more often than not to the sacri-
fice of the editorial contents of the newspapers. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH 1'HE GOMt•1UNITY · 
If the greatest portion of the circulation area of 
a ne, ·spaper were to be considered its community with which it 
should maintain good relationships, 'rhe Christian Science l~lo­
nitor will literally have the whole world as :Lts community. As1j 
previous ly mentioned, the Monitor is distributed in 174~ major 
cities in 120 countries throughout the world. 
I 
It is true that the Moni'tor is published in Boston 
and is 'too of'ten mtsconstrued to be catering to this metropo- 1 
litan area. Actually, The Christian Science Monit or is an in-
ternational daily newspaper. Hence, the Boston area is a very 1 
small portion of its circulation area, and consequently the· . , 
Monitor's concern over it s Boston readers is infinitesimal com-
pared to its responsibility to its subscribers and readers all ! 
over the world. I 
its ' 
I 
I 
Because of the 1'-lonitor 's international nature, 
circulation area, or community as it would be termed later, 
has been divided into local and international in this study to 1 
facilitate writing and understanding. Moreover, the Monitor I 
has actually divided its circulation area into countries and 
cities. 
Since to separate each of ~hese communities would 
inevitably result into a lengthy discussion of little impor-
1 
tance, the Greater Baston area was arbitrarily, and for imme- 'I 
diate interest~ taken to be representative of the other major 
communities of the Monitor throughout the world , without how-
ever neglecting the international aspects of the ne,..spaper. 
I 
In Boston , The Christian Science Monitor establishes 
better community relations by means of the newspaper itself. 
The editorial staff believes that the Monitor is a newspaper 
that provides the counter-balance against the other newspapers I 
circulating in the city that are of much poorer quality . But 
the greatest community relations activity of the lOnitor is the 
I 
editorial policy of furnishing comprehens ive background mate-
rials and interpretative reporting of news-stcries. ttAnd ob-
viously by achieving it s dedicated role to the community , a 
better community relations is maintained ." 
Inasmuch as better relations is always a result of l 
better understanding , the Monitor, and the same with the Chris -
ian Science Publishing House in Boston , is always open to the 
public. Conducted tours are held six times a day, five days I 
I 
a week , through the whole Monitor Building, which features the 1 
•lappariumJ a 30-foot glass globe t1ormed by fused glass panels~ ·: 
and reputedly the only one of its kind in the world. Also o-
pen to the public is the Monitor Library and the ttmorgue •" 
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In performing its public service, the Monitor has 1 
. I 
made it a policy to help various civic activities that are ~n-
tended for the betterment of the co mmunity. 'fhe newspaper 
renders service by providing publicity to benefits and fund 
drives and other worthwhile activities of the comnunity. Since 
the newspaper is somewhat limited in engaging in strictly com-
munity activities because of its international nature, most of 
its community relations programs center on the services g iven I 
by some of its staff members who in turn are always identified! 
with the newspaper. 
Most · of the editorial staff members of The Chris-
tian Sc ience Monitor a.re active in civic affairs and community 
activities. It s editor, Mr . Canham, is a very familiar figure 
in the B(bston scene and has constantly shown keen civic-mindedL 
ness. Tho active partic ipation of Mr. Canham in countles.s numl 
ber of civic a ctivities has veritably increased the prestige I 
of the J.J.Onitor a tenfold. And his reliable and valued comment~ 
on various topic's and problems of the community undoubtedly 
reflect very strongly on the newspaper he represents. 
Besides Mr. Canham, still a great many of the edi- j 
torial staff members of the Monitor help in establishing better 
community relations by vig.ilantly t~king parts in community I 
I 
affairs. Their active participation , cooperation and keen in- 1 
terest on community affairs add consider~bly to the prestige 
of the newspaper. As a direct result of this practice, seve-
ral members of the staff have individually won awards 
citations and honorable mentions from different organizations 
and foundations, from the American Humane Education Society 
to the governments of other countries. 
Speaking of foreign countries, the a vtards. and cita 
tions the ~lon.itor has received from some seven countries indi-
cat e to some extent the effects of the international relations; 
program of the newspaper. In making the presentation of one 
of these awards, the French A~bassador Henri Bonnet said it 
was in recognition of Illlr • Canham's and the Monitor's sympathe-1 
. I 
tic understanding of the problems of France and of the French 
people and of the way Mr. Canham and his paper presented the 
problems to their readers. Another result of the Monitor's 
international relations works was the bestowing of Brazil's 
Order of the Southern Cross on Mr. Canham as a recognition of 
the part the Monitor and Mr. Canham have played in cementing 
fine . relations between Brazil and the United States. 
Strongly augmenting this huge community relations I 
policy and program are the foreign news bureaus' participation,! 
and interest in their respective communities' activities. And , 
in addition to t hese foreign correspondents, the Monitor re-
gularly sends editorial staff members around the \~orld in an 
effort to foster better understanding between the different 
countries and the Monitor. Included in their trips are lec-
tures and conferences vvi th government off1c ials, editors and 
publishers, professional organizations, and so forth. 
I 
The Christian Science 11ilonitor has one policy which 
at first glance would mean insignificant and unimportant, While 
most newspapers would call subscript ions corning from, and edi_l 
II 
tions for other countries as "foreign, tt the r~onitor refers to 1 
them as "overseas." Of coursf~ this can be attributed to the 
principle of brotherhood upon which the ne·wspaper was founded , 
yet the notion that this aids in fostering relations cannot be 
I 
overlooked and totally dismissed. Evidently 1 the 'fiord nover- I 
I 
seas" in lieu of "foreign" removes th<a connotation of strange-1 
ness and minimizes the feeling of remoteness. And this was 
exactly the reason given by the associate editor, 1-lr . Paul s. 
Deland. Whether this matter of ser.lantic3 has any value or not', 
is debatable . But as far as 'the £•1onitor is concerned, i·t has 
its results to show. 
Like any other organization in~erna ·tional in scope, 
the !VlOllit.or has the language barrier t.o contend with ~ Hence , 
in order to fa c ilitate communications and unders·t anding , t:.he 
J:.tionitor established its translation department . The off'iee 
translates interesting feature articles in·to other languages 
and are printed by the ne 't~spaper to its interest in the other 
nations' languages, but most of all t;,o create a feeling of be-
longingness and participation among the othe r countries. Ar- 1 
ticles not written in English also give the newspaper a strong 
international flavor 1 and thus 1 aids its international rela-
tions programs. 
The translation department also cooperates with 
I 
the other departments of the ne ·wspaper . It translates letters! 
to the language of the addressee. Evidently J this method es-
t a blishes better relations, and the ·circulation u epartment has1 
the most to say in this connection considering its great need 
for a bett,er system of communication with its numerous over.-
seas subscribers. The translation office corresponds for the 
circulation depart.ment and other departments of the newspaper 
in 17 different languages. Concentration is given upon Scan-
dinavian languages inasmuch as the language difficulty seems 
most acute in that part of the world. 
In direct contrast to the strong international f lai 
I 
vor found in the comrnunit y relations policy and programs of 
The Christian Science Monitor, is that of The Quincy Patriot 
Ledger• s localism. While t he lJ!onitor' s community is '\tirtually 
I 
the whole world , and it has ·to maintain good relations with I 
1'he difference in size of the communities of the 
two newspapers affects their co n1munity relations policy and 
program to a great extent . 1'he 1"1onit.or , for obvious reasons, 
cannot use the newspaper extensively to promote its community ' 
relations programs. Hence , it has resorted to other methods 
to establish coirununity relations. On the other hand 1 the Led-
ger ~ ~:in~ a s~~urban daily with a co_mparatively _srnall~r cir-
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culation, and readership limited to a small area, has diligent-
ly used the newspaper as an effective tool in carrying out its 
cownunity relations policy . 
"The Ledger has campaigned for an expressway to 
free the clogged roads that converge upon Great er Boston; for 
remedy of ·conditions caused by Greater Boston sewage which for 
years made Quincy beaches un~it for swimming; for two large 
civic parking lots.nl These campaigns were ably supported by 
I 
the Ledger editorials which have assumed the responsibility for 
community leadership and servi.ce. 
1fhe editorial . campaigning of the Ledger has resulted 
into many of the constructive developments found in 
Foremost of these was t .he municipal parking lot for 
Quincy. 
the growint 
I 
trade in Quincy which the Ledger also encourages by providing , 
readers with a guide to merchandise a nd services in the shop-
' ping area of' Quincy~ Hence , the Ledger's policy of non-accep- 1 
tance of advertising for goods and/or services which are not 
found in the South Shore area. 
The sign~cance and importance of the Ledger's 
editorial campaigns, contributions to, and interesJ" on, the 
city' s economic welfare can "hardly be exaggerated." "The de- 1 
velopment of l.,luincy as the great South Shore trading center 
has furnished ample employment for local high school graduates l 
1'he immense ir1crease in tax income from shopping areas relieve.s 
house owners; new residents are attracted to the section as a 
result -- a chain reaction is set up in another direction ."2 
======~============================================r=~~ 
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"'l' he alert retailers of Quincy 1 by dynamic group 'I 
action and with the aid of local government o.nd a strong local 
newspaper, have kept pace with changes in shopping habits. Am-
ple parking areas have been crea'ted... \'Jith customer convenie 1, ce 
its consta nt policy, Quincy has been able to stave off the prol 
blems t ha t have beset most other areas of its type. n3 
I 
'I 
I 
nsupport bf worthwhile projects is not limited to 
editorial encouragement. As far as possible 1 the iuincy Pa-
triot Ledger implements its edi.torial policy by relating the 
functioning of its different depart ments to public s ervice. n4 1 
I 
This is clearly illustrated in the programs of the circulation I 
Gf:epartment, and its rel.at.ions to the ca rriers• 'l'he circulatioq 
department has what it calls a carrier-biy program wh ich"dra.ws ~ 
I public attention to t he ma.ny opportunities in personal advance-
' 
msnt a nd wholesome character development offered to boys through 
newspaper route rilanagernent. ~ S 
"This f,tuincy Patriot Ledger circulation program 
developed a marked espirit de . corps among the ca rrier boys and 1 
fostered a genuine sense of public responsibility., The boys 
a-;.re noted for their voluntary assistance in charitable drives, 
.... ~ 
and for over-all good citizet~ship • What could have been a pur~~-
ly commercial department has become a community project of real! 
1 merit, and won repeated praise fro m school ~1d police authori-
ties. 
"As a community serYiee, the sports department has 
cooperated with local athletic programs , offering prizes in 
~ - - = ~-~ - =-- = - =====--=-===!!==== 
school contests, organizing a newspaper baseball league in 
conjunction with the Boston Braves, and a high school basket-
ball clinic in conjunction with the Boston Celtics. The Pa-
triot Ledger gives an annual post-season banquet at which 
South Shore football coaches decide on the South Shore all-scho-
lastic football team. It is the one occasion during the year I 
which brings all the local coaches together. 
"A few years ago 1 members of the School Department 1 
and several students prepared a 'comic book' story of Quincy, 
hoping to popularize the study of American history, but the 
cost of printing seemed prohibitive. The Patriot Ledger's 
publisher heard of the difficulty and undertook to print the 
booklet and to distribute it in the schools and among the news-~ 
paper's subscribers, as a supplement to his one hundred and 
eleventh anniversary number. 
"The newspaper's interest in local antiquities is 
so well-known that when Roland Wells Robbins, a New England 
archeologist 1 discovered that a Colonial iron ;furnace J..ay bu- · 
ried under a Wes~ Quincy graveyard, he came to the Ledger for 
II 
assistance. The newspaper sponsored a meeting of city officials 
. I 
and other persons concerned, and was instrumental in effecting 1 
purchase of the land by the city, and excavation of what proved 
I 
to be the olde0 furnace in America, the John Winthrop Jr. 
furnace. 
"Another practical application of the Patriot Led- 1 
ger't1. interest in the community is the Public Service Pages 
Committee. Formerly, groups like the Community Chest, the Red 
Cross, the Scouts, the Y.M.C.A., appealed to merchants and in-1 
dustrialists for sponsorship of advertising in fund-raising 1 
campaigns in a sp:cn::~.dic and disorganized way 1 on an individual ! 
basis. Now 'fhe Quincy Patriot Ledger acts as a central clear- 1 
ing agency. A certain number o.f advertising pages is set a-
side each month. Community service groups· apply for these 
"public service pages" to a committee composed of la·wyers, a 
judge, a club-woman, a college president 1 and the publisher of 
the newspaper. The committee allocates space and arranges 
tr~t the cooperating advertisers be presented as sponsors a 
few at a time, in rotation. The nev-Jspaper makes no pro.fit 
from the public service pages, the advertisers' contribution 
towards the cost being only eighty-two per cent of the total.n6 
Since shipbuilding is the South Shore's chief in-
dustry, and one of its oldest, it was natural that the Ledger 
should take a keen interest in maritime affairs. "The Quincy 
Patriot Ledger's urgent advocacy of a strong American Merchant 
~~rine and Navy began as a local public service, bu~ has ex-
panded and taken on far broader significance."? 
I 
Through the activities of its personnel in various 
local organizations, and through the routine running of its 
departments, the Ledger explores means by which a newspaper 
I 
can work for social betterment over and above the norma.}. means l 
= -,--
of news coverage and editorial comment • 
"Over ~he years , 1'he Quincy Patriot Lede;er's social I 
services have been acknowledged by liany orga nizations, and by ! 
I 
individua ls rang ing from the president of the United Scates , 
the commissioner o£ Internal Revenue, and the dean of the New 
tork School of Social u ~ork, tio a man who had complained about 
a certain city department • .,g 
t"hen compared with the community relations programs 
of the two American newspapers, those of the two Philippine 
dailies will desperately falJ,ishort. The shortcoming of the 
·)hilippine press in general can be attributed mostly to the 
long-delayed evelopment of public relations in the country 1 
particularly in the field of mass communications; a nd partly 
to the press ' felt antipathy against public relations. 
Thinking that the community is not a very essential 
concern of the newspaper in terms of establishing better rela_l 
tions, and more s,o from the business-wise point-of-view becaua ~ 
it is not a direct source of revenue, most Philippine ne \\'spa.pe~s 
heave neglect.ed its relations with ttl9 community. Judging from 
the comments made by Filipino journalists in the past , it would 
I 
I 
seem apparent that the newspaper's responsibility towards the 1 
community, and the public in general, does not necessitate the1 
a tablishment of better relationships; at least without an in-
crea se in circulation or profit in view. Hence, the responsib~­
lity for community leadership and service is alien to most Phi-
lippine newspapers . And more often than not , what it would 
l JO 
term public relations would closely r e semble promotion in dis-
' 
quise. 
However, with the advent of public rela tions, and 
I 
despite its slow development and. much slower recognition by th~ 
press, a few Philippine newspapers are beginning to realize the 
I 
value of good community relations. But very f ew indeed. And 
too often the prof'it-making motive is noticeably present. 
In all respect the largest newspaper in the Philip-
pines and reputedly the most modern, rrhe 1-ianila Times wa s amon~ 
I 
the first newspapers to realize the importance of good commu- I 
nity relations 1 and consequently among the first to engage in 
it aside from t ile routine editorial campaigns of newspapers . 
Like most newspapers throughout the world, the Times' communi-
ty relations programsare synonymous to public service. 
. 
The Times has editorialized and given f ree publici~ 
ty to all sorts o.f benefits, fund raising campaigns a nd ordi- 1 
nances 1 from the Red Cross to the Mayor's naet !tid of Jaywalk-
ers Ca~aign." Without taking any active part in community af-
1 
fairs 1 the Times has limited its concern and int.ersst ia most 
occasions to donating large sums of money to worthy causes. 
However., wit.hou·t forgetting the value of publicity 1 everytime 
I 
the Times donates or contributes to a benefit or fund raioing ·1 
campaign~ it is always reported in the newspaper) and accompa- : 
nied by a picture in most cases. The overly publicity cons-
cious promotion department of the Times usually undermines the I 
community r~lations programs. Hence, they appear as pro motion 
--= -- -:: 
ngimmicks" and criticized as such by some quarters. 
In the past, The Manila Times has sponsored a na-
tion-wide basketball league, a bicycle tournament patterned 
after the "Tour de France," a chess tournament, a learn to 
swim campaign in conjunction with the Y.M.C.A., and myriad 
other events. 
One interesting situation stands out in this con-
nection. Almost three years ago, the Times donated a large 
sum of money for prizes in a literary contest sponsored by a 
journalism school of a certain university. Although it was a 
perfect subject for another publicity "stuntj' the editor ex-
pressedly requested the university to make no mention of the 
newf:)paper's role in the contest. Later, it was learned that 
the editor feared that the donation maybe misconstrued as a 
means for promotion is the newspaper's name were mentioned. 
The situation proved most intereating , for the newspaper cer- 1 
tainly created a most reputable impression on the university 
officials. 9 
Alongside its philanthropic activities, the times 
also conducts its own fund drives for various affairs, ~. spe­
cially for seasonal ones like Christmas funds for policemen, 
firemen~ and in 1955 1 for garbage-collectors. After big disas-
ters like fires, typhoons, earthquakes, and drought, the 'l'illll9s ! 
would start a fund drive to help the victims. 
A few days after the death of the late-President 
Magsaysay, The i•la.nila Times started a fund raising campaign 
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to help the ''aggrieved family" of the late-president. Knowing 
fully well the popularity of President t4agsaysay, the Times 
was able to r aise a large sum in a matter of days . However , 
everytning "backfired" wher1 the widow of the deceased presi-
dent refused the funds and instead requested the newspaper to 
give the money to charity. Quickly, the Times reported that 
I 
"the newspaper 1 through the generous contributions of the pub- , 
lie, helped the First Lady of the Land in aiding needy organi-
zations." The president's death \V"as "buried" and the Times' 
altruism came to "life ." 
Another occasion for a fund drive was the Hungarian 
Revolt of' 1956. A high school student 1 having sold some old 
d . I 
newspapers, sent ,Jt-:00 to the Times office as contribution for , 
the Hungarian cause . Immediately the Times followed up the i-
dea,_,.with a nation-wide fund raising drive. The 13.00 contribu-
ted by the high school student ~1as later added to some ?ll.JOOO 
the ·rimes raised .in a few weeks of avid campaigning and edito- 1 
rializing. 
The filanila Times, evidently 1 will have no peer in 
fund drives and financial contributions to other fund .. raising 
campaigns . Its community leadership 1 if any , is best e :. ,empli-
fied in this connection in its interest in charity. It has 
I 
gained invaluable publicity, plus an impeccable reputation in 
the community , because of these drives and campaigns. However , 
in other a&pects 11 like campaigning for some constructive im-
provements in the comrnunity 1 The Manila T i~e~ :emains idle apd ~ 
'I 
I· 
I and totally unconcerned. 
Following closely at the heels of The Manila •r imes' 
community relations policy and programsJ The Philippines tie-
~ has adopted a policy of serving the public and the commu-
nity "in all possible ways, • Herald's promotional •ventures I 
in the past have been characterized by restraint and good tast , 
with emphasis on public service rather than on mere circulatioa 
boosting." 
"The PhiliEpines Rerald struck out with a compara-
tively big outlay for promotions. Business conditions were on 
the up-and-up and an ambitious promotional program did not see 
injudicious. The Herald sponsored one of the biggest movi e 
popularity polls and followed it up with another popularity 
contest for basketball players of the country's most widely-
followed college league. Both contests drew a big response, 
although there seemed to be something more to be desired in th 
I 
execution of the projects ••• Two years ago the Herald~aunched I 
a "Write Your Congressman" contest adapted from similar promo-
tional ventures which had considerable successes in the lJnited 
States. The contest fared rather poorly. Its biggest draw-
bacl was the necessity of contestants to have a measure of wri 
ting ability and .this limited the number of entries 
"Worsening business conditions brought about the 
paring of the Herald's promotional budget down to almost no-
thing . The Herald -- and incidentally all it.s competitors in 
1 the English-lanauage field -- has given up promotional "stunts!! 
-=====! -- - --tF==== 
10 in favor of building up content quality ." 
I 
Judging from the above-quoted cqvrespondence of I 
the magazine editor, the Herald has given up promotlonal ven- ., 
' tures, and an evident slacking in its community relations pro-
grams . J.iore interewting though is the editor's misconception 
of community relations as being synonymous to promotional pro- 1 
grams and projects. However , the Herald had ' in the past defined 
community relations programs which did not at all approximate 
promotion . · 
'l'he Hundred Neediest Cases Fund Drive, adapted a-
dapted after the famous charity fund drive organized by The 
Ne~ork Times, was one of the most venerable Herald tradi-
tions. ~tarted t wo years before the outbreak of the Pacific 
War, it was revived in 1949 and was an annual Christmas affair 
until 1956• The reportorial staff took tn.rns in handling a 
daily series . of front-page articles running for a whole month 
before the climax of the drive to drum up public interest. To 
provide incentive to donors, the names of contributors were 
displayed in a bold, boxed item in the front-page. 
In terms of public response , the Christmas drive 
was one of the Herald's most successful campaigns. In the 
I 
last year of the drive, public contributions topped the I 
115,000 mark, high in local standards. The affair was climaxe~ 
by a gathering of indigent families and the visit of prominent1 
officials who personally supervised the handing out of the 
Christmas packages . 
In theory, the Christmas fund drive was an ideal 
medium for institutional goodwill and for establishing good 
community relations. But in practice, it labored under seve-
ral handicaps 'flhich eventually forced the Herald to disconti-
nue it until further notice. The responsibility of pd.cking 
I 
the hundred neediest families was given the Social Welfare Ad-
. I 
ministration, the government agency providing assistance to 
the hundreds of thousands on the bare subsistence level. Like 
many government agencies, the Social Welfare Administration, as 
later disc.overed ,by the Herald, picked supposedly needy fami-
1 lies on the basis of political allegiance rather than o~ actual 
need. . The whole campaign was no longer in line with the news-
paper's policy, and afraid to antagonize the government by ta- l 
king back the responsibility it gave the Social \'ielfare Admi-
nistration, the Herald was for~ed to abandon the project which 1 
had gained for the newspaper invaluable goodwill and conside- 1 
. rable praise from the cozmnunity. 
This, coupled with the resignation of the public 
relations director and the drastic reduction in tl~ promotional 
I 
outlay, forced the Herald to drop projects that would entail 
extra expenses. Its community relations suffers most with 
these untimely changes in the Herald's general policy of aus-
terity. 
Last year the Herald attempted to launch a big cam-i 
paign to establish good community relations which was expected I 
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it was forced to abandon the project which included free dis-
tribution of the newspaper in selected areas. The whole cam-
paign was based on the assumption that "familiarity of the com-
! 
munity v'>'iti1 the newspaper will increase circulation." It had 1 
scarcely started when the Herald management changed the policy. 
Thus, no significant effect on the net paid circulation of the 1 
newspaper was noticed at all. 
I 
Today the Herald,with an almost nil bud~et for pub-
lie relations, concentrates on improving the quality c£ the news-
paper, and gives constant editorial support and backing to be-
nefits and fund drives of various charities. The community re- I 
lations activity of the Herald has lately been limited to edi-
torial campaigning. nai ven the budget the ~· imes' has for pub- 1 
lie relations, the Herald has all the potentials to regain its 
position in the Phiiippine press.n11 But the economic status 
of the Herald makes it impossible for the newspaper to expand 
its community relations ·work outside the columns of the news-
paper. 
It is the concensus of editors and publishers ot 
both American and Philippine newspapers that the best• and mos 
accepta ble, way for a newspaper to establish community rela-
tions is to assume responsibility in community leadership and 
service. 'rha·t is to say, to give emphasis and concentration 
upon public service, and the newspapers have included the res- l 
ponsibility in their policies, editorially and public relations-
wise. 
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Highly distinctive differences batween the public 
relations programs of the four newspapers can be noticed. In 
terms of policy , however , they do not differ very much. While 
the American dailies have virtually pulled all their r esources . 
in establishing better community relations, the Philippine 
ne'r.rspapers have shown consid~rable limitations in their efforts. 
Distinguished prima.rily by ostentatious editorial campaigns , 
and philanthrophy on the part of 'rhe Manila 'l' imas 1 the community 
relations programs of the Philippine newspapers have much more 
to be desired. 
I . 
I 
I 
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CHAP'i'ER VIII 
H.ELATIONSHIPS : I'i'H ·crRCULA'i'ION REPRESEN'fA'riVES 
AND CARRIERS 
In exactly the same manner as a commercial or in-
dustrial organization has to consider its dealers a s a separ-ate 
public engaged in the distribution of the product, the newspa-
per has its circulation agents and ca rriers to reckon with, in 
no less a way 1ihan it does with t he other sections of the pub-
lic. Similarly, newspapers a lso have policies and programs 
cerning agents and carriers. 
With more than 1600 circulation representatives 
and dealers in 120 countries, The Christian Scien.ce honi.t.or 
more than likely has the most number of circulation agents, 
I 
not only of the .four dailies in t his s t udy, but of ner·;spapers 
all over the world. And to esta blish good rela tionships with 
such a big public scattered throughout the world, the Monitor 
has adopted a system both efficient and unusual in the newspa-
1 
per business. The circulation policy and programs of the !2,-
nitor are outlined and started in the circulat:i.on department 
which is supposed to be the largest circulation department in I 
the world. Closely cooperating with the circulation depart-
ment is the translation department of the Monitor which 
a great bulk of foreign correspondence. 
handles 
I 
! 
I 
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New circulation representatives are given a six-
page printed hand-out on "How to Present The Christian Science I 
Monitor" to prospective subscribers. The hand-out i ncludes 
"Facts Worth Knowing" which lists interestin& i deas that may · 
help a circulation represent ative, and answers to some likely 
questions about the newspaper, a nd a brief d iscussion of' the I 
I 
paper's policy on crime, moral issues, politics, e;.nd editorials. 
Without forgetting the representative himself 1 the hand - out in-
cludes a topic on "How to acquaint yourself with 1'he Chrd.stian I 
Science Monitor." l4ost interesting , and at times invaluable 
cula tion representatives ca n talk a bout. · ·I 
The most important function of' the "Workshop Notes" 
is to provide circulation representatives with i nformation a -
bout future p lans of the newspaper 1 and interesting art icles 
tha t may help them i n their work. The anniversary i ssue of 
the rr \vorkshop Notes," for i nstance, included HHere Are Five 
Ways You Can Help Us Launch Our 50th . Anniversary·.'' An d at the 
e ba ck page, it listed the topics of four fe a ture articles, the 
---=..=...- ----
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dates of issue, the writers' names, length of the articles, 
and who are likely to be interested in the ; articles. 
'l' he circulation rep:resentatives are assisted by 
tihe home office 
quently. Also, 
which corresponds to each subscriber quite f"re j 
most circulation representatives of the ~oni- 1 
~ are personally met by the staff members .of the newspaper 
during their world tours. Some are even accorded trips to 
the home office in Boston. 
The circulation manager 1 however, admitted that 
I 
most of t he circulation representatives are primarily interested 
in the newspaper because of their affiliation with the Chl:.ist-
ian Science Church. Directly, this lightens the burden of es-
·tablishing better relations with circulation agents 1 and this 
also makes the circulation system of the Monitor unusual in 
r:.he field of big daily newspapers. 
Very much related to the functioning of the news- j 
paper to public service 1 The quincx: Patriot Ledg_er' s circula-
tion department has adopted a program the value of which "lies l 
in its training in business methods. Under the 'little mer-
chant' system, Patriot Ledger carrier boys purchase, deliver, 
and collect for their own papers. :I They are given training in 
business techiniques at regular voluntary meetings, and the 
boys wi'th ·the best sales records are awarded prizes. 
I 
ttBut its value is also sociological. The Circula-
tion Department emphasizes the importance of good grades. At 
an annual banquet, carrier boys who are about to graduate from 
======~==================================================~~-3 ~ 
high school are specially honored. Many of these graduates 
have earned enough fro m their paper r o·utes to put themselves 
through college ., a nd a few through medical s.nhool as well. A 
have won scholarships to various schools a nd universities, of-
ten with . the active assistance of Business ll~anager Frank Geo- I 
ghegan and Circulation Mangger David L· Dahlroos Jr. 
"'l'he department also offers ent. ertainment for the 
boys -- parties, amateur shows , movies , turkey dinners, trips 
to games and fairs. 1'he district supervisors in the depart-
ment coach the teams in the two baseball leagues , City a nd Su-
burban, which have been orga nized among the carrier boys. n1 
Evidently, the Ledger concentrates its ·efforts mor~ 
towards the carrier boys than it does to the felt part-time 
dea lers it :. has. One very i ,ntercsting incentive the Ledger 
gives it carrier boys is the policy of giy-ing 't vvo pounds of 
turkey on 'l'hanksgiving Day for each new subscription ~&ch ca r-
rier boys has s olicited. According to the publisher, this 1 
plan stirs up a spirit of competition among t .he carri.er boys 1 
while at the saiOO time working for the benefit of the ne wspaper 
1n terms of better relations wi~h the ca:rt·iers. 
Because of the small c ircul&tion area of the ~­
ger, it does not have one-tenth. as much circulation represen-
tatives as The Christian Science l\lonitor • . 'l'he carrier boys 
are the circula tion agents of the . Ledger, and a grea t percen-· 
tage of the circulation of the newspaper today was brought in 
by the newsboys. Another factor that explains the lack of cir-
culation representatives for the Ledger, is the familiarity 
of South Shore residents to The QuincyPatriot Ledger, cmd the 
. . . I 
near monopoly of the newspaper in that particular region of I 
Massachusett-s. 
In the Philippines, 1rhe Manila Times has long beenl 
reputed t.o have the most eff ective and widespread distribution 
I 
mainly because of its policy of attracting more dealers and 
carriers, and its program designed to maintain good relations 
with them. However, the relationships between the Times a nd 
its dealers and newsboys are ~ostly on the business level. 
Circulation agents and newsboys are given deduc-
tions on cost. of newspaper, a. centavo or more, depending on 
income gained at year's end. That is to say, they are given 
a discount depending on t.he number of copies they a~e a ble to 
sell every year. Obviously, the plans gi ves added incentive 
to dealers and newsboys, and develops a keen sense of competi-
tion among them. , 
Besides the discount given, the competition is much 
. I 
more heightened by the prizes awarded by the newspaper eac.h 
Christmas to its top agents in each major city in the country •1 
I 
Last year, the Times presented Omega watches and certificates 
of merit to three agents who solicited the mos-c number of subs 
criptions in one year. 
Also on Christmas, the •r imes dist.ribute.s gifts to 
agents and newsboys. These gifts are usually '£ -shirt s with 
the Times' name printed on them in big red letters. It may be 
·termed advertising in the strictest sense, but the fact tha t 
I 
they are given on Christmas as gifts from the management part-
1:; dispenses ~-vith the notion of advertising, and adds to its 
va.lue as part of the Times'- public relations program. 
In the home office in I'Jl.anila, the newsboys have a 
lounge and a fully-equipped canteen. At times they are also 
given guided tours of the different departments to acquaint 
them better with the newspaper. Agents outside Manila and in 
othe1:· cities are always invited to visit the home office. 
I 
In the pas·t, attempts have been made to give sales · 
instructions to the agents and newsboy s 1 and !'o issue an or-
ga n t .l.1s.t ~rrould be similar to the "Workshop Notes" of !..ill!. 
Christia n Science I•~ : mitor. However 1 plans fizzled out when the 
manag~~a~nt. refused to g ive financi a l support to the project. 
One very succesful program of the Times which 
called .for active participation of carriers vias the organiza-
tion of tile 'I' imea Cycling Club. •r he founding of the club latet 
led to the urr ou.r of Luzon" promotional venture . and some other I 
n.::.tional opet). cycling events in which the Times gave full sup-
port to its entreies. 'fhe "'fmw · of Luzon" marathon gave added 1 
. ' prestige to the N:anila Times Publishing Co., Inc. when a Times · 
delivery-man v1on first prize, t.og(·fths r with 'f he Magsayaay Tro-
phy. The 1037-mile marathon was later voted "Sports Event of 
the Year (1956)" by the Philippine Sportswriter Association. 
'l'he Times Cycling Club also uon a prize in the July 4th. cele-
bration in 1956 for having the biggest turnout of members. 
Hence, while serving as a means for fostering bet-
ter relations with agents and neW's boys 1 the 'l'ime s Cycling Club1 
dlso aid ::; in t he promotion 01 the newspaper. Lately however, 1 
some doubtful eyebrows ha ve been raised as to whethe r the cy-
cling club \va s organized for the carriers' benefit and inte-
rest, or for tho Timas' promotional interest. 
Jith regard The Philippines Hera l d , it was in this 
partic·u.lar aspect of the ne wspaper ·vJhere the editors were most 
reluctant to giye out any information. One reason given by an 
I 
editorial sliaff member \-vas thatthe Herald has such a low· circu-
lation they >vould not admit honestly; and they would not apply 
f or me.wbership in the Philippine Bureau of Audited Circula tion 
for .fear of losing ;uore advertisers. Hence 1 the hesitancy of 
t.he editors to commont on the circulation d.epartment o:f' the 
ne\'fspaper. 
From past ,. experience, ho·;<~ever 1 the Herald has been 
xmown to distribute gifts on Christmas to neii'Isboys and agcnt.s. 
r hese gi.fts are usually T-shirts v1ith the r..ame of the newspaper 
printed on them; , similar to tr..at of ti'le Times'. 1 
Teams of nevlsboys are organized and tournaments o£
1
1 
different kinds are held veryfrequently • .Most popular of' 
these e~ts is the basketball ·tournament of ·the newsboys with 
a "trophy donated by management as ·the grand prize. 
Most of the Herald subscriptions are solicitad by 
circulation representatives scattered all over the country. 
Newsboys are seldom resp onsible for any subscription , a nd thei~ 
work is very much limited to the distribution of the newspaper ! 
to subscribers. Carriers whose routes include outlying areas 
1 
or the suburbs are given preference by the circulation depart-
! 
ment, in that they get their copies ahead of those delivering 
in the city. 'rhe same policy applies to delivery trucks. 
Circulation agents are usually given a brief train-
ing in the home office of the Herald,and are well-familiarized 
with the newspaper's policy, with emphasis given upon politi-
cal and editorial ones. However, once they leave for their 
respective areas, the newspaper never provide them with any in.-
formation, other than those they thems elves have requested 
from time to time. 
Functioning on a very business-like manner, the 
Herald also gives discounts to agents who have solicited the 
most number of subscribers in a year's time. And when occasiop 
demands 1 and the newspaper's budget can afford it 1 prizes are 
awarded exceptional circulation agents, dealers and newsboys. 1 
However, the Herald does not engage in this awarding of prizes' 
as regularly as The Manila Times. 
The circulation department of The Philippines He-
rill ;'· ~ often criticized as the worst managed circula:t ion de-
partment of a ny newspaper in lillanila today. Based on some subs 
cribers' and this writer's experiences, the Herald has been 
known to continue se~ing copies to subscribers several months 
after the subscriptions have expired. Judging from the ine.t'f' i 1-
ciency of the circulation department, not much can be expected' 
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with regard its relations to newsbots and circulation represen-
tatives and dealers. 
I It is int eresting to note nonetheless tha t the He-_ , 
rald is one of the very f 'ew daily newspapers in Ivfanila that 
has c ircula·t ion agents aside from its doa lers and carriers. In, 
spite of this merit 1 however , the editors could not say much, 1 
or for pure business reasons would not expound, on the relations 
of the newspaper with the circulation representatives, dealers, 
and carriers . 
!t is in this connection, in the r elationships witll 
I 
the circulation representatives and carriers, tha t the newspa-
papers differ both 111 policy and programs. The American ne\"ls-
papers have well-defined and well-conceived policies, while on I 
the other hand , the Philippine newspapers have only a very 
vague conception of this particular aspect of the ne wspaper 
business. Thus, while the American newspapers can point with 
pride to their effective programs based on constructive poli-
cies, the Philippine newspapers have only " the T-shirts to show 
on Christmas . "2 
I 
1 
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FOOTNOTES 
CHAPl' ER VIII 
1. "Assignment: Cover the irJorld 1 " ed . cit. P. 33. 
2. Reyes, Pedrito, Editor, Capitol Publishing House, Inc. 
From a letter dated Jan. 10, 1958. 
CHAPTER IX 
RELATIONSHIPS WlrH EMPLOYEES 
..__ . . 
It is in the newspaper's employee relations that 
the publishing bu:slneas is di.ffarent from a strictly commercial 
enterprise. Newspaper employ .: es ax·e usually divided into three 
major uivisions or departments . All being of equal importance , 
they are t.hc editorial, business, and mechanical departments . 
'l' he latter t\vo departments closely resemble any 
similar departments of any business organizations in more res-
pects than one. However , t.he editorial is most unique in or-
ganization and i'unc tions , and probably has no parallel among 
ordinary coum1ercial establishments. 'l'he most modern ccmcepts , , 
theories and principles of business administration seem to be ' 
of little importance cm\i significance, much less value, to the ! 
editorial departments of newspapers . 
'fhe editoria l depa r tment of a large newspaper u.suall..-
ly has i'ive general divisions ; ne·ws room, copy desk , editorial! 
II 
room, picture di~ision, and library and morgue . Considering 
that, the fil~st four's functions and pressure of work generally' 
depend upon the number of events or the amount of stories in 
one day 1 and that each one works closely with t.ile others, em-
ployee relations in the editorial department of a large news-
paper differs considerably from that of the business and me-
In this study 1 concentration a nd emphasis will be 
placed upon the editorial department 1 inasmuch as the otther 
two ua jor departments, as already noted, approximate any simi.-
lar department of any business organizations. 
It is the belie£ of many e dito rs and publ~shers 
that "planned instruction pays dividens. Not just spasmod ic 
advice. iot just half-baked comments. And certainly not cri-; 
tic ism. Rather 1 you mus t plan your instructions. nl 
With rega rd planned instructions, The Christian 
Science Monitor, of the four newspap ers included in this study, 
is the only one with a clear-cut, printed instructions written1 
by the editor and distributed to all the staff members. Part 
of the instruction sheet reads: 
To the staff: 
Extensive professional studies i ndi-
cate a few simple rules which greatly in-
crease readability of copy. While we know 
that ideas -- originality -- journalistic 
capacity -~ constitute the prime bases of 
good Monitor copy 1 nevertheless there are 
some "tricks of the trade" which can and 
should be applied by all Monitor writers. 
Obviously these suggestions could be re-
duced to an absurdity by overcompliance. 
hut there is no likelihood that Monitor wri-
ters will fall into this mistake. 
Arbitrary rules and Q»ncepts are no 
part of these suggestions. Of course, good 
writing cannot be reduced to a pattern. In 
the end it depends on good thinking. But 
good thinking can be enormously served by 
simple, clear 1 vigorous writing. We know 
that Monitor writers will always reflect 
thoughtfulness and responsibility. These 
are indispensible, but they can be put into 
effect simply and forthrightly. It is to-
ward simple, concrete, lucid expression in 
e very line of the paper tm t these three 
suggestions --sentence patt ern, fog index, 
reader interest -- are directed . 
Aside from tbe above-mentioned prL~ted instruction 
sheet, the Monitor has another "most important regular ions, u 
and that is "no smoking in the building . u To enforce such a 
prohibition on ne~·mpapermen at first glance would seem impossi-
1 
ble considering that journalists are more often than not avid I 
smokers. However , the associate editor of the Ivlonit or believes 
that the rule hae been followed to the let t:.er. 
Just as smoking is prohibited in the r onitor orga-
1 
nization, so is "pool reporting'' noticeably absent. It is in-'1 
t eresting to note that .'.'pool reporting" has lately been the 
topic of much controversy in the presses all over the "'Jorld . 
Some editors hold the content ion that "pool reporting" is de- ' 
trimental to the functioning of a newspaper, and that it im-
pedes the goal of the organization. Whatever the effect of 
"pool reporting" may be to a newspaper, ~Ionitor reporters cer-
tainly are free from any ill-effects of this form of an infor-
mal organization•' I 
1-lon.:itor employees have all the benefits of the pre 1 II 
sent-day employees of any business organization. 'rhey all hav~ 
I 
the workingmen's insurance policy, pension plans, sick leave, 11 
vacation plans, plus all the modern conveniences of an off ice. 1 
Of the four newspapers examined 1 the .l:Jlonitor easily has the 
I best-equipped and -lit departments, and a lso the most spacioua 
- ---
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offices. Conversely, . it has well-managed and -organized de-
partments that function most effectively. 
Employee relations in the Monitor, according to the 
associate editor, i s based mainly on understanding on the part l 
of management of the needs and wants of the employees, and on 
givin5 these needs and wants to most immedia t e attention. And.• 
if f ound justified and necessary, on giving them what they need 
I 
and want a t the earliest possible time. In short, its employee 
relations hinges on immediate problem analys is and action. 
In t erms of functional organization, the Monitor 
has clearly defi~ed t he function of each department~ and has 
esta bl i shed a similarly well-defined lines of authovi :e,y , How- l 
ever, the editorial department is organized along individual I 
and per sona l rather than uniform lines. I And to add 1 it i s al-
so the contention of the as sociate editor t hat the freedom en- 1 
joyed by editorial staff writers of the lVionitor within their ·j 
own departments ac count so much for the efficiency of the news-
paper 1 and the harmonious relationship between employees a nd .j 
management. I 
In a lmost direct contrast to the lvlonitor' s 1 is the 
Quincy Patriot Ledger's employee relations policy. Again, the l 
diffe r ence i s ~1·gely due to the size of the Monitor compabed 
to t he Ledger~ The Ledger has only 201 full-time employees on 
its pay-roll, compared t o the und i s closed hundreds in the Mo-
nitor. 
-4= 
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Because of the smallness of its editorial depart-
ment 1 the Ledger can .manage to hold a daily conference to eva-l 
luate t he news of the day, the editorial stand to be taken on 
various issues, the emphasis to be given on each news-item, 
and other topics pertinent to the day's edition. Attending the 
I 
daily conf'erence a re the publisher 1 the city editor, the news 
editor, the ' make-up editor, the editor of' the editorial page, I 
and the editor. I 
I Mr. Prescott Low, the publisherl. disclosed that on 
several ·occasions he haa been out-voted as to the choice of the 
I 
stand the newspaper should take on controversial issues. This 1 
I 
' p:roves most interesting \"lhen one realizes that in most newspa-
pers the p·ublisher has the final word on the editorial stand 
of the newspaper. 
The Ledger's poli.cy of allowing direct participa- I 
tion by the editorial staff members in determining the newspa- ' 
I 
per's stand apparently ushers a better relation between manage-
! 
IIEnt and employees. ln more ways than one, the said policy I 
like\"lise results into more carefully evaluated and logically I 
sound editorial stand. Besides its value to the editorial page., 
i) also allows active exchange o£ ideas among the staff member~ 
I 
with regard the whole newspaper. And \vhen occasion demands, I 
organizational problems are also discussed. Because of the 
I 
daily conference held in the publisher's o.ff icej the manageme.nt 
I 
' finds it unncessary to have any printed instructions made. 
--~ --- -~ 
'I' his particular policy of The . Quincy Patriot Ledger 
is very much in line with some of the more modern principles 
of business administration concerning role pa rticipation of 
the members of an organization. In relation to the Ledger 1 
the employee's participation does not only serve as a means of 
improving relationships between management and employees, but ' 
also for a much better newspaper and more vigorous and accept-
able editorial s t and. 
However, the lines of authority in the editoria l 
department, like in most newspapers regardless of size, hardly ' 
follows the pattern of organization. And like the Monitor ,the ' 
editorial department is organized on personal and individual 
II 
levels; that is to say, the line of authority is usually ig-
I 
nored to attain expediency necessary in the nature of a newspaL 
per. 
Also in an effort to increase this expediency, re-1 
porters are given much f reedom in terms of office hours , a nd 
other restrict. ions that may prove i mpra ctica l and burde{lsome 
in their work. Hence, in just about the same way tha t the lax 
policy of the editorial department aids in the functions of the 
newspaper, it helps in fostering better employee-management re ~ 
1a t ion ships • 
It is mostly in employee relations wher e the Phi-
lippines newspapers excel, pa rticularly The Manila Times. lVJ.ost 
Philippines dailies have defined policies and specific programs 
to romote emEloyee rela tions. 
-- - - - ---- ---
Al though these policies as they 
are termed are seldom printed and distributed among the emplo-
yees, they are nonetheless very familiar with them for various1 
reasons. 
'i'he .1~1an ila ·rimes' latest policy in this connection 
was best exemplified in this news item of October 22~ 1957, as 
published in the same nev1spaper: 
'l'imes Publishing Employees Get Benefits 
In Pree~dent-setting Labor Agreement 
Close ·to a million(, pesos in benefits 
lJ/as granted in a close collective bargaining 
agreement between the Manila Times Publishing 
Co., lnc. and t.he lJanila 'I' imes Publishing Em-
ployees Association at the social hall pf the 
National Press Club last October 21, 1957· 
The con·t.ract, considered a precedent in 
local newspaper industry, defined working con-
ditions ~nd privileges expected to set a model 
now for newspaper workers. 
Included in the terms of agreement were: 
1. Uniozi Shop; 2- General salary increase of 
7 and ~ per cent based on the mon·thly pay-roll; 
3- Payment of back premium wages for Sundat and 
Holiday work; 4- Guaranteed annual bonus of at 
least one monthfs pay; 5- Retirement and pension 
plans; 6- Standardization of positions and wages; 
7- Cumulative a nd commutative vacation and sick 
leaves ·at maximum of 90 days; 9- Medical, dental, 
surgical and hospitalization benefits; 10- Mater-
nity leave rights and; 11- Group insurance. 
Ot.her fringe benefits granted provisions 
.for a housing plan, cafeteri a service, air-con-
ditioning of work premises, maintenance of' exist-
ing beD:e:fits such as marriage, birth and death 
aids, and eyeglasses. 
The step taken by the l'lanila Times Publish-
ing Co., Ir1c. was expected to usher a new era in 
Philippine journalism. 
Not actively pro-labor, the r imes neverthe less 
does not hesitate to side with labor when conflicts between 
property rights and human rights arise. As a Times editorial 
stated, "The 'l' imes aims to present world news uncolored so 
that the readers will form their own judgment 1 choose the way 
of life they wish to live in from the curren·t world ideologies 
that are at war today." 
keep track of the number of hours they put into their work. At 
present reporters punch in their timecards but only as a matter 
of formality, except for personnel working in plants shifts and. 
those who can keep regula r hours in the pff ice. 
In times past 1 the employees ox·g(;lnized their own 
social parties, especially Christmas celebrations without t he 
management's help. However, as the camaraderie has been esta- 1 
I 
blished, the management saw it fit to encourage even the orga- 1 
nization of clubs like the Times Chess Club, the Times bowling 
team, and the Times basketball team. '£he t:lanila Times sponsors 
annual tournaments of various sports events participated in by 
the employees. 
Last year the Times topped all previous events 
-~.;hen it supervised tho 1957 Employes Christmas Party held in 
one of the biggest nig ht-clubs in Manila. The affair which 
proved to be c. lavish pne compared to past celebrations was 
complete with a souvenir progra mJ expensive prizes and gifts, 
fluor show, and complete dinner. Most interesting to the em-
ploy~es was that the Times Publishing Co. 1 lnc. paid the check:. 
•r imes employees, by arrangements made by the pro-
motion departmen·t;, can buy goods at a discount from three of 
the leading department stores ih 1tilanila. They also lliive the 
Employees .Association for Loa ns, the capital for wtdch was do-
nated by the management. I An amployee is allowed to bo rrow a nd 1 
pay in installments a vdthd.r awal not exceeding one-hal! of his 
monthly salary. Employee members contribute monthly to increase 
'I 
the funds of the loan a ssociation. In addition to the Employ..;· 
I 
ees Association for Loans, the management has what it ca ll the 
Office Loan which lends money to employees \<Jho helVe accounts 
in the employees association, an d are in urgent need of finan-
1 
cial help. I 
The Manila Times is one of the very few publishing 1 
firms in the Philippines that print rules and regulations for 1 
employees. These rules and regulations are not exactly the po- l 
licies of the organization, but r ather a simple list of "do's I 
and don'ts." As far as the edi torial department is concerned, 
it does not print any instructions. Old and new policies of 
the newspaper are always conveyed personally to the staff me-
158 
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bers, and too often only as reminders, for the Times is one 
that believes in the freedom of its writers in performing the~ 
tasks. Hence, the management and the editorial department arel 
careful not to antagonize the writers. 
I 
Times reporters are allowed tile use of the staff ,1 
cars of the newspaper when at work. Staff cars, however, are 'I 
I 
occasionally given reporters for personal use. ·Time.!_ writers, 
and the same with all the employees, are said to be the best I 
paid and have the best working conditions of all ~he newspapers 
i n the Philippines today. 
It is the belief in the newspa per field in the 
Philippines that The Jlilanila Time.s has succeeded in affecting 
goQd and harmonious employee relations. But, it is likewise 
the concensu, of w~ny that the problem of the Times is the 
constant conflict between management and the publisher. Like 
1 many other businesses in the Philippines, the family system is 
r a.mpantly practiced in the publishing field. In the case of 
the Times 1 a great majority of the employees are relatives of 
the publisher and the top executives and editors. Such being ' 
the case, there are always personal cla shes particularly in th 
I 
upper echelon of the organization, conflicts that always revert 
to t hA relationship between management and the proprietor. 
The Times does not allow dire.ct participation o£ 1 
editorn in determining the newspaper's stand on any issue. Al-1 
though a Board of Directors draw the policies governing the 1 
whole Times Publishing Co., Inc. 1 the publisher of The !v1allila 
--- ---== ===-=--~-- -=--=--~~--
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Times always has the final word as regards the editorial stand 
I 
of the newspaper. 
I 
In the case of 'Yhe PhiliEpines Herald, no .formal 
I 
set of regulatiolis exists for t he employees to follow, except 1 
for an explicit admonition for all to follow rigidly the jour-
nalists' code of ethics and professional behavior. 
By a. few scattered bu well-remembered instances, 
the management has shown its seriousness in dealing with cases 
involving professional ethics. T TA'O cub reporters were suiiUn9.rily 
dis cha rged for allegedly using the newspaper's name to obtain I 
personal &dvantages. A third rece ivedV;evere suspension for 
using a falsified authorization from the Kerald's sister pub-
lication to get a clearance from the government for a trip to 
the I>'lelbourne Olymp ics • 
r 
The city desk editor is particularly strict about i 
' 
accuracy in reporting, and disciplinary act ion is taken regard-
less of the reporter's rank in the newspaper. Several top..: 
flight reporters have been dismissed by the Herald for mis takee 
in co vering a story which other newspapers would #;orego. 1 
It is 8.n understanding between management and the ! 
editorial staff that no memb~r should accept any personal com..,l 
rnitments that may even in the slightest af'fect his objectivity 
as a newspaperman. It is the expressed policy that all i 't.s 
staf'f members draw from no other source of income other than 
t.heir regulab salaries. 
=-=-~L=-=-- =c=--r 
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I 
1'his policy may be difficult t.o understand in the 
United States where new·spaper·s can afford salaries attractive 
enough to insure the absolute loyalty of their staff members. 
In the Philippines, where modest cir~ulation figures and high 
cost of production force publishers to have CA tight budget, 
I 
newspapermen are conversely forced to work for love of the pro-
fession rather than for any harJ.d::.ome reUJ.uneration involved. 
Many who may later find that love chilled by economic neeessity 
have to get what are known as "sidelines.n A few consoienc.e les~ 
newspapermen, however, accept monetary consideration from the~ 
I 
sources .of news; and these are the ones the Herald dismisses 
without much ado. 
As one editor wrote: "Divided loyalty never leads 1 
to strength but rather t.o weakening dispositions and decisions " 
Here is where the Herald excels most ·in its primar;¥ role as a 1 
newspaper. But this same policy which is founded on ;ia·ealisti 
grounds also led to the resignation of the public relations di-
rector late last. year. 
Whether this strict policy of the newspaper is the 
cause or not, the fact remains that the editorial staf.1' of the ' . 
Herald is continously losing some of its best. writers. It is 
this writer's sincere belief that even within the Herald's one~ 
vigot:ous staff there now exists a very poor relationship. Pz·oot · 
of this was the resignation of three top-ranking columnists and 
an editor to join the staffs of other newspapers. 
1 
Recreation facilities are provided Herald 
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employees. 
I 
I 
Sports and social clubs are organized with the help and sane- I 
tion of the management. 'rhe Herald has also started installir4 
air-conditioning units in the editorial department. Bonuses , l 
Christmas and special, are regularly given. Vacation and sick ! 
leaves are a l so gi·.,en, but all in accordance with the ex.isliing 
l a bor laws of the land. 
FOOTNO'l'E 
CHAPTER IX 
1. Harral, Stewart, op. cit. P. 98. 
CHAPTER X 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH GOVERNM$NT 
The government relations of The . Chttistian Science 
I 
Monitor cannot be better illustrated than by the number of ci- 1 
t at ions of merits it· has received from foreign governments, 
and .from the government of the United States itsel.f. 
niter ha s received numerous awards for improving the 
ship and understanding between the United States and 
I 
relation-
other na- ! 
tions. 
The relation of the itlonitor with the government is 1 
also exemplif ied by the appointment of its editor by President
1 
Truman in March 12, 1948, to the s ix-man delegation to the Unit 
ted Nations Conference of F;reedom. of Information at Geneva. I 
'l'he purpose of the conference: "to clarify the principles of 11 
press freedom and determine how best to lower existing barriers 
. . . I 
to the flow of information among the peoples of the earth." And 
I 
on August 10 of the same year, ~tr . Canham was appointed aga in 
by President Truman a member of the United States Commission o 
Information for a term expiring January 27, 1949· I 
The editcr::: believe that the best tool of the Monii 
~ in est.ablishing gqoci . government relations is the newspaperit s 
policy of a ccurate; objective and constructive news reporting. 
Its policy hinges on an unbiased presentation of the government 
===---==-========and its people to the rest of_ the_woz~ld, particularly to the 
United States of America. This objective reporting is support-
! 
ed by a sympathetic understanding of the problems of the go- 1 
vernment and comprehensive background materials for a fuller 
and deeper apprehension. 
The wide circulation of the Monitor makes it ne-
cessary to f oster better relations with the governments of ma-
ny nations. This particular aspect of its public relations 
toTork is partly entrusted upon it s foreign correspondents and 
spa ce writers throughout the world who contribute regularly, 
as well as others who contribute frequently. 
Besides its news bureaus in ~ive major cities in 
the United States 1 it has news offices in London, Paris, Ber- I· 
lin, Rome, Sydney, Japan and China. With regard its relations 
with the federal government of the United States 1 the Washing-
ton news bureau and the home o~fice in -Boston handle. Its re-
lationships with foreign governments is maintained primarily 
by the seven overseas news bureaus and other foreign correspon~ 
dents. Frequent trips by editorial staff members of the Moni-
~ help considerably in establishing good government relations. 
While The Christian Science Monitor focuses it s at-
tention on the national governments of many nations, The QuincJ 
Patriot Ledger emphasizes relation with loca l government. The 
Ledger's policy is based on cooperation with the government, 
and on its editorial policy of commenting on issues .and not on 
personalities involved in politica l news. 
I 
I 
Important ordinances of, and significant decisions 1 
made by th e local government are given full and complete cover.!. 
age. Like for instance in 1956 when a local murder trial pro- 1 
vided the Ledger with an opportunity to show much interest in I 
t.he government. The judge's summation of the jury on the fi.f.;. 
teenth day of the trial was so s"triking that the Ledger had th~ 
speech reprinted as a pamphlet for distribution gratis to any- ·1 
one interested.. 'l' he pamphlet has been in great demand among 
I 
law firms, bar associations, cnurch groups, and police depart- 1 
.mants. The judge of the Superior Court of Boston, requesting 
copies for his staff, wrote: 11 I have never seen the charge of 
the court in _papital ease made available in a more convenient ' 
. form." 
The Q}lincy Patriot Ledger cooperates with the va-
rious international exchange programs o:f the United States De-
partment of State. i•lany foreign newsmen have visited the Led-
ger, often under the sponsorship of the State Department. The 
newsmen are given the opportunity not only to study the tech-
ni"iues of an American newspaper, and talk with American col-
leagues but also t.o observe the kind of community in which the. 
ne·~Jspaper has grown and the way in which it saf eguards demo-
r- P_anese newsmen. 
.-, 
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Shor tly after the first edition of it s prestige 
brochure 1 Assignment: Cover . the World, "the United States U:n-
formation Agency printed an eight-page bulletin ••• which was in 
ef fect a condensation o:f the text of the(Ledger's)brochure; 
and on the heels ol.' ito distribution carne requests for the 
booklet itself . ul The Urdted Stat.es Information Agency itself 
requested for three hundr·ed copies. 
Although the Ledger has several correspondents a -
I 
broad, these newsmen are non-professional corre.spondents. Hence; 
their f unctions a nd responsibilities a re limited ••• "they give 
solidit~y a nd color to syndicated news. n 2 And unlike the foreign 
corr espondents of 'l' ne Christian Science iV1onitor whose express~d 
added task is to maintain good relations ·with the government 1 I 
the non-professional f oreign correspondents o£ t.he Ledger sim-
ply "te l l stories whicn are not transmitted over ·the wires, 
but which underlie more sensational events. n3 
The goverr~ent relations policy and program of the 
Ledger 1 t hu~ 1 show concentration on the loca l go vernment. Ap -
parently, t he Ledger gives stress upon its relations with the 
local government because it is primarily a suburban daily~ It s 
relat ion, however, -w-ith the federal government has been focused 
on the State Department. 'l'he Ledger ' s policy in this connec-
tion is based mainly on the spirit of coopera tion, a nd the sa~ 
with the programs wh i ch are contiinously proving success.ful . 
In the Philippines, an entirely different concep-
tion of government relations exists among the newspapers, and 1 
the press in general. In trying to escablish relations with 
the government, the press too often makes the mistake of beco- 1 
ming overly friendly with government officials, and the admi-
nistration or the party in power. 1'hus, government relations 
is misconstrued to be founded on the basis of individual rela- 1 
tions and personal fr iendship. 
In can be said quite safely that most Philippine 
newspapers emphasize r elation, in ·their own interpretation of' 
the word, with the national government. This practice is most 1 
prevalent among the newspapers found in ~~nila~ The city go-
vernment is neglected a lmost completely, except for the news-
paper's relationships with the ·I~ayor and the city co·u.ncilors. 
The reason given for this is that Manila is the official sea t 
of the national government, ha nee the local government becomes 
a secondary point of attention for the newspapers. 
In spite of vehement catcalls of defiance and pro-
test against the government policies by newspaper editorials, 
the Philippine press nevertheless maintains its relationships 
with the government. Some critics of the press believe this 
relationship to have been borne fro m the inherent power of the 
Philippine press which forces the government to be in good terms 
with i t alt.-.;ays. 
I 
The same critics, in referring t.o the government.'s 
I fear of ant,agonizing t.he press , cite the ce lebrated case which. 
sent five top-ranking journa lists to prison. 'rhe newsmen re-
fused to reveal the source of a part.icular news-story in a 
trial case. The judge referred to the escape cl use of the 
1~46 provision of the Constitution, and decreed that the five 
reporters should have divulged t.he aource o£ the news "demand-, 
I 
ed by the interest of the state." 'l'he journalists made an ap-
peal to the Supreme Court, but even before t.he final decision 
by the Supreme Court. had become knowr1, already a new bill had 
been introduced to Congress which will revise the 1946 law so 
as to eliminate t.he escape clause conc er·ning the "interest of 
the state." 
Since the gov~rnment relations o£ Philip .. ine news-
papers are based upon personal friendship and directed tO\'Iards 
the administ.ration, specifically to political parties and in-
diY-d.dual of.f'icia].s rat.her than to the government itself, a ne~ s-
1 paper's governn1ent relations policy is usually r evec.<led by its 
editorial policy during national elections, its prejudice a-
gainst certain candidates, or, similarly, by its endorsement 
of candidates or polit.ical parties. 
During the 1952 elections , The Manila Times ca me 1 
out openly for tbe then presidential ca ndidate Ramon /iagsaysay 
I 
Quit.e optimist i c of •J.agsaysay's victory, the 'rimes did not he- ~ 
sit.ate to g ive him f all support during the campaign season . 
Evidently, after the unprec~!P-ent.ed victory of Magsaysay , t.he 
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Times had a ready-made relations with the government which 
lasted until the tragic death of President Magsaysay in 1957· 
When the Vice-President became Chief Executiv·e 1 
The Manila Times felt a serious blow to the friendship between 
the Philippines and the United States. And since the Times 
has been ¥-..nown as a strictly pro-American newspaper, it dared 
oppose the new administration with renewed vigor, losing the 
II 
friendly bonds established duri.ng the times of' the late-Presi-
1 
dent Magsaysay. 
as it did with !flag say say. However 1 it was obvious, judging 
from the neadlines, that the Times was pro-Manahan~ The two 
incidents led observers to ask: Could it be that the Times is 
tied with American business and political interests? 
Results of the 1957 e lections proved to be a tra- 1 
gedy for The Manila 'I' imes. Manahan lost 1 and the ti.ncumbent 
President Garcia was elected. Quickly changing its policy, 
the Times has lately been, to quote an editor, "playing ball," ! 
obviously to win back some of the friendship it lost and esta- 1 
blish good relations with ·the national government again. 
Not at all different from The Manila '!'imes in terms 
of political maneuvers to win the favor of' the administration, 
----J====-- ----
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And true to predictions, Pacita Madrigal-Warns ran 
for the Senate under the banner of the Naciona list.a Party with l 
the full backing of President ~~gsaysay . And the Herald start-
ed running with politics -- for Warn's triumph. It blazoned 
with headlines screaming the achievements of Warns, and the 
virtues of Magsaysay's administration. In the meantime, Vicen~ 
te l•ladrigal refused inclusion in the senatorial ticket of the 
Liberal Party , but remained treasurer of the party . It wa s 
clearly a two-pronged maneuver of the newspaper to make certa i l 
of a good relationship with the administration r egardless of 1 
which pti.rty won the election. 
Pacita Madrigal-Warns finished f irst in the senato1 
rial race , as the Nacionalista Party made a sweep of the elec-
tions in both houses of Congress. Vicent€! Madrigal resigned 
from tne Liberal Party and re~·ired from politics completely. 
· · .-- . · •.• 'I • 
- .r 
From ti~e to time the Herald would attack some gross errors 
of' the administra.'tion, but as a whole i~ almost became the 
administration's newspaper• 
After the removal of \"Jarns from the politcal scene 
following a series of Senate inve stigations, and heightened by j 
t~iagsaysa.y' s pla ne a ccident 1 the Hera. l d ' s relations with the 
government was grea tly severed . And with the elect. ion of Pre-, 
sid ent Garcia in November of 1957, t he Herald completely lost I 
hold of any definite role to play in establishing good govern- 1 
ment relationships. Hence, at present the Herald has no de-
finite policy as r egards government rel.;.~.tions, let alone any 
specific prog r a ms. And highly indicative of its poor relations 
I 
with the government is t he Hera ld's difficulties in securing 
an ab aa.nt supply of newsprint which greatly impedes its pro- 1 
gress. 
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CHAPTER XI 
R.!.LATIONSHIPS WI'l'H OTHER NEWSPAPERS 
The relation. . of netispapers with other news papers 
is too often neglected by ~~ny. And , on the contrary, some e-
ditors and publishers are of the opinion that a relationship 
among newspapers is detrimental to the business int,erest of th 
organization. Such an assumption is usually based upon naive 
fear of newsmen that it lessens the spirit of competition whicl 
might give rise to a completely partial and idle press. 
- - -l74 
The advantages of "pool reporting" reflect to a 
small degree the tremendous advantages that can be derived fro 
an athmosphere of understanding among newspapers. As a busine [s 
enterprise, it is indeed seemingly impractical for newspapers 
t.c engage in an active exchange o:f ideas, particularly of . trade·· 
secrets. But as a social instrument, the newspapers are respo ~­
sible i'or many varied things 1 and one of which would be to 
strive for a maximization of its effectivity as a mediuxr. of co 
munication. 
Two years before the tragic death of The Boston 
Post, the city of Boston was the scene of the worst newspaper 
"cut-throat" competition in the United States. At t,he time, 
there were no less than seven dailies published in the city, 
each one of which was engaged in 'the battle :for circulation, 
4lt and some for survival. 
Indirectly, it caused the death of The Boston 
It is considered a great loss in the American 
ly, a few conscious newspapermen r ealized the ill-effects of 
such a useless struggle. \'Jhat followed was a more active co-
operation among the newspapers. And today, the same eituation 
exists in most parts of the country. Exchange of ideas is pr a -
ticed to a great extent. The spirit of cooperat ion among .Ame-
rican newspapers today extends far beyond the ·usual "pool re-
por ting" to the various aspects of the newspape r business. 
A good example is The Christian Science Monitor. 
On numerous occasions 1 the Tw onitor has proven its devotion to 
the profession of journalism. And inrecognition of its contri 
butions to the advancement of journalism, the ~1onitor ha s been 
awarded several prizes and citations of' merits. In addition, 
a great many of its staff members have also received awards fo 
their individual achievements and "constant devotion to respon 
sible journalism." 
For instance, the International C~rculation Mana-
gers Association awarded Mr. H· Phelps Gates, circulation mana 
ger of the ~lonitor 1 the "Distinguished Service JDJ)rtard" for t,he 
second time on June 30, 1955 • Engraved on the award plaque : 
" ••• :for achievement beyond the ordinary call of duty which 
brought honor to his vhosen profession, enlightenment and aid 
to his colleagues 1 and benefits to the business of .ne wspaper 
publishing and circulation management." 
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Because of its unique success in press-dom, it 
become a source of historical reference for, and influence 
o"ther newspapers. Often called "the newspapers' newspaper," 
is read by 4200 editors, and one of the most widely quoted 
newspapei'S in the world.l Similarly, it was instrumental 
fecting constructive changes in journalism educe.tion a ll 
the world. Hence, it was not surpr i s ing t .. hat the United Nati 
cited "the Monitor as "outstanding among United States papers 
and one which does honor to world journa lism." 
'l'he policy of 'Ihe Christian Science fvionitor is no 
based on a simple exchange of ideas and trade secrets ma.."'ly -a -
di'tore fear would prove disastrous to the business interest o 
the newspaper, but on its vast influence on the field of jour 
nalism which it owes to its exercise of the highest mo r a l va-
lues, and a~ a newspaper that stands for and exemplifies the 
traditions of journalism at their very best; accuracy, objec-
tivity and modertation. Thus, the Monitor has be~ome a model 
to other newspapers. 
'f he Monitor's influence and interest in journalis 
extends far and wide. In l'"ebruary 24 of this year 1 it pub lis -
ad a spec .ial feature article . on sma ll-towm and suburban newsp -
pers. Like most of its feature art icles, it ¥ras '.Nritten in 
the most objective and constructive rr~nner. The writer did 
not pra ise home ... town newspapers explicitly, and much less did 
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he criticize them. It was a simple informative article on th 
nat~!_])roblems_~-~~ of small-town and suburban newspa 
==;ft:::;::;===~ 
pers. However, the effect of such an article upon the rela-
tionships between the lvlonitor and small newspapers is immeasu 
rable. A Monitor editor in commenting on the article 
credit was long overdue . 
The quinc;yPatriot . Ledger establishes relations 
with other newspapers by cooperating with them, which has a ls I 
made some of the Ledger's public service possible. "Normally 
this cooperation remains on the level of' exchange of informa-
tion about visitors to and from the South Shore ••• but some-
times ~he value of newspaper e~change has been demonstrated i 
time of personal or public disaster.. During the Worcester to . -
nado of June, 1Y53, debris from the stricken area was rained 
on the South Shore 1 fifty miles to the east. 1,!le Qu~ncy P~­
triot Ledger became a collection depot for letters, books, ph 
tographs, insurance policies, and forwarded. them in batches t 
the vlorcester Telegram which , by publishing list.s of what had 
been salvaged, was able to return them to survivors of the ca 
tastrophe."2 
The Ledger serves the journalism profession by 
training young men and women, and by offering its facilities 
as workshop to students from colleges and graduate school in 
Massachusetts . It also give~ journalism students summer jobs 
and part-time jobs (5uring college term. 
The interest of the Ledger in journalism is best 
illustrated in its active role in .the American j3ress Institut • 
~rhe Institute operates throu~~~!_l __ ~~~E-~ich permit in 
-=======~==========~ 
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formal and spontaneous exchange of ideas. Starr members of 
t.he Ledger hca.Ve taken parts in A. P .I. s eminars ''for publisher , 
for managing editors, for city editors, for news editor s , for 
sports editors, for editorial writers, for business managers, 
for ci~culation r~n~gers , for advertising munagers and staff; 
and in seminars on costs of management and on Russia . ") 
On the i nternational level, the Ledger supports 
the International Press Institute , the Inter-American Press 
Association , and the Z."'ederation Internationale des Editeurs d 
Journax et Publication (' ~ .I. E . J.). The Ledger has been repre-
sented in va rious meetings of these international press orga-
nizations in different parts of the world . 
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'he best of the Ledger, however, in the field of 
ne '.,;spaper relations is its success in effecting the first nwo 
way exchange of newspapermen under the International Educa!Jio 1 
Exchange Service of the United States Department or State. In 
January, 1955 1 1<1attbew A. Keenan , a Ledger staff reporter went 
to Holland , ana Jacob Willem Longed.ijk, deputy editor or Het 
Vader land, came to the United States . Expenses of the Dut ch 
newama.n _:were shared by the Ledger and the StataL; Department; of 
the American r eporter , by the two ne\tspapers. 
During the first five years of th~ exchange progra , 
seventy-eight journalists from forty-six countries visi'ted 
fif ty-six. American papers . 'l' he Ledger gave ·this a dvice which 
is worth quoting in t.his connection to other executives who 
assist in the program. 
The advice read: 
"l• Editors should realize that in entering 
into an exchange program they are not ne-
cessarily obta ining the services of a re-
porter thoroughly familiar with American 
reporting nlethods and writing style . 2~ Iou 
will get a hardworking , intel igent newspa-
perman who is anxious to learn all he can 
about the United States . Because of this 
you can send him on what your staff consi-
ders routine assignments, especially fea-
ture stories, and he will usually come back 
with a fresh, new vie~~oint. 3· You will 
have an expert on your staff who will be 
able to write worthwhile a nd helpful com-
ments on news stories as they break in his 
part of the world ••• 4• Your staff will be-
nefit from association with the visitor, if 
you are willing to set up starr meetings 
for a discussion wit.h the exchangee. 5· , f-
ter the visit is over, you will have a con-
tinuing overseas contact. 6. lou will get 
as much out of the visitor as you are willing 
to put into his visit. You can't just g ive 
him desk space a nd forget him. He is not a 
piece of furniture or equipment, bought to 
be an efficient labot device. You have got 
to get to know him and learn '£ his interests 
and abilities . 7• Above all, you should keep 
in .mind that he is not a junket ; he is trying 
to learn about the United States, which to 
most of tre visitors is a mysterious , com-
plex , and conflicting enigma." 
'rhe Quincy Patriot Lede;er, apparently, recognizes 
the interest and the value of sho-ta lk among colleagues, a nd 
in the need for "unhampered productive exchange of informatio 
and ideas," noy only w:Lthin the country, but from nation to 
tion. 
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The latest contribution of the Ledger to the news 
paper business 1 and "its real claim to fame is its adoption o 
prggressive production methods in photo-composition . u4 'l'he Le -
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ger has been doing extensive research in the past few years i 
the application to newspaper production of the Photon and the 
Dow Rapid Etcher machines. Today, the Ledger is credited to 
be the first newspaper in . the world to apply ·these ma chines t 
everyday newspaper production. · The development of these two 
machines is expected t o set . a new era in t he ne\llrspaper \>rorld. 
- l$0 
And while the American press continues to progres , 
partly because of the cooperation and understanding of editor 
and publishers, the Philippine press lags behind. A similar 
situation that existed in .Boston during the last years of' 'l'he 
Boston Post is now existing in the Philippines pa rticula rly i 
Manila. The newspapers . are engaged in a circulation war, and 
competition is the by-word. 
As Mr. H. Phelps Gates of the ~itor observed du-
ring his tour around the world, Asian nev-Jspape rs are characte-
rized by their keen competitiv'e spirits. This holds no truer 
in any other Asian country than it does in the Philippines 
where a newspaper is always in a stiff co mpetition with other 
newspapers. And \·there newspaper relations is c~rried only wit : 
those that belong in the same cha in or publishing firm. 
In the early 1950's, conscientious journalists ac-
tivated the idle National Press Club of the Philippines. 1~ ith 
the help of the late-President Magsaysay, an imposing .four-sto 
ry building was erected to become the headquarters o.f the Na-
tional Press Club. A new light then shone on the Philippine 
press, and hopes were high that the organization would spark 
a spirit of cooperat ion among the neifspapers and reel off a 
new epoch · in Philippine journalism. '£he building served its 
purpose of uniting the newsmen, but never the newspapers. 
By force (or tyranny) of number, the Times Publi-
shing Co., I nc., with its chain of newspapers claiming the la~ 
gest circulation figure~ now leads the journalism field. ~ 
.tJianj,la Times 1 the mother-newspaper· of this pO\Iferful publishing 
firm, maintains a policy of complete isolation fro m other nevJs 
papers not in the Times Publishing Co., Inc. chain. Without an 
doubt:,: The ~1an ila Times is the most inf'luential nev-:spa.per iii 
the Philippines today, and by f a r the most progressive. 
ln late December, 1957 1 it initiated in Philippine 
journalism the use of colored newsphoto on the front-page. One 
of ito leading competitors followed suit to the sacrifice of 
its meager budget, and financial status. The 'rimes claims a 
po_licy of precedent-making in connection to this development 
of the press. But a cco rding to the C:lnnouncement it made dur · 
the inauguration, it meant a "development of the Times' adver-
tis lng prestige •" 
In the coffee shops 1 in Congress canteer1:s, or amo 1 
coterie of intellectuals in .Manila, the names of \vriters a nd 
journalists more often mentioned come from the Times,where res 
pectable writing and prof'essionalism are the key words. Hence 
it is not surprising at all to hear from Filipino journalists 
that The I•ianila Times· has the best writers in the staff, and 
lSl 
that it is the Times' policy to attract other good writers wit 
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the oi'fer of much handsomer pay checks. 
On the international level, the Times likewise 
maintains no relation with other newspapers or international 
press organizations. Although it is a member of the Interna-
tional Circulation Managers Association, i~ failed to take an 
active part in the Asian Conference of the International Press 
Institute in 'fokyo in 1955. It was the f irst meeting of' Asian 
editors f or professional pur.poses. On the other hand , The Phi 
lipl?ines Herald set the lead for the Philippine press. 
As a direct r esult o£ the I.P.I. Conference, the 
Herald inaugurated a weekly page called "Focus on Asia" which 
brings to its readers articles on Asia by authoritative writer 
of other Asian countries. In commenting on the news page, the 
Herald editor said that each editor and his newspaper have en-
tered the agreement in a spirit of public service and coopera-
tion in the exchange of feature articles on interpretative a-
nalyses of what is going on in their respective countries. 
The. Philippines Herald also supports other inter-
national press organizations like the International Circulatio 
Managers Association and has been represented in several inter ! 
national caferences. Hence, the Herald is by far more popular 
internationally than most Philippine newspapers. 
However, aside from its Jtforeign" policy and pro-
grams , the Herald maintains no relationships with any Philip-
pine newspaper.. And like all of them, The PhiliRPines Herald 
e is no less in the circulation war raging in the Philippine 
I-----
press today than the other newspapers in other languages . 
this situation on hand, it is impossible to trace any friendl 
r elations among the newspapers, much less among ·the three lea 
. ing daily newspapers. 
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CHAPTER XII 
PRESTIGE BROCHURES 
Fully conscious of the principles of public rela-
tions~ and aware of its benefits~ a great many American news-
papers today, regardless of size, have published prestige bra 
chures. With the press' access to writers and printers, it i 
only natural to expect these prestige brochures to be of the 
highest quality in content and form. 
In 1954, The Christian Science I-ionitor published 
its 30-page self-cover brochure. Simply called Out of the 
pages of a ~;orld-famous daily ne wspaper, it presented the nev.r 
paper from. its "constructive analysis of the ne\o;s" to the li-st 
of professional associations of which the ne~nspaper is a mem-
ber. Basically a pictorial brochure, it had only one page of 
text, and that was the page on which the Monitor printed it~ 
main objective. 
Parts of the Monitor brochure were: constructive 
analysis of ·the news, publishing house, editorial management 
and news analysis, production skill and equipment, internatio 1 
reporting, service t.o readers and a dvertisers, character of t 
awards it receives, editorial content~ results for advertisers, 
benefits to readers, membership to professional associations, 
and pictures of Monitor issues with he adlines of world-wide 
Because of the expenses entailed in the preparati n 
and printing of the brochure, it is given only to select indi 
vidua ls. Demand f or the Monitor brochure throughout the 
is great, thus the editoria l staff is contemplating on printi 
the second edition in the near future. 
Although a comparatively smaller newspaper, !h! 
Quincy Patriot Ledger had had two editions printed of its pres-
t i ge brochure. 'l.' o quote a letter sent to the editor of t he 
Ledger by the cha irman of the National Committee for an Ade-
quate Overseas U.s. Inf'ormation Prpgram., "If only more papers 
throughout the country followed your lead, I have a feeling 
that we would not be a nation of illiterates on many i mportan 
international issues confronting . us. nl 
"The first edition of the boo~let (Assignment: Co 
ver the World) was prepared in 1955, principally with a view 
to its distribution among visitors to the Quincy Patriot Led-
ger school groups, newspapermen from out of town, and so 
on. We intended neither to explain the mechanics of newspaper 
production nor to 'write up ' members of the organization afte~ 
the fashion of a company magazine. Rather we wished to expla 
a theory of publishing and to illust r ate it as concretely a s 
poss ible from our own experience, an experience extending ove 
one hundred and t wenty years. We did not foresee the kind of 
reception the booklet was to meet with, especially outside 
newspaper world. "2 
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The value of Assignment: Cover the World is best 
expressed in this review of the brochure: "This is a skeptica 
age and most people probably doubt that most newspaper have 
any philosophy. 'U1at. 's why we welcome and applaud a 64-page 
book just published by the Quincy (Mass.l Patriot Ledger. It 
is a rare but highly successful attempt to explain a newspape 's 
philosophy... You get a suggestion of the human quality of 
this document from ~he caption, •Assignment: Cover the World, 
and don't forget the South Shore.' In a sense that and an in 
side caption -- 'local' isn't local anymore --tell the 
This book does a job no plant visitor booklet we have ever se 
does -- it gets to the heart and soul, the philosophy of the 
newspaper. u3 
\'J ith regard the Philippine newspapers, neither of 
the two included in -this study has ever published a prestige 
brochure. As a matter of fact, no newspaper in the Philippine 
has ever been known to have had any prestige brochure. The 
Philippines_ Herald oame closest to print.ing one a few years 
back, but the financial status of the newspaper, plus economi 
pressure prevalent, in t,he count,ry 1 prevent,ed its public at, ion. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
CONCLUSION 
This study provides several conclusive statements 
with regard the use of public relations by the press. It is 
not an objective of this study to prove any hypothesis. The 
main objective is to evaluate, analyze and compare the public 
relations po.licies and programs of the four leading daily news 
papers that were selected. 
It Wli4S evident, from the separate studies of the 
public relations policies and programs of each newspaper with 
regard each section of the newspaper public, that the four dai 
lies differ considerably in many facets and aspects of public 
relations. Although most of the alarming dissimilarities in 
the practice of public relations by these newspapers can be at 
tributed to the difference in their nature, the lack of any de 
finite pattern of newspaper public relations that they follow 
point very strongly to a disagreement concerning the principal 
concepts of public relations. 
Each of the four newspapers profess possession of 
certain policies and programs designed to win goodwill and es-
blish prestige. However, each differ from the others in vary-
ing degrees, such that no definite concept of newspaper public 
relations could be weeded out. As discussed in Appendix I, 
there is still a confusion in the press as to the func.tion of 
_ _l.$9 
public relations in the new$paper business. 
Tbe most disconcerting difference was noted in th 
reader relations of the newspapers. Due mainly on the marked 
difference in terms of circulation area, 'l'he Christian Science 
Monitor has resorted, with a considerable amount of success, 
to printed materials in establishing good reader relationship · 
while The Quincy Patriot Ledg~r engages actively in personal 
contacts to enhance its reader relations. In direct contras 
to these practices of the two American newspapers, the Philip 
pine dailies have hardly distinguished public relations from 
promotion. ttGirmnicks" are thought of in relati_on to circula-
tion, advertising or labor-management. It is a disheartening 
fact to note t hat the Philippine press has failed to grasp 
fully ~he concept of public relations. And to make matters 
doubly worse, promotion is not only misconstrued as public re 
lations, but public acceptance too is measured according to 
the circulation figure. 
Perhaps it is next to impossible to advance any 
conjecture as regards the success of any one public relations 
policy or program, but certainly in connection to reader rela 
tions of the four newsp&pers included in this study, it can 
easily be s a id that the two American dailies have "arrived" 
with their policies and programs. Although employing differe 
means in achieving one particular goal, the two dailies never 
theless have proven 'themselves successful. And to add, they 
both have chosen methods t.hey deemed were most effective in 
their particular situations. On the other hand, the Philippine 
dailies remain idle. Whatever alleged public relations poli-
cies and programs they have more often than not border on the 
concept of promotion, and the taint of ·commercialism is always 
present and noticeable. 
In the advertising field, the American newspapers 
again show excellence in fostering better relations. Althoug 
l.&cking in any definite or specific policies and programs 1 th I 
American dailies nonetheless follow closely the usual pattern 
of newspaper public relations in this connection. And that is 
to say 1 they both proV'ide advertisers with all the available 
itlforma.tion. But most important perhaps is the fact that the 
American newspapers staunchly defend theireditori al policies 
against pernicious pressure groups in the form of big adverti-
sers. While they claim success in this relation, the Philipp e 
press cannot as yet boast of the same stand these American ne . -
papers have taken w·ith ·regard editorial policies against pres 
sure groups. 'I' his error of the Philippine newspapers can be 
partly traced to the nature of the newspapers' advertiser re-
lations policies and programs which too often sacrifice edito-
rial contents to sooth the ego of the advertisers. 
It is most difficult to advance any one definite 
reason as to 'che existence · of pressure groups in the Philip-
pine press. Furthermor·e,. ·wha-c brought them about is less im-
portant and significant than the steps to be taken to curb 
their power over the press. It will most likely weaken these 
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pressure groups 1 made up mostly of big advertisers, if the 
newspapers were to provide them \'lith adequate information in 
the form of comprehensive market aP~lysis. This may seem far-
fetched at first glance , but by making the advertisers realize 
the potentialities of the ne\'lspapers, "depth of penetration" 
as the Monitor terms it, the advertisers will begin to respect 
the newspapers as a powerful medium for advertising, and not a 
an organization that "pats them on the back." 
In the more in~ortant community ~elations of news-
papers, the American and Philippine dailies all have similar 
policies. However, they differ in programs. The four newspa-
pers g ive stress upon public service, a nd have included the 
responsibility in their policies, editorially and in public re 
la. tions. 'I' he difference lies primarily in the efforts they 
exert in f os tering better community relations. 'fhe American 
dailies engage in the more constructive side of public service 
like advocating and campaigning for community improvements. In 
contrast 1 the Philippine news papers display s tirring editorial 
And• philantrophy o I campaigns with very limited effort added. 
the part of The Manila Times. l n other words , the Philippine 
I 
I 
newspapers end their campaigns with the editorials,_ \t>Thile the 
American dailies go several steps farther. 
One grea~ shortcoming of the Philippine press in t .· 
fi eld of pu!Jlic relations is clearly reflected in its relation-
ships with newsboys and dealers. There is an evident lack of 
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showed a clear conception of this particular facet of public 
relations, and thus possess specific policies and programs; 
the success of which is indicated by effective distribution me-
thods. 
It is only in internal relations that the Philip-
pine newspapers can point with pride. Evidently, judging fro 
the numerous number of policies and programs they have, which 
are all constructively designed, the two Philippine dailies 
outdo their American counterparts. One can easily surmise the 
success of the Philippine newspapers in internal relations whe 
he considers the fact that newspapers in the Philippines are 
too often taken as strictly business ventures. Moreover 1 due 
to the existing cut-throat competition in the newspaper field, 
newspapers keep a close watch over their staff members. Hence, 
emphasis is given upon internal organization and labor rela-
tions. Again, it is only in this , .aspect of newspaper public 
relations that the Philippine press shows a certain degree of 
excellence. 
In just about the same manner as th~ advertisers 
have beco1ne pressure groups threatening editorial policies of 
Philippine newspapers~ government officia ls lately have shown 
indications of wielding considerable influence over the Phi-
lippine press. Best example of this 
.. 
Herald's claim of difficulties in obtaining a sufficient sup-
ply of newsprint to increase its number of pages and circula-
tion in general. The reason given by some editors is that th 
=~=-- - ---==---- ===- --
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Herald has a very poor relationship with the government. 
The Philippine press is said to be the freest in 
As ia. This is continiously becoming a dubious statement as 
more and more government of ficials begin to bear weight upon 
the newspaper business. The press is constantly losing its 
inherent power which critics say forces the government to mai 
tain good relations witht.the newspapers. A close analysis of' 
the public relations policies and programs of the Philippine 
newspapers revealed that their government relations programs 
hinge on personal bases. 'rhey are directed towards the admi-
nistration, specifically to political parties and indivrl.dual 
officials. 
It is precisely in this connection where the Phi-
lippine dailies differ from the American newspapers. :Vhile 
the American publications concentrate on the government, the 
Philippine newspapers focus their attention on the individuals. 
Hence, in the process of looking at the government from the 
point of view of personal relationships, government off icials 
become pressure groups. 
Another striking difference is the overt. support 
given by Philippine newspapers to political parties or candi-
dates during elections. Seldom is the same pattern followed 
by American newspapers. Endorsement of any candidate or poli 
tica l party is considered by many Filipino editors and publi-
shers as part o.f the newspaper's government rela tions programs 
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Philippine newspapers distinguish themselves too 
from American dailies vrhen it comes to political maneuvers. 
It is common practice in the Philippine press-dom to engage 
in political hocus-pocus in an effort to foster bet.ter rela-
tions with the governm.e:1t. And most of these political schem 
are directed t.owards the political party in power, or the ad-
ministra:tion. Instead of' stepping into any political squalor, 
the American press maintains government relations largely by 
aiding in the functions of the administration. And also, by 
maintaining a certain degree of accuracy and objectivity in 
news reporting. 
It is not much to say that the Philippine press' 
practice in maintaining government relations may very well 
lead to the curbing of the freedom of' the press completely. 
Together with its relationships with advertisers, much is lef 
to be desired with its relationships with the Philippine go-
vernment. (Which, by the way, is not exactly a paragon of' vir. 
tue.) 'fhe poor public relations policies and programs of' the 
Philippine press as regards to these two sections of the news 
paper public have consistently led to the creation of pressur 
groups which endanger the press quite alarmingly. 
Another failure of the Philippine press is in its 
relationa with other newspapers. (r he American press has suc-
ceeded to a great extent in this particular aspect of public 
relations. Due largely to the existing circulation war among 
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newspapers in the Philippines today, similar to that which cha 
racterized Boston newspaper business a few years ago, Philip· 
pine dailies have totally neglected fostering better relations 
with other new·spapers. And instead, all have engaged in a cut 
throat competition heightened by non-cooperation and tempting 
good writers with more attractive salaries. 
In a condition accented by misunderstanding and 
mistrust, the progress of the Philippine press has been compa-
ratively slower than that of the United States. It virtually 
lags behind, particularly so in the field of public relations. 
Lately, it has become more evident than during the 
inauguration of the National Press Club of the Philippines 
building that the Philippine press needs more cooperation and 
understanding among themselves, particularly among the newspa 
per publishers and editors. It is high time that Filipino jo 
nalists realize the value of cooperation, and put an end to 
the raging circulation war. Of course this can be accomplishe 
by the publishers and editors themselves. However, to mainta ' 
better relations among the newspapers, public relations has 
more responsibilities than meets the eye. And more important, 
it is most essential if the Philippine press hopes to see ano 
ther golden era of journalism as was the case in the early 
post war period. 
'l'ha American newspapers stand out in the press-wo d 
today in their concerted efforts to establish better relation 1 
not only among American publications, but also with newspapers 
- - - -
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abroad. The Christian Science Monitor and The . Quincy 
Ledger are only two of the many American newspapers today tha 
engage quite actively in the exchange of newspapermen overseas 
Indeed this public relations function of these two American 
dailies addseonsiderably to the prestige of the American pres • 
It has a multitude of advantages and benefits to the press in 
general; which unfortunately, not only the Philippines, but 
also other nations fail to realize. It is newspaper public 
relations on its highest level. 
While the American newspapers have realized the 
value of public rela tions, the Philippine newspapers have n@t 
yet fully grasped its meaning. So far, no Philippine newspa-
per has ever published a prestige brochure, nor anything that 
comes close to a. brochure that explains the newspaper's 
sophy. It seems ironic that a press alleged to be "one of 
freest in the world"l has not yet stated its philosophy. 
If one were to be captious in judgment, it is in 
this particular aspect of newspaper public relations where t 
Philippine press has its greatest shortcoming. It is impossi 
ble to measure the value, much less the effects, of prestige 
brochures. But it can not be denied that prestige brochures 
do add to the newspaper's authority and reputation due to a-
chievements. rrhose of the Monitor's and the Ledger's are 
good examples on hand. Their va lue have been proven, and the r 
effects felt. 
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It is only when t aken as a whole can one point 
with a certain degree of assurance if the public relati9ns po 
licies and programs of a newspaper have succeeded . If t a ken 
separately, according to the various sections of the public, 
is on~kely to err in his judgment 1 and fail to cover the whol 
newspaper enterprise. 
The results directly attributable to the public 
relations policies and programs of the four daily newspapers 
in this study can be measured to a limited degree. To use ac 
ceptability by the general public as a criterion, it is safe 
to state that the two American newspapers have attained their 
goals. To use t he circulation figure as a yardstick, it is 
likewise evident that the two dailies are accomplishing their 
attempts. In relation to the Philippine newspapers, it is 
most apt to conclude that they have faltered in their public 
relations programs, save in internal relations. It is this 
writ er's strong belief that the Philippine press has not been 
fully accepted yet by the public. It is still held suspect b 
many. The rise and fall of the circulation figures 
Philippine newspapers indicate quite conclusively the non-sig 
nificant and -lasting effects of promotion ''~dlmmicks." Their 
failure in the intricate art of public relations is greatly 
reflected by the lack of any f)teady rise in their circulation 
charts. 
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However, despite this discordant note in the presf 
in general, it has still continiously proven itself' a success 
as a business enterprise. But the irony of the whole situa'ticp, 
and almost. a paradox,is that the newspaper can never be a ~ur~ 
business establishment if it hopes to remain a newspaper of 
humanity. The newspaper has a place in t he communic ation sys-
tem, and it should strive to maintain this position and uphold 
the cannons of journalism. 
The modern business world has given the press a 
new tool to work with in achieving its ultimate goal. This is 
called public relations. The press should awake to this new 
concept. The duality of the newspaper's personality should 
not be a drawback and be allowed to create impediments. It is 
true that this dualistic nature of the press nakes newsp.e.p '3r 
public relations doubly difficult and znore demanding. But it 
is essential, hence it should be employed. 
'rhe American newspapers have shown admirable s igns 
of success in the effort. 
The Philippine newspapers have yet to examine this 
new engrossing and most useful function called public relatior. ~ .•II 
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FOOTNOTE 
CONCLUSION 
1. Olivero, Baldomero T., An Important Journalistic Event of 
the Year, (!i'ookien Times Magazine, Manila, April,l955.) 
p. 23. 
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APPENDIX I 
CONFUSION IN THE PRESS 
'l'his study will be incomplete without the mention 
of the confusion i n the press. There are strong indications 
that newsmen cannot or do not agree on the exact nature of 
newspaper public relations. Some prejudiced editors regard 
public relations unnecessary in the newspaper business. 'l' hos 
who accept and believe in public relations do not as yet 
fully how to practice the right kind of, and profitable publi 
relations. Too often it is confused with promotion. And the 
concept of' goodwill is lost or subordinated to the magic of 
circulation f igures. 
More business conscious journalists regard public 
relations essential, indispensible in boosting circulation an 
protecting the business interest of the newspaper. The civic 
minded journalists, on the other i~nd, while perched high on 
their ivory towers, look down upon public relations as a sini -
ter scheme. The tumult r anges far and wide. It goes beyond 
the usual quarrel on the duality of the newspaper's personal! 
ty. A small part of the confusion, and just the surfa ce of 
which, was inevitably mentioned in this study. The confusion 
goes much deeper, and has its foundation, as some editors 
would assert, on the very principles of the cannons 
1 
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lism. 
A typical example of the press' failure to grasp 
the meaning of public relations is expressed in the following: 
rtEffective Public Relations: Promotion 
is an effort to foster good public relations 
for an institution or business so that the 
institution will be better appreciated and 
the business more effective. Included in its 
concept are advertising, public relations, 
and sales management. 
"As understood in the publishing busi-
nesst promotion connotes those efforts which 
strengthen the sale of its products, subs-
criptions and advertis ing space, and efforts 
which will increase the public relations 
standing of the newspaper in the community 
or geographical area in which it is published, 
lt may include the public relations of' the· 
newspaper in relation to its own employees, 
though such relations may be regarded under 
labor relations. 
"A larger newspaper has three divisions 
in promotion, although these functions may 
be organized under other departments. These 
functional d ivisions include circulation pro-
motion, advertising promotion, and institu-
tional promotion. nl 
Perhaps this confusion is a simple question of se-
mantics, or a misconception of' the definition of public rela-
tions 1 or a distinction between promotion and public relations 
Some publishers believe that their newspapers' efforts to builc 
goodwill and establish good publid relations belong in both ca-
tegories. 
"From the standpoint of La Porte, Ind., Herald-
Argus, promotion consists of doing something that 
will help our readers, or at least a part of them, 
become better citizens as a result of what 
the newspaper does, or says, or prints,• 
says G.E. Moss, Herald-Argus promotion ma-
nager. 'On the other hand, public relations 
is simply gettir~ along with our friends and 
our competitors without anything derogatory, 
either to ourselves, our friends, or our e-
nemies. It is an honest effort to make the 
other fellow feel that we are vitally inte-
rested in his welfare and will do all we can 
to keep him on the right road.'" 
"' ~furgaret Riggin, member of the promo-
tion department of the Memphis Commercial 
Appeal and Press-Scimitar believes that pro-
motion and public relations are not synony-
mous but that they are so interrelated that 
a good promotion job would be tough to turn 
out without public relations to back it up. n2 
"If newspaper managements confuse pub-
lic relations with promotion and press agen-
try, it is largely be cause too many so-called 
public relations people also confuse them, 
and the ne\vspaper that has been taken for a 
sucker by some slick press agent masquerading 
as a p~blic relations man has a right to be 
wary.nJ 
The commer1t quoted above indicates that the press 
in general · is still unaware of the development of the concept 
of public relations from its "press agentry" stage of the tim s 
of Ivy Lee and company to its present status in the business 
world. Indeed to confuse public relations with promotion is 
being backward in times, and to categorize public relations a 
part of promotion is to be absurd. 
No better example is on hand than the results of 
this study which point in part to the effects of public rela-
tions with the increase in circulation and winning of public 
acceptance as the principal yardsticks. Circulation is indi-
iii 
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cative of the newspaper's success as a business enterprise, 
and prestige is commensurate to the personality of the newspa 
per as a social instrumentality. 
The American and the Philippine newspapers all 
have public relations policies and programs. Although they 
may differ in varying degrees in certain aspects, they none-
theless have notions of the concept of public relations. In 
several instances in this study, however, public relations wa 
confused with promotion by the interviewees. 
As was expected, the American ne wspapers clearly 
showed a much more comprehensive knowledge of public relation • 
Conversely, they have a comparatively better public relations 
policies and programs than the Philippine dailies. 'l'he eff ec s 
of these policies and programs, which at times appeared clea~ 
cut and well-defined 1 are greatly reflected in the prestige 
won by the newspapers in the last few years and in the tremen 
dous increase in circulation. In a nutshell, in the steady 
progress of the American press as a whole. 
The Philippine newspapers, not yet versed with th 
tools and techniques of public relations, are showing strong 
indications and desires to learn public relations more fully. 
The development of newspaper public relations in the Philip-
pines has been slow, and at times retarded by prejudiced edi-
tors and publishers who obviously lack foresight. Hence, it 
was natural to expect the public relations policies and pro-
grams of the Philippine newspapers to bear offensive flavor o 1 
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promotion. with a vague concept of public relations offering 
impediments, the Philippine press has failed to point with 
pride to its role in the communication system and success in 
the business 'World . 
The now-celebrated promotion program of The ¥mnil 
Times in 1955., called JOGGLEWORDS, show clearly the short .. liv d 
and very limited effects of promotion compared to those lasti lg 
effects of public relations programs, particularly those of t L 
American newspapers. 
A few weeks before the start of the JOGGLE 'iORDS 
contest in March 6, 1955 1 the Times had a circulation of 
82 1 713. By t.he middle of March, the 'l' imes had registered an 
increase of 13 1 509 copies with a circulation of 961 222. In A-
pril, the circulation figure even rose to 105 1 685. Thus, in 
less than t wo months , from 1\-furch to April, '£he Manila Times 
showed a gain of 22 1 972 in circulation. The rise was even 
more amazing considering that the contest was introduced duri 
the so-called "summer slump" period when newspaper and ma.gazi 
sales follow a downward trend beginnirig March until early May 
The Times' circulation d opped to 93 1 251 by the mi · 
dle of May . But still 10 1 538 more than when the JOGGLEWORDS 
start.ed in IVJ:arch. The drop resulted from the elimination of 
almost 50% of the contestants . By early June the circulation 
ha.d fallen to 87,857, and by the middle of July it registered 
84 1 688 which was normal circulation for the Times at that time 
of the year. 
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The JOGGLEWORDS contest was termed a big success 
circulation-wise. The peak of 105,6$5 the circulation 
in April \\ras beaten only t wice in the following years. One 
was the plane crash of President Magsaysay, and the other was 
the November 1957 national elections. Bot h later events hit 
the circulation figures of 108,147 and 112.1 3.30, respectively. 
However, the JOGGLEWORDS did not register any las 
ing significant effect on The ·~nila Times, neither in terms 
of circulation nore prestige. 'rhe circulation dropped to nor 
mal immediately after the contest, and no sign of added pres-
tige f or the newspaper was won by t he contest a t a ll. 
On January 1 1 1956, seve·n months after the JOGGLE-
l'VORDS contest 1 •rhe f.:lanila 'r imes launched anot her contest 
BINGO-LINGO· The contest ran f or seven months, and like ·the 
J OGGLEVORDS 1 it increased the circulat i on only during the tim 
of the contest. When it ended, the circulation dropped to no 
ml. With promotion as its tool, t he Manila 'l' i mes tried to 
hike its circulation. Evidently, it did succeed. 
er than the :ili ife of the pro mot ion T' gimmick,.." 
On the other hand, the t wo Ame rican newspapers ar 
reg istering steady increase in circulation wit h the least use 
of promotion "gimmicks. u Although the increase i s short of a 
phenomenal jump, · the American dailies 1 hot-mver 1 can rra nage to 
maintain a steady ris·e . in circulation that is far from suffer 
ing a sudden "diva." 
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By means of adroit public relations, they have 
goodwill and prestige. And most of all, they have won the 
ceptance of the public and the community. 1'hus 1 they are ex~ 
periencing an increase in circulation with no fear of a "dive ' 
or a "slump" as other newspapers are accustomed to due to so 
fanatic adherence tot he concept of promotion which very rare 
ly brings a significant and lasting effect to a newspaper. 
And to add,. as C.R. Conlee, promotion manager of 
the Milwaukee (Wi s .) Journal, declared, "Public relations are 
vital to a successful newspap er if readers are to have confi-
dence in the editorial content, if advertisers are to have 
faith in the business operations and if the newspaper itself 
is to assume its rightful pla ce as a community servant, a lert 
to its needs, the progress and welfare of the area it serves." 
Newspaper public relations is an almost entirely 
new concept in the suubborn Fourth Estate. Public relations 
may be a young profession, and still in its prime, but it cer 
tainly has proven it s worth in the business world. But in th 
press, it is and will remain in its infa ncy if journalists co I 
tinue to blind themselves with other thulgs and refuse to see 
the light of public relations. 
Granted promotion can boost circulation, although 
highly ineffective in the long-run, it undeniably cannot win 
goodwill for the newspap er. Or, respect as 1Jir . Prescott Low, 
publisher of 1'he l..,luincy Patriot Leagef, asserts public rela -
tions should achieve f or ~ newspaye~. Or, integrity, to which 
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• The Christian Science Monitor has committed it self. Public a c 
cept ance and understand ing are not attainable by promotionJ ad 
vertising and sales management. 
To rightfully deserve its proper place in the in-
tricate mass communication system oi..' modern times, and claim 
success in the competitive world .of business, the newspaper 
must establish credibility •••• as a purveyor of rtewsl 
Perhaps it is most difficult to ~;ay if a newspaper 
he.s arrived. But. when someone no less tha n Sir Winston Chur-
chill pays a striking tribute to one, shadows of doubts are 
cast on the stateillent. 
During his address ~o a luncheon given by the Pres 
Association, Britain's domestic news agency, Sir \'l]inston Chur-
chill turned to Laurence Scott, chairman of the lVIanchester 
Guardian and a director of Heuters news agency, and said: 
11 Your paper is indeed a great paper. I confess I 
a l ways rank it with 'l'he Christian Science Monj.tor of the Uniteti 
States." 
# 
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